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Reply to the deepening and
;irreversible crisis of capitalism
;by organising factory, tenant,
and student committees on
the Anti-Capitalist Programme
The anti-Capitalist spirit of the British working class shows itself constantly in
strike actions and demonstrations. But these actions of the class are limited and local
because there is no centre, no leadership, to co-ordinate the struggle on a national
lSCale. The work:ng class does not have the organic forms which correspond to its
desire for an anti-Capitalist struggle, a desire which can be measured by the aggressive
.actions of the class over the recent period, but nevertheless 'these organic forms, these
,organisations are beginning to be constmcted. The formation of Ii dockers eommittee
in St. Katherines dock in London which refused to be subjected to the authority of
:the union leadership and showed this by resigning as shop stewards but not disbanding
itself as a local unofficial leadership indicates tbe beginning of' tbis process of the
'Construction of new organ:c forms. The working class is sbowing tbat it bas no coneern for the problems wbicb confront tbe Capitalist class, but continues to fight for
its own demands, its own class .interests. Tbus we see at the very time that Capital:sm
is calling for greater efforts from everybody, and a minute sector-mainly of clerks:;,.,~!,0ct""~-aI'~;,:t::Q~~ll~~~;f;,~tq;~~,I(Jt~.,,,IJ,!t... J!~QI'.Jmtg~~f9L",'~;~~~f;'~Y,?ki;J~~t~~¢(Ql'!i,.Af~e; ;"
. . working class absent themselves from work after tbe Christmas and New Year bolidays.
This is the response of the class 'to the problems of Capitalism and its exhortations
to work harder.
.
We see the masses advancing with a
spirit of dual power. The strikes of the
immediate past period have ·been not
over pay but on the issues of who controls within the factory; the workers or
the bosses. The strike which has just
finished at Automotive Products at
Leamington Spa which crippled the car
industry in the !Midlands was provoked
by the refusal of management to pay
the men for the Friday afternoon ,before
Christmas saying that many had left
early and that it was impossible to say
who had left and who had not. After
Christmas three thousand men walked
out of the factory demanding that the
management pay those who had worked,
refusing to accept the bosses arguments
that no one would be paid. Another example of this same sentiment was the
strike at Rovers in Cardiff against dismissal of 7 men for. alleged bad workmanship. These two most recent examples
plus the demonstration of BMC workers
laid off because of a component shortage
at Longbridge in November when they
walked into the factory demand:ng work,
blaming the stoppage on the inefficiency
of management, show how the workers
are imposing or seeking the way to impose dual power in the factories. They
are deciding who shall be hired or fired
and what hours should be worked, and
they show a desire to go forward to control all the aspects of production within
the factory.
At the same time as there is this advance towards dual power, the economic
cris:s of Capitalism deepens constantly
no possible perspective of
and there
an improvement. Unemployment continues to rise, prices rocket up, rents and
fares increase, worsening the living conditions of the working class and poor
petit 'bourgeoisie and at the same time
increasing their combativity and will to
finish with the system. The economic
crisis of Capitalism is feeding its social
crisis, and now the economic crisis is
irreversible; it is not merely a cyclical
recession as in the 50's. The latest measures of U.S. Imperialism to try to correct
it<; balance of payments deficit, which
mean a restriction on the export of capit-
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al and a further reduction in the world
market, deal another blow at the efforts
of British Capitalism to solve its own
cr:sis. In a futile attempt to find a solution
the Labour government, in the interests
of the Capitalist class, extends the period
,of the wage freeze until the middle of
1969, saying that wages must be kept
down whilst prices and profits must be
allowed to rise, and at the same time
cutting the level of the social services,
reducing expenditure on health, education
and housing. Thus Capita!:sm's only
solution is to lower the standard of living
and increase the rate of exploitation of
the masses. Coupled with this, as a logical part of this policy, the Capitalist class
prepares for repression a,gainst the workers d'scussing publically the need to fine
strikers, ban unofficial strikes etc. It is
part of the process towards repression
which is taking place throughout Europe,
as the bourgeoisie loses more and more
its soical basis of support, and more and
more can only rely on terrorism.
The bourgeoisie tries to compensate for
this loss of soc:al support by turning
to the Soviet bureaucracy. This support
by the Soviet bureaucracy is both economic through trade agreements which
have helped the European car industry
in the past period, but above all social;
the bourgeoisie uses the authority of the
Workers State to give itself authority before the petit ,bourgeo'sie of their respective countries. Wilson's forthcoming
trip to the USSR is part of this manouevre
and it shows his enormous weakness before the masses of this country and at
the same time the wretched counter revolutionary policy of the Soviet bureaucracy which feels the weakness of the
bourgeo'sie and rushes to the defence of
Capitalism, to defend at the same time
it3 own privileged interests from the revolution.
Great new leaps are being prepared in
the class struggle in this country. Conditions are preparing for another 1926
exc~pt that now the conditions are immensly more favourable to the masses.
Today the masses have absorbed the
experience of the ,betrayals of their leaderships and are organising outside their

The meeting of European
revolutionary tendencies
held in Paris in December
On 16th December 1967, representatives of Notre Lutte Ouvriere, bulletin of
the class tendency of the Renault factory (France), of the United Car Worker,
bulletin of the revolutioriary tendency of the Austin and Vauxhall factories (England),
of Revolucion Socialista, national organ of the revolutionary tendency of the
PSIUP (Italy), some delegates of the revolutionary core of workers at CockerillOugree (Belgium), some representatives of the A.EJR.-FUDE (Spain, ReVOlutionary
Students Group-;J)emocratic University Federation of Students) ,and some Algerian
revolutionary militants in France, met in Paris.
.
Some comrades of Voz Contaruna, ,bulletin of the revolutionary peasant tendency of PSIUP (Italy), of Stella Rossa, bulletin of the revolutionary tendency of
the Italian Communist Party, and of the CGIL of the Pirelli factory (Italy), of
Sinistra Universitaria, 'bulletin of the revolutionary students tendency in Italy, of
Voz Obrera, bulletin of the revolutionary opposition of the Workers Commissions
of Barcelona (Spain), gave their complete support to the aims and principles of
the meeting.
The meeting laid. the basis for the organisation of the EUROPEAN REVOLUTIONARY TENDENCY, which is basing itself on the.,etivity of the revohItional'Y
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in the factories, in the countryside, and the universities: .-These tendencies are
intervening in the struggles which are developing throughout Europe un:fYlng
them, as the conscious revolutionary leadership, fused to the spirit of victory of
the peasants, workerS', students, and ali the masses of the world who struggle
in order to smash Capitalism and Imperialism.
It was obvious from the intervention of comrades prellent and by the concrete
action developed by each group of the revolutionary tendency, that in each country
in face of the curbing action of the capitulatory leadership of the European
workers movement, who seek to contain the masses struggle within the framework
of the bourgeois democratic regime, it is not only necessary, but it is also possible
to develop the conscious revolutionary leadership which impels the masses struggles
to the taking of power. The masses throughout Europe already intervene as
leaders by buildfug at the 'base, the organisms of dual power in order to impose
the:r demands, and they bypass the bureaucratic apparatus of workers parties and
of the union organisations everywhere in strikes, factory and land occupations
and in their battles with the police.
It is necessary to give an organic form to the process of constant· elevation
of the European Socialist Revolut:on.
The European revolutionary tendency is born from this process as an objective
necessity. It finds its strength in the decision of the European masses and the
revolutionary vanguard, which intervenes in the struggles to make the assault on
Capitalist power.
.
.
With the aim of organising a European Conference of all the revolutionary
tendencies a Secretariat of the European Revolutionary Tendency has ,been formed
with the following comrades: Etienne LEFEVRE (Notre Lutte Ouvriere, Franee)Antonio di CAMILLO and Antonio MUCCI (Revolucion Socialist, Italy)--Brian
LYNAM (The United Car Worker,' England)-Ernest ZACHARY (Cockerill,
Belg:um)-and Maximo LOIZU (A.E.R.-FUDE Spain).
The meeting adopted as an immediate resolution; to lead forward. resolutely
in each country the work of reinforcement and extension of each group of revolutionary tendencies.
The meeting was terminated ·by a revolutionary salute to all the European
masses who struggle against Capitalism and the bureaucratic apparatuses of the
European Workers Movement, a salute to the National Front of Revolutionary
Students UNER of Mexico, wh'ch made an appeal in their last conference fot;
a Latin American United Front of revolutionary tendencies, a salute to the Arab
masses in particular to the Syrian masses, to the Chinese, Vietnamese, Latin
Ameri~an, African and Asian masses, to the masses of the United States, who
fight against Imperialism, a part'cular salute to the Soviet masses for the 50th
Anniversary of the triumph of the October Revolution.
Tbe Secretariat of the
EUROPEAN

control. The influence of the world revolution, the Negro struggle in the U.s.A.,
the cultural revolution in China, the
social defeat of Imperialism in the Middle
East, the retreat of British Imperialism
from Aden, and the power and development of the Workers States all influence
and encourage the British masses. Today
the world balance of forces is entirely
in favour of the revolution and not of
Capitalism and Imperi~lism.

REVOL~ONARY

TENDENCY

Even thougb these conditions are favourable bowever, the absence of organlsations
which correspond to tbe anti-Capitalist
maturity of tbe wo~king class allowS' the
bourgeoisie to keep the init:ative in its
bands, allows it to close factories, raise
rents and fares etc. despite the reaction of
sectors of tbe class. Tbe present crisis demands an aggressive response on tbe part
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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APPEAL OF THE ENLARGED INTERNATIONAL
SECRETARIAT OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL~ TO,
THE SYRIAN

GOVERNMENT~

THE

BAATH~

THE
FEDERATION OF SYRIAN TRADE UNIONS~ THE
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF ARAB
WORKERS AND THE SYRIAN MASSES

TEXT PRESENTED BY COMRADE J. POSADAS AND ADOPTED AS AN APPEAL OF THE ENLARGED INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL. OCTOBER 1967
The IV International addresses itself to the Syrian Governm.ent, to the Baath, to
the Trade Unions and the Federation of Syrian Trade Unions, to the .International
Federation of Arab Workers calling them to adopt firm and resolute positions against
Yankee hnperialism, against the preparation of new invasions on the part of Israel,
to recuperate the positions and the land occupied by Israel, to develop the Socialist
Revolution and to carry forward in the whole of the Middle East the same positions
~nd the same programme which the Baath resolved, as expressed by Al Atassi when
he called for the Socialist unification of Syria, Iraq, Egypt and Algeria. We appeal
that they call to the masses of Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iran, Morrocco' and Tunisia
to extend this Socialist unification; to mak~ an appeal to all the Arab Middle East
to unify itself through the programme of Socialist unification and calling at the same
time to the Jewish masses of Israel to overthrow the Capitalist governm.ent, take the
land, take the factories, unify themselves with the Arabs and establish a single state
jn which there will be the right of self·deterinination of the Jewish masses.
The bases of the economy and of property are already those of a Workers
State in Syria, but the social organisation is still not that of a Workers State.
It is the social bases, the social organjsation,. which starting from now, will
have to determine and be the bases of
economic devel~pment and the socia:l
bases to develop .towards Sd~ia1ism. The
sqcial bases .are ,'necessary to.qentral~se .
the popuhiti'onand organise its creative
capacity, as demonstrated in the defence
of Syria by. the wing which stopped
the Israeli Imperialist invasion, but also
'to develop the direct control of the
people over the economy, the policy and
the reyolutionary politico/military activity. Th~ weight of the population organised in Soviets will directly exert its
historic and concrete influence on the
sectors which are still limited by their
reH,gious considerations so that they can
feel integrated into the Syrian Socialist
revolution. And they will serve also to
:dissuade and impose on those tendencies
and groups of the petit bourgeoisie and
of the bourgeoisie who are waiting for
the opportunity once more to make the
counter-revolutionary uprising. The social
organisation of the Syrian Workers State
in the form of soviets, militias, armed
regionals, the active public life of the
Syrian masses will exert a decisive in·fluence on the masses of the Middle
East, on the petit 'bOUrgeoisie of Saudi
'Araba, Jordan, Iran, Yemen, Ruwait, etc.
It will exert a decisve influence, it will
attract them to feel and support the
Arab Socialist Revolution, so that they
themselves organise within their own
countries.
We salute with an our revolutionary
force, sentiment and consciousness the
constitution of tbe Syrian Workers State.
commonly called the Syrian Socialist
State. In the name of the IV Inter,national, of our 17 sections in tbe world
and tbe 4 more to be constructed in a
short time, we salute aud support un·
conditionally the Syrian Workers State.
It is one of the greatest examples of
progress in human history. Syria passed
a few years from feudalism to tbe
Workers State. It is a result of tbe
combination of tbe unequal and com·
bined, but concentrated and central·
ised process of the World Socialist Revolution. The struggles of tbe masses
of the world against Imperialism, against
the monarchs and kings, in Vietnam,
Santo Domingo, Africa, Asia, Latin
America constitute an invincible objective
front whicb disorganises the world
Capitalist front and elevate... the will, the
resolution, tbe revolutionary decision of
tbe masses of Syria, Algeria, Egypt, .0£

in

Iraq to destroy Capitalism and organise
themselves as Workers States. Included
in this concentrated and centralised, unequal and combined process of the march
and progress of the world Socialist Re-·
volution, is the revolutionary leadership
of the Baath, its revolutionary decision
and development to advance in the
struggles and positions of the ,Socialist
~Revolution~ .
There is no possibility of either a
peaceful solution or a solution through
agreements, Or pacts, or merely through
the passage of time. The events of the
Middle East are part of a sinister plan
of Yankee Imperialism. This cannot live
faced with the revolution, the revolutionary progress of the struggles of the masses, the advance of the Arab masses
,and the progress of the revolution in
Algeria, in Syria, in Egypt. and in part,
Iraq. Yankee Imperialism is preparingusing all the possible· means to obtain
it-whatever the cost and the disastrous
consequences for humanity-Yankee Imperialism is preparing for the world
atomic war. Its intervention in the
Middle East is part of this strategy.
Today or tomorrow, Imperialism will be
inclined to invade the Middle East to
launch atomic arms against the masses
of the Middle East, against the nationalist revolutionary and' Socialist governments of the Middle East. It still counts
on the resolution of problems through
the summits, the governments, and the
leaderships.
While it discusses in the
United Nations, while it deceives the
masses and the revolutionary and Socialist nationalist tendencies with discussions
in UN.o, Imperialism is preparing its
weapons to make new invasions. It is
a historic necessity for Imperialism, in
order to try to preserve itself and try
to survive, to invade the Middle East
and destroy the Socialist governments
and all the social, conquests and historic
conquests, of nationalisations, of economic, social and human progress of the
Arab massees. It has to destroy them.
In order to survive it has to destroy
all this. It is a small world gang which
this serves. There is no agreement or
pact with the Soviet Union, no diplomatic agreement, no discussions in the
United Nations which are going to preserve the progress and the existence of
the progressive, revolutionary and Socialist states of the Middle East. What
Yankee Imperialism is doing in Vietnam
is the image of what it needs and wants
to do, because it does not have any
other historic capacity than to· destroy the
world, in order to try to survive.
.one must not expect support from the
Soviet Union, that enough aid can be

obtained to destroy the governments of ers of Saudi Arabia, 'of the Yemen, of
Saudi Arabia, of Jordan, of Kuwait, of Iran, of Jordan and Kuwait, and all the'
Iran, of Yemen. The recent visit of . Imperialist and slave. owners of the MId.,
Hussain of Jordan to Moscow is part die East. Because of this the Soviet
of the conciliatory policy of the Soviet bureaucracy tries to restrain the process.
bureaucracy which is directing itself to In this sense it· is objectively allied with
try to influence Imperialism, to discuss Imperialism, with Hnssain, with Faisal.
on the basis of diplomatic positions, of Tbe fear of tbe revolution, makes it
influencing by means of diplomatic 'unite objectively to them.
On the other hand in a little time,
weight and to try to 19ain positions in
Jordan and it is going to try to do so the Arab masses have shown that they
in Saudi Arabia with the effect of being are disposed to go on to the end. Their
able to offer a front of peaceful co- enormous capacity for sacrifice and
existence and conciliation with Capital- strength, the formation of revolutionary tendencies in the Middle East has
ism to prevent the development of the
revolution, to prevent the masses from
ben made in a short space of time. It
advancing in the revolution. The Soviet is the world revolution which supportS:
the struggles of the masses of the Middle
bureaucracy believes that with this it can
contain Imperialism or Israel. Neither East. The resistence and the resolution
Imperialism nor Isra:el are restrained, or of the Arab masses, the resolution of
satisfied and they cannot be restrained the Baath to reject Imperialism and to
by any declaration, any measure of continue forward in Socialist constructpeaceful co-existence. It is the life of ion, has given an immense impulse to
Imperialism which is in the balance. We the revolutionary will· of the 'masses, of
no
l:epeat, i Vietnam,Y, is) the~ ex~mpie lof 'the the' Middle' Ea~t. ! Bbt stUL there'
\ preparation of the invasion of North programme. It· is necessary to make a
Vietnam and China by Imperialism. What programme, a programme which expresthey did with Santo Domingo, what they ses the unification, . and to ,begin to
did with Cuba, the invasion which they make the unification, it is necessary to
are preparing against Cuba and the re- make concrete appeals to the masses of
Morrocco, of Morrocco, of Tunis, of all
pression of the Negroes in the United
States are demonstrations of what Im- the Midgle East to make the unifiCation,
perialism wants. The visit of Hussain to through a programme of planning for·
Moscow is the result of the lying policy all the states of the Middle East; a,
of the Soviet bureaucracy faced with programme of expropriation of Imperfeudalism and the kings of the Middle ialism of all the riches, of planning of
East to try to contain the revolutionary agrarian and industrial production, of the
development in Syria, in Egypt, in organisation of Socialist forms which alAlgeria, in Iraq. This is a measure of low the collective intervention,the creatthe Soviet :bureaucracy: to compensate ive intervention of the masses. This is
and influence, to impede the development going to compensate for the economic
of the revolution it invites Hussain and weakness, the siege by Imperialism which
at the same time tries to put pressure will be temporary, and, the weakness
which the lack of sufficient military
on the United States believing that in
this way it can make the policy of strength means. The uprising of the mas.ses of the Middle East is a compensation \
peaceful co-existence work.
for weakness still dUe to scarce military
It is necessary to reject all conciliation
in Khartoum. This is not a blind, inop- resources.
The Soviet bureaucracy helps because
portune or imprudent policy. There is
no solution by agreements with Hussain it has a contradictory interest between
or with any other king in the Middle preventing Imperialism from advancing,
East or any other part of tbe world. It and preventing the advance of the reis the final settlement of accounts, of volution. There is no middle way in this
human progress expressed by the world \ contradiction. The only way of preventSocialist
Revolution
against
world ing the advance of Imperialism· is to
Capitalism and Imperialism and more· advance the revolution. The only way
over against the interests of the Soviet to prevent the advance of the revolution
Bureaucracy. The Soviet bureaucracy is to allow the advance of Imperialism.
tries to impede the revolution in the There is no middle way. History has alMiddle East and at the same time tries ready passed judgement. The Middle
to impede the progress of Israel and East is decisive. Vietnam also. It is
Imperialism. lts policy, in the last in- necessary to consider that the steps which
stance, does no more than favour the Imperialism has taken are part of a biginterests of Imperialism, becaUSe Imper- ger programme which is unrolling and
ialism is the one who takes the offensive developing. The resolute action, the
and the initiative. If it had. an interest historic heroism of the Syrian trade
.in preventing the triumph of Imperial- unions has stimulated and impelled the
ism the Soviet bureaucracy would have masses of the Middle East, among them
already sent enough men to the Middle the masses of Algeria, to intervene reEast so as to invade and overthrow solutely in this struggle. It is necessary
to make appeals for this. But it is neceS7
Israel. It would have already armed
the masses of the Middle East. And witb sary to offer concrete programmes and
the masses armed and the popular discussions. It is necessary to make the
militias fonned, the expulsion of Israel popular masses influence; popular' tribunis a problem of days and hours. There als, popular committees, militia commit~
is no force capable of preventing it. To tees, organisation of the militias in the
expel Israel, is to tend to form, to elev- place of the professional armies-not
ate the security of the masses of the diminishinlg in any way the military
capacity and the military resolution.
Middle East in themselves, and they
don't want solely to expel Israel but
also to expel feudalism, the slave ownCONTINUED ON PAGE. 3
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Military capacity and effectiveness are
increased through the militias. The professional army does not add anything
to military capacity. On the contr;try
the militia certainly does, because without abandoning work, organised in the
form of militias, the masses respond
when it is necessary to act militarily
and when not, they work. At the same
time this prevents the formation of castes, formation of nuclei, of groups of
strata of the· bureaucracy who are always
disposed at any moment, in defence of
their caste sector, Or military group interests, to make pacts to conciliate in
order .to defend themselves, as in Egypt.
On the other hand the masses do not
have any historic interest in such a thing.
Because they feel firm and sure because
of their role in the economy. And their
historic position and historic future does
not depend on their military function but
on their function in the economy. While
the professional army depends for its
function and for its perspective in life,
on its military function and not on its
economic function.
It is necessary to make economic
plans for diversification of' production,
making communes. It is urgent', in as
much as it may be necessary to pass
through the period of preparation for the
war, the atomic war and after the atomic
war; is is necessary .to make econom'
ic plans' which compensate, which rli'
place the lack of mechanical means,
with . social' organisation. It is necessary
to form Chinese type communes. The importance of the' Chinese communes is
that they were capable of carrying forward'
production
without
sufficient
mechanical means, at· a high cost of production ' coml?ared . with world prices, but
at a low price for internal consumption.
This was because it was the masses who
had nothing, who had nothing with which
to live, who produced nothing and had
to . COnSUIIl.~. without produ«ing. But, starting from very limited forms, small forg"
es, small mechanical meaI;iS, with small
production,' gradually the collective capacity of production was raised.
One of the historic measures of the
Russian Revolution of 1917 and the
Chinese Revolution later, which showed
that it could replace mechanical means
immediately and historically, is the social
organisation. ' But in order to do this
social collective life is necessary. The
organisation which permits thepopulation to feel that it works, that it produces, that it make.s sacrifices, that it
goes to· the war, to defend and develop
the Socialist revolution for itself and
not for the bureaucracy or the leadership. It is then that the masses are capable of producing 100 times more, of
defending with 100 times more ability,
of finding the military means to resist
and win. Because of this the Syrian massees defeated the tropps of Israel. Because of this Israel did not enter Damascus, because it felt that it would be
enveloped by the revolution, ;md the

revolution was going to be transported
to Israel. BecaUse of this it stopped.
It was not wlely weapons which held
it up, but the revolution which was
on the march in Syria. It is necessary
to consider that the forces and sacrifices
are the same which the Syrian people
and the Arab people will have to make.
But it is necessary to continue forward
because Imperialism is not going to delay.
The events of these days show that
Imperialism through Israel is disposed
to go forward and if Israel is not sufficient it will try to base itself on other
countries like Morocco, Tunisia, Saudi
Arabia and even Jordan. It will try to
base itself on the .sectors which have interests in private property, in small circles and sects,to organise them militarily,
powerfully, producing a source of help,
to try to turn them later against the
Arab masses.
Appeals to the Hussains and to the
Feisals don't have any effect or any importance. Any call to them, any discussion with
them, is to show before the eyes of the
people that they are possible elements
of progress and of struggle to the benefit of the population. It is not so! The
masses of Jordan. of Saudi Arabia, as
of the Yemen, of Kuwait, as of Iran,
have seen and felt that all these personages are sinister, that they defend only
their own iinterests and their alliance
with Imperialism. What Hussain is trying to do now is to try to save his caste,
royal interests, with an alliance with the
Soviet Union ibecause he feels that Imperialism. is not going to support him at
this sta,ge, and he has to respect and
feel the pressure of the Arab masses
who are against Imperialism and against
Israel. Because of this he takes part in
this parody. And the Soviet bureaucracy
in a criminal and Sinister attitude is
supporting him by presenting him asa
progressive element. It is the masses of
Syria, th~. masse~ of S;tUdiArabia, .. of
the Yemen, of Kuwait, of Jordan who
are going to overthrow these worn out
castes, who solely support themselves
through Imperialism, and now like Jordan
through the Soviet bureaucracy.
It is necessary to prepare oneself for
new advances by Imperialism and Israel
in a short time. It is necessary to torn
to the trade unions. The International
Federation of Arab Workers with its recent appeal showed its enormous power
and historic force. In a short time it has
been capable of developing from the
normal demands of the proletariat,
wage demands, to the struggle for the
national defence of the Syrian Socialist
Revolution. The authority" gained by
the Syrian trade unions, the resolution
of the militias, shows that this is the
source of invincible power in Syria.
There is no other force; The other alternative is to give power to the military caste, to the bourgeoisie and these
will go back again to private property,
to make the Socialist Revolution reo
treat. It is necessary to base oneself on
the Syrian trade unions. It is necessary
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to make a plan of development for the
Socialist Revolution In which the Trade
Unions will have priority and first importance, through factory delegates, student delegates, military delegates. It is
necessary to form Soviets and not to fear
the pressure, the rejection of the C~m.
munist Party, the Soviet Union and
Imperialism. They attack in every way
any organism which affects them. On the
other hand the Soviets will give an immense security to the Syrian masses and
will be extended throughout the Middle
East, to reach the masses of Saudi
Arabia, of .Jordan and of Iran. And the
masses of these countries will see the
immediate organic, social form enabl'ng
organising themselves to carry forward
the expropriation of the land, to expropriate Imperialism, expel the military
bases of Imperialism, to expropriate the
oilfields and impose workers control and
form workers and peasants governments.
It is necessary to appeal to the Workers
States, to the masses of the Workers
States so that they support unconditionally the Syrian masses and the development 01.' the Socialist Revolution in the
Middle East. Support it unconditionally.
And unconditional support means arms,
technicians, economic support, but also
appeals on the part of the governments
and Communist parties of Cuba, of .the
USSR, of China, of Poland, of Czechoslovakia and of the other Workers States,
to the masses of the' world, to overthrow
Capitalism, to overthrow the Feisals and
Hussains, to take the land, to organise
Communes and plan prodUction on the
basis of the Commune in order to gain
historic time expecting the later possibility after a short delay, of planning, combining agrarian aud industrial production
in a much more intensive form. It is
necessary to prepare for the atomic war.
Imperialism is .going to launch it in
every way_ The resolution of the Vietnamese masses is. a criterion' of the capacity
of. re~olution .of ...t~e_ml!~S.~. _01 1be~Mid.dle
East and of the world. The echo which
the resistance to .Imperialism represented
by the troops of Israel, has had, the
elevation of the development of. the
Socialist Revolution in Algeria,is a criterion of. how the, masses of the world feel,
immediately, the profund:ity of· historic
acts. The state of indecision and con·
servatism in Algeria was followed immediately by a reaction towards the reanimation and development of the Socialist Revolution. It is the same in Egypt,
the same in Iraq. It is a simple example
which shows how the masses are understanding tbe depth of tbe historic problem. They bave not allowed themselves
to be intimidated, terrorised by the
military defeat, they have felt socially
triumphant. Thus there is a social reaction in Algeria and in the rest of the
Arab countries.
We appeal to the leaders of the trade
unions and of the Federation of the
Syrian Trade Unions, of the International Federation of Arab Workers to make
an appeal, independently of the Government and of the Baath, to the trade
unions of the world, particularly of the
Soviet Union, of China, of Cuba, of
Vietnam and of the other Workers States, to the Communist Parties of the
Workets States, of Europe and of the
World for unconditional support for
mobilisation and agitation in defence
of the Socialist Revolution in Syria,
making calls for the formation of popular tri:bunals and popular militias to
organise themselves independently of the
government and of the Baath, organising
themselves without entering into conflict
or collision, preparing the organisation
of the workers party based on the trade
unions which will carry forward the
programme of the Socialist Revolution, If
a left tendency develops in the Baath
to lead forward the programme of the
Socialist. Revolution unconditionally, the
trade unions must support it and seek
an agreement with it, without out breaking their independence and without submitting themselves to it. The vacillations,
the insecurity, the fear, the doubt of the
insecure petit 'bourgeoisie tendencies, must
not affect the decision and the resolution
demonstrated by. the trade unions and
,by the leadership of the trade unions
and of. the. lnternational Federation of

Arab workers to carry forward the
Socialist :Revolution.
It is necessary to call for an unconditonal united front to carry forward
the revolution. But in order to be able
to weigh up and decide, in order to make
the force of the masses directed by' the
revolution felt, the independant action
of the trade unions fighting for tile programme of the Socialist Revolution and
for the workers and peasants government,
is necessary. In this sense it is necessary
to establish such a united front in order
to be able to weigh up and not to be delayed by the vacillations, doubts, retreats and conciliation of the vacillating
tendencies of the petit bourgeoiSIe in. the
Syrian government and the Baath.
The Baath, the Syrian government, the
trade unions, the Federation of Sy;rian.
trade unions, the International Federation
of Arab workers, each one in its oy;'n
way and in a united front" must call
to the Egyptian masses to carry forward
the revolution. They must can tli~m to
form popular tribunals to concferim and
eliminate all the traitors who just played
tricks and allowed the military 1riUl;ttph
of Israel and who are hindering tlie development of the Socialist Revolulion,
eliminating the conciliatory and' conserv~'
ative tendencies of the revolution.,
is
necessary to call themta organise· th~
selves in a soviet way, an,d to~rgaI;iise
communes. They must organise .an independant party of the exploited masses
so that they can weigh and attract and
give confidence and security to the, sectors
of the revolutionary, petit;bo~rge()i~ie
who as in Syria, want to advance .in the
Socialist Revolution, but who don'~kllo~
how to and feel themselves 4~sitatuig
and uncertain because they hope fot: the
support of the .Soviet . Union. "and, this
gives a controlled support
'wa~ ,~a
as not, to permit the independll-nt . ftPd
revolutionary" action of the. masses ,of
tI1,<: . Arllcb '. c9tm!!:ie~., The '. ,crisis jn~Wl.
is an eloquent sign that it is. th~mas
ses who have prevented the triu¢pb '
the reactionary and counter-revoJqtioJlary
right. Without the action of the.ma1,ses
the counter-revolutionary COURi' 'Ycluld
have triumphed which would have td.ed
to liquidate the governments or' Egypt
and Syria in .order to make the' counte.r:
revolutionary reaction advance. 'C:on:
sequently it is necessary to make a uniited
front with the government, of ,Nass.e.r,
with the revolutionary tendencies, but in
an independent way making. the n::v.olution advance; orgamsmg popular tribe
unals, workers militias, soviets, ,commune
es, organising expropriation of whatremains of Capitalism expropriating Im,
perialism, making appeals to the' Jewish
masses of Israel, to take the lands, the
factories, to overthrow Capitalism. It is
necessary to make this appeal to stimulate the revolutionary petit bourg(lOis
tendencies, the proletariat and the p(laSants of Egypt to a united front to overthrow the conservative and reactionary
tendencies which are trying to contain
the development of the revolution. These
tendencies which seek to contain the revolution in Egypt are trying to conciliate
with the Soviet bureaucracy, are trying to
prevent the development of the revolutions in Egypt and Syria continuing in
an independant way, led by the masses
or influenced by the masses. They are
trying to contain the process in a limited
framework of partial parliamentary development, control by the administrative
apparatus when the masses are disposed
to destroy anything which remains of
Capitalism. If in Egypt there had existed
workers control, popuIar militias, the
Egyptian planes would have taken off
before destroying the Israelies. AIl those
who fear or believe that the preventive
war is an adventure have the example
of the Middle East. Israel malie preventative war. It attacked directly with·
out forewarning, without saying anything thus gaining time. This is what
Imperialism is doing. It is necessary to
be prepared to make preventativ.e war,
which means firing before they fire,
profiting from the possible circllmstances
to develop the revolution. It is. nota
mad attitude or an adventure. These· are
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The macabre farce of the; 'supposed death
of Guevara in Bolivia
(Continued fromlasf is,sue)

J. POSADAS Oct. 67

WE CALL UPON THE CUBAN GOVERNMENT, FIDEL CASTRO TO CORRECT
HIMSELF IN RELATION TO THIS FARCE OF TBEDEATH OF GUEVARA
AND TO IMPEL THE WORLD ANTI·CAPITALIST, ANTI·IMPERIALIST FRONT
Fidel Castro has made an immense retreat when he was in process of advancing. His discourse and his positions in
OLAS demonstrated a desire to advance
the revolution. He believes that history
is ,going to justify him because he has
no. :bureaucratic interests or intentions.
It is true. He has no bureaucratic interests. But he has a bureaucratic intellectuat interest. Hence his paternalist attitude.
Otherwise. he wold not behave in this
way. He tries to do this, to forget what
he, ,has done, hoping to be able to justify, himself later with the advance of
the revoluCon by saying that the death
of Gueyara was a necessary evil which
he was, not able to hinder in time and
which 'it was necessary to accept. This
is Jalse! When Lenin in 1921 and 1922
resol~d upon the invasion of Poland,
he did something more difficult than sup'
,porti\1g, . Guevara. Russia was confronting
world Gapitaljsm,but he resolved to invade" Poiand.
It ,was lin invasion only in form, basic~
ally; ..· it,}vas the expansion of the proletariari revolution from the Soviet Union
to,PQland. This meant confronting world
publi( opinion, a ,world' forCe much more
po.wer~t than that which Cuba has to
confront, The masses of Vietnam and
of . ,~yria confront the most powerful
m'ltary apparatus in history. Yankee Impci,t;ia~~tri' has the, power to destroy half
" ,tl'l~, ,wj:>l'Id, but it does not have the power
to iptimldate. and terrorise the masses of
"
Syrta ' or Vietnam.
,.Our.cuban section of the IV. Intern;ition~lfias just published:"on .the 15
,., *tfgl,l'ft~::1967;' ~"adQCtimentaddressedt,,"
the"C~ntral Committee of the Communist
Pa~~y ,~d Fidel Castro calling' upon
th~1l'\ . to correct their attacks against
Tr<?~1cyis!JI' .This document decl~red that
o.I:..~S. lias adopted political positions
whl~h are Trotskyist, which are a, ,part
o(JI;I~, Trotskyist programme, which are
an "advance however limited, towards reyoluti9nary, positions. It calls for the
app~:iciuions of such positions and for
tpe ! ~staJlation of soviets. It calls for
the 'liberation of the Trotskyst comrades
in;tPfisQ!l~d in Cuba. It denounces the
euh!lngovemment for the ignominy, of
keepi?g,. the Trotskyists still in prison in
Cubaarter this approach to revolutionarypositions, . after . th:s meeting of
o~As. the Trotskyists are revolutionary
prisoners. These are the consequences of
th.etim~ when they assassinated Guevara.
()Uf Cuban section small, resolute with

the class capacity which Cuba embodies,
defends the truth, makes an appeal to
the' Cuban government to defend China
unconditionally. It appeals for a United
Front w:th China, with the masses of
the Workers States, with the revolutionary exploited, masses of the world, for
a world united front to overthrow what
remains of Capitalism. It ,calls for a
public discussion. We demand of the
Cuban ;government complete freedom for
our Cuban section to function publicly,
to publish its press.
We . demand of the Cuban government
that it gives complete liberty to all the
imprisoned Trotskyist comrades .and all
the revolutionary prisoners, that it gives
full rkghts to revolutionary, tendenc'jes to
function on the sole condition of defendlng unconditionally the Cuban Workers
State, and at the same time that it a1lows the greatest publicity and revolutionary public polemic in searching for the
best means, the best ways. to make the
revo~ution advance. If proletarian democracy existed as our Cuban section de~
mands, and the IV'International and the
Trotskyists of. the entire world demand,
we would not be in the world sitpation
as it is today. The present struggle, of
the "Cultural Re~olution" in China which
is an indirect and limited form of the
political revolutio~, seek.s this. way. We
demand. of the ,Cuban government a
complete and free discussion of all these
problems.
In . Cuba there exists a p~werful
(j,ueyarist. ten<;lency wh19h forces the
government to change an4,to.advance.
Wftb:OUt;theexiste-nCe~ofthi$"-wing;'tb:e
Communists would have strength .inCuba.
they' would dominate and would be al~
ready subrnitted to the Yankees. They
would already' have conciliated, with the
Yankees, as did the Communi~t Party in
Venezuela. The force. which is opposed
to the Communist Party is not the <leclaration of Fidel Castro,. it
the Cub!l.n
masses who ar.e llgainst the policy of
co~ciliation of the, Communist Party.
Guevara has emerged from this bas.e. It
is absurd to think that he would have,
renounced that. He was a centre. It' is
absurd to thing that he. would· have said
"I atn going to. libj'!rate other natiou's"
when there was such a struggle .within
Cuba. The strength of the Cuban masses
must giVe the base for the IeaQership of
the Communist Party and of the' Cuban
government, to have the strength and the
assurance that the people are not going
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Appeal to the Syrian Government
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
possible conditions to
develop the
triumph of the revolutionary military war.
The IV International calls to the Baath.
to the Syrian Government, to 'the trade
un'ons and to the federation of Syrian
Trade Unions, to the International Federations of Arab Workers, so that they
call to the Egyptian trade, unions, to the
United Socialist Party of Egypt, to the
government and to the Egyptian masses
to intervene in a united front to overthrow Capitalism and Imperialism in the
Middle East.
In the name of the IV International
we call to the Baath, to the SyrIan
government to carry forward th:s appeal
for the Socialist nnification of' Syria,
Iraq, Egypt and Algeria by agitation,
on the radio, on the newspapers, with
mobiliSations and demonstrat:ons in Syria,
demonstrations calling to the rest of
the Arab masses to take the land,
'to take the factories, ,and to form communes," soviets, to form workers, peasants
an~ soldiers councils, to call the army
to rebel against the ieaders allied to
Capitallsm and Imperialsim, to call to
the lewishmasses to rebel against their
leaderS and 'take the factories, and the
land, to form communes and soviets to
form w6rkers' ?~d 'peasa~ts governments.

Now is the moment to do it. It is necessary to form revolutionary tendencies
based on this programme. It is necessary
to agitate, make demonstrations and
meetings, it is necessary to hold popular
tribunals so that the masses can directly
judge the traitors and the conciliators
w'th Imperial:sm. It is necessary to
eliminate all the apparatus and strncture
on which the bourgeoisie is based: army,
police, parliament and to create organs
like militias, popular tribunals, workers
control, soviets and communes. It is on
the basis of the immense confidence in
the world development of the Socialist
Revolution, of the confidence d:emonstrat..
ed by the Syrian masses, that the IV
International makes this appeal in unconditional defence of the Syr;an Soc:alist
Revolution, as of the Social'st Revolut·
ion in the Middle East and of all the
world.
Long live the coming progress of the
ion!
Long live the next progress of the
Syrian Revolut:on and the Middle East!
For the Socialist Soviet unification of
an the Arab states, including the JewiSh
masses with self determination.
.
,EnlargedD.lce,ting of' .the . Interilati9nal
Secretariat of the .IV International.

to weaken but on the contrary are going
to advance in rio matter what circumstance. It must know the truth about the
assassination of Guevara, know that
Guevara has been assassinated for having defended revolutionary ideas. The
Cuban government must· have confidence
in the masses. The masses will not weaken in frorit of this situation.
Here is the force 'on which Fidel
Castro must base himself to be rehabilit~
ated. He must make a public declaration,
orgnise a public discussion iri Cuba from
now on. We call' for a public discussion
throughout Cuba on the policy of 'Guev"
ara, on his last positions, deClarations
and appeals. Let this be discussed; let
these positions be adopted.
What they are in process of doing in
Cuba, is making an obituary, shOwing
that Guevara rode a bicycle, that he was
a good boy when he was small, that he
was a good doctor, that he became a revolutionary, that he was very friendly
with people. 'They do .not sbow him as
a revolutionary leader.
They .make a whole obituary to conceal
the fact that he was advancing and that
his life took on importance when he adopt,;
cd revolutionary positions. That is why they
tried to eliminate him, to push him· aside
as art adventurer who 'left to create a:
disturbance.' This is absurd. The dec:lat.:
ation of Castro is an ignominy, just as
the attack on the' Trotskyists was . ~n
ignominy. It is ignominious to present
Guevara' as an adventurer; a "type" who
had no feat of death, an adventurer:
This was erroreous. Guevara ' protected
his life. !He protected his life and he
was right:
It is logical arid. right that every r'e~
,.s'olqtiOllary, .$hQuld pr,o~ec,Cl1is, life~l:T:Q,
protect his ,life does 'not' mean "th'at he
has ai' fear of death Or
goingio hide
himself. To protect his 'life means not
to go on adventures, to act in the best
possible way for the progressive advatice
of' liumanity.· Revolutionary leadersarrange their life for thisreason,'so 'ast6
be the most· useful. They' do not evade'
responsi.bilitiesbut they do uotseek adventutes; And that is an adventure. The
proof? Asman group invaded;' and Was'
killed without anything remaining. There
is not a single peasant who' can say:c
there is an" uprising which has.' called'
upon me to take power in Bolivia. Not
a single orie~ There is nothing to com~
pare with what the Syrian ma:ssesare
doing, w:th' what the masses of Vietnam
are doing, with what the Cuban masses
are .doing in Cuba now. What the masses
are doing now' in 'Bolivia has nothing
to 'do with the so called Guevara." This
goes against all logic, an previous tradit"
ion. We call upon the Cuban government to have, a public discussion on
Guevara.
We repeat that this body is not that
of Guevara. It is necessary to analyse
politically. Guevara could not have been
in Bolivia nor acted in the way that he
was supposed to be acting. in Bolivia.
It was not Guevara who acted in this
way, whoever else it was., We. repeat
that there are no guerrillas in Bolivia:
They do not exist because there has been
no evidence of their role. No action nor
political life. There have only been the
communiques of Barrientos of an assassin with whom Fidel Castro and world
Capitalism allied to present Guevara in
Bolivia.
Both have different interests. Fidel
Castro has the intention offree:ng himself
from Guevara and trying to separate
him from the masses: "Guevara has
been assassinated, do not hope for any
more from him." "I, have nothing to do
with that, I did not kill him" , this is
the object of Castro's game. Otherwise
why such a 'parody? If he did not feel
guilty for having been the accomplice
in this', assassination, why "make such
declarations? He could have said simply:
"Guevara has b~en killed", and make a
political history of Guevara, and .show
that .he was in Bolivia.
But then he would ha;ve ~howed it
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before in a programme, a revolutionary
struggle. If Guevara had been living, in
process of leading this struggle which
Fidel Castro claims, he would have remained in Cuba. BecaUse it was in Cuba
that he was able to defend what 'h~
was defending. The proof of this is that
it is in Cuba that a furious struggle i&
,being conducted against the communist
parties,
In the meeting of OLAS, there was a
struggle against the communist parties,
against the bureaucracy of the Workers
States. It is there that. Guevara needs
to be. He was a centre from which basis
it was possible to influence the rest of
the world. The centralisation of life
shows that it is the central organisms
which influence. From the depths of
Bolivia in a pass, in a cavern or in a
precipice, it is not possible to influence
the world revolution except in a verY,
small way without importance. But in
Cuba, it is possible.
OLAS is the proof of this. Why was
Gu~ara not there? When they show
that Guevara was outside this centre.
which was able to influence the entire.
world by the taking of certain positions;
it is because they have liquidated him;
otherwise he would have been there;
This is the ignominious comedy ,which
Fidel Castro is playing' against the world
revolution. It is an' ignominious' comedy
which Fidel Castro is playing agalnst.th~
world revolution. It is an ignominious
comedy and we invite him to correct it;.
The 'world working class is going to dc.'"
mand that he renders aecount.
We have entered .into the final settle:'
ment of· accouhts~ In this final encounter,
the masses are going to demand account'
in liquidating Capitalism. There is only
a, ,short t~lll,e. befbreth~sta1<:esp1acc;
Hercc" !S;1!i~~t~~g~~lljl:!'i.~,1!!~~,g,~:n~t~" .. ",
t()conduct to vindicateGuevara.TIiere
IS .greafneedin Cuba to discusspubl..
icly and openly. The Soviet. bureaucracy
in every way is the one that has' gained
for the moment. That is why in the
Soviet Union they have hardly mentionen' Guevara. There is no text in the
Soviet Union, in' Czechoslovakia; 'in
Poland, .an . the other Workers' States' or
in' China. They' barely say "Guevara is
dead". They are his enemies.
'(Jne ean see at the same .time the stup.,
idit)r of what . theCh:nese leadership
is doing;' not a word on Guevara. 'Why
do they not intervene? They must inter;.
vene· in this problem. That is part of the
world 'revolution, of· the permanent world'
process of the world revolution, of its
world· centralisation. The, Chinese do not
intervene because they have no' progranh
me;rropolicy, no objectives, noasSUrr
ance for tomorrow.' Otherwise they
would intervene to condemn this comedy.
The Chinese are aware that Guevara
has been assassinated. Their silence
shows' this. If they were sure that he
had not been assassinated, they would
make declarat:ons as they do when~ an
. Albanian dies; an obituary: If they have
not done this, it is because' they do not
wish to involve themselves in these
manoeuvres, in " these macabre comedies.
But at the same time, they show that
they lack security because otherwise they
would make a condemnation. If they
felt themselves to be~ure, they would
condemn and appeal in' consequence to
support the programme of Guevara,
To condemn the assassination of
Guevara is to support the ideas of
Guevara. That is why they made him die
in an adventure, to hide the depth of his
ideas, to show that Guevara was a man
deceived . and to consequently weaken
his position and the policy which he
defended until the moment when he was
assas'sinated, to weaken the foree, the
influence, the capacity which he had acquired in this' process. And he acquired
this influence and this capady by adopting Trotskyist positions. His positions
were' neither Castrqite nor communist.
The PQsitions which. exist at present
ih hIstory' are: Trotskyist, Chinese, lGuevarist ,FidyIist, and those of ,th~ Soviet
,bur~aucracy. ,There 'are' nO.:other <positions.
Guevara' approaches the Trotskyillts but
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The macabre
in a distant way. That means that there
is an enormous· pressure in Cuba which
rejects and condemns Fidel Castro and
whi¢h comes from the revolutionary
vanguard.
We appeal for the public discussion
of the programme of the Socialist Revolution; a public discussion . on the
positions, the policy of Guevara, the
moral stimulus. It is necessary to condemn the Soviet bureaucracy which represents the interests, gives aid as a
function of its on material interests; to
appeal for its intervention to defend the
Arab shtes, Syria, Algeria, Iraq, Egypt,
liquidating the Yankee army of Israel
in the sevrice of Yankee Imperialism;
intervening today to smash Imperialism
and to overthrow it, to expropriate it!
It is necessary to occupy the .factories,
the lands, the offices, to nationalise the
banks, to nationalise all the Imperialist
properties; to send· the necessary military
forces to intervene and smash Imperialism in Vietnam. We launch an appeal
to discuss all that in Cuba, now. Such
are the positions which Guevara arrived at and was defending. These are
the positions for which he·· fought. That
has nothing to do with an adventurer
who ,goes to fight in silence in Bolivia.
That is absurd. It conflicts with the
reasoning of people and every logical
thought rejects it. The revolutionary is
matured by logical thought, even if he
does not arrive at a dialectical Ullderstanding; he was ripe for logical revolutionary thought and the former
shows that advancement means not to go to
Bolivia but to remain in Cuba, to be
in Cuba to struggle.
We call for the unconditional defence
of Cuba which Imperialism is preparing
to invade, as it prepares the invasion of
North Vietnam, as a step towards the
invasion of China. It is a step also which
prepares the invasion of Cuba.
The
Latin American bourgeoisie try to draw
advantages from this situation forthem~
selves. But they are ready on no "matter
what occasion to invade Cuba because
,there is no other historic class issue. It
is necessary: for·· the Latin American
worker, peasant, student;
intellectual,
soldier alliance to expropriate Capitalism. The communist parties are each time
more involved in the policy of contiliation
with Capitalism. It is not these parties,
nor the ,bureaucracy of Workers States
who are Igoing to defend the existence
of CUba. They are going to conciliate,
to try to abondon Cuba, as was· Stalin's
practice. They allow Imperialism to
bombard constantly and to enfeeble
Vietnam and they are going to do the
same thing for Cuba.
If at a certain moment they have to

decide, and there is no possibility of
containing the process, they would betray
Cuba also. If they have not done so
until now, it il! because the Soviet masses are in process of advancing and are
opposed to this and because the relation
of world forces and the Workers States
itself does not allow it. The Workers
State is not the bureaucracy. The Workers State is the interest which the masses,
the trade unions, the workers and the
army represents, all of which oppose the
'bureaucracy
abandoning
Cuba
and
Vietnam.
But this situation cannot last for a
long time, It is necessary to form soviets
in Cuba, It is necessary to form soviets
of which they themselves speak and say
existed in Maban in 1933: the soviets
with which the Soviet Workers State
was constructed, They are the force
which has allowed it to sustain seven
years of the siege of world Capitalism
and 20 years of historic isolation. It was
able to support them thanks to the
soviets. It was seven years of soviet life
which allowed the Workers State to
,gather its historic force which have
shown its capacity in the eyes of the
world and led the world vanguard to
resist, reject and combat every attack
on the Soviet Union.
We call upon the Cuban government
to render this discussion public, to appeal for the world united front to overthrow what remains of Capitalism, to
appeal for the constitution of workers
militias, fOr communes throughout Latin
America, to appeal to the peasants to
take the land, to give it to them, to
appeal for the worker and peasant alliance, to appeal for the struggle for the
worker and peasant government, for the
Soviet Socialist Federation of Latin
America. This Guevara defends. That
was the logical conclusion.
We call for discussion in Cruba. We
call for the construction of the revolutionary marxist party in CUQa, "not
only based on the trade unions, but a
marxist revolutionary party in Cuba, the
organic form of structure in Cuba, We
call for the giving of a structured form
to the Workers State, that is to say to
construct soviets.
Cuba is a country whose economic
structure is Socialist :but the laws are
bourgeois, it has a juridical bour,geois
structure. It is necessary to construtt
soviets. We appeal for the organisation
of the United Front. We appeal for the
unconditional defence of Cuba, Vietnam,
China, beginning with the essential base
of this defence: the struggle in each
country against the Capitalist system, the
struggle for the worker, peasant alliance,
land to the peasants; expropriation of

Freedol11 for the
Spanish Trotskyists
5 Comrades have been recently
arrested in Seville

The comrades, members of the
Revolutionary
Workers
Party
(Trotskyist) Spanish Section of the
IV International are JOSE BELLINDO
MORENO,
JOAQUIN
V ARA LACHARO,
GONZALO
TOLEDANO CRESPO, JOSE FERNANDEZ SASTRE.
This is the second time this year,
that comrades of the section have
been arrested while the development
of the anthority of the P.O.R.(T)
has grown at the same time as the
crisis of the Spanish regime has
increased, as. a part of the world
social and economic crisis, of world
Capitalism. This is against the inftuence and authority which the
trotskyists are in process of gaining in the United Revolutionary
Front within J<'UDE, the organisidion of the Spanish student vanguard, which the repression has
tried to break. But this does not

prevent FUDE from continuing all
its revolutionary activity! the comrades
have
recently
published
'COMUNA' the revolutionary organ
of the organisation; at the same
time the Secretariat of the FUDE
outside Spain haVe just published
the first number of their monthly
bulletin; this is the dynamic and
combative response of the vanguard,
and fundamentally of· the Trotskyist
comrades.
We make an appeal to all the
revolutionary vanguard, to the communist and socialist militants, in
particular to the students, to address their protests to the ambassador to demand the immediate
liberation of our arrested comrades·!
To obtain "Lucha Obrera" organ
of the Spanish Section of the· IV
International and all of the publications of Fnde apply to the address of the British Section. The
bulletin of the exterior Secretariat
of FUDE in English can be obtained from OUr address.

• • •

Imperialism and of Capitalism and the
taking of power; worker and peasant
government. We appeal for all that. Such
must be the ibasis of the' discussion in
Cuba.
The moral stimulus is not an abstraction. It is part of a programme. The
proletariat in Fords; in the United States,
shows that it is in process of advancing
in this conception of the anti-Capitalist
struggle. In North America, the pinnacle
of Capitalism, the workers discuss the
annual guaranteed wage: they show thus
that they are receiving the influence of
the world revolution.
These are not reformist conceptions
but revolutionary conceptions. Annual
guaranteed wage! neither the Communists in France nor those of Italy, North
Africa make such demands. The North
American workers do so. It is a sector
which demonstrates, still in a limited
fashion, the influence of the world revoltuion. It is the contradictory process
of the North American masses, the concentrated and centralised process which
the proletariat leads, without a class
party, without an independant class trade
union, It is the world influence of the
revolution.
Guevara understood that. We invite

the Cuban leaders and Fidel Castro to
discuss this, to correct himself, so that
he is not afraid to affront historic truth,
The truth fears nothing. This is going
to rehabilitate nim. Let him teU the truth
whatever the consequences. It will not
have a bad effect on the working class.
On the contrary, it is going to raise
the morale of the Cuban leadership and
give it historic security and more, a· concrete immediate security.
It is necessary to demand the right
for the Cuban masses to discuss all problems. It is necessary to organise demonstrations' meetings,· assemblies, in which
they discuss and decide on all the problems of the world revolution, on the
Sino Soviet conflict, supporting the
political revolution in China, condemning
the policy of peaceful co-existence, and
the objective alliance of the Soviet
bureaucracy with Imperialism which allows the latter to continue to bombard
Vietnam.
We launch an appeal for the organisatiqnof this discllssion, at the same time
for the unconditional defence of Cuba
in order to impel the development of the
world .revolution.
16 October 1967.
J. POSADAS

Editorial from page 1

Organise factory - tenant
- student committees
CONTD. FROM PAGE.1
of all the working class, for the plans of
Capitalism wiU/ not be· checked by sporadic
mobiIisations Or partial strikes no matter
how militant these might be. Now more
than ever, concrete organisms in which
the working class cau freely discuss, make
resolutions, and go forward to act on those.
resolutions, are necessary. The absence of
an organising centre can be compensated
for by making each strike the centre of
struggle for the region, and the struggle in
the region the centre for a national mobil.
isation, as in part Roberts Arundel was
beginning to be. In this period the factory
committees mnst concern themselves not
only with the factory struggle, but with
aU the problems confronting the exploited
masses in this stage of the final decomposition of Capitalism. The committees
must intervene, over rents .organising rent
strikes in alliance with the tenants commit.
tees, in struggles against priCe and fare
increases etc. pntting solutions to all these
problems so that the exploited masses see
them taking a lead in aU the problems to
which Capitalism bas uoanswer, and in
this way the masses will gain confidence in
the committees and be attracted to them.
The committees must have a regular democratic life and must formulate an anti.

Capitailst programme of demands which
will both defe~d the standard. of living of
the masses here andi now, and at the same'
time win important" positionsaJong . the
road to the seiznre of power. The demand
must be made that· all factories closed
down OJ' about to be closed down be
nationalised withont compensation and
workers committees must occupy and rnn
these factories selling the products where
possible to the popUlation, and at the same
demanding interest free credits from the
state to develop and modernise these fact.
ories. It is necessary to demand an im.
mediate 10% increase of wages to compensate for the jump in the cost of living
in addition to the general demand for an
all ronnd 30% increase, aU wages to rise
with the cost of living, 35 hour week paid
as 40 hours~ work sharing without loss of
pay, nationallsation of the retail trade,
large farms etc. withont compensation and
under workers control, to keep prices
dowu. These are measures dem~nded by
the present stage of the crisis of Capital~
ism and' the winning of these positions
will not only safeguard the standard of life
of the masses bnt will win important
positions from Capitalism, tilting the
balance of forces still more in favonr of
the masses and bringing closer the final
overthrow of the Capitalist system.

Marie-Anne Roc'Hongar
As we go to press we do not know of the result of the new trial of this comrade,
held on the 8th Jan. Nevertheless we urge all worker and student militants to demand
her release by writing to the French Embassy. 59 Knightsbridge, S.W.l,
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To combat rising food prices, rents and
fares, demand an immediate emergency
10°\0 increase in wages, and the
N ationalisation of the food industry
The standard of living of the working
class in this country is constantly going
down. The government has controlled
wages for the past 18 months and they
have now announced their intention of
keeping rises in the next 18 montbs to
3!% and then only if related to productivity, or for what they call the lower
paid workers. At tbe same time the cost
of food, public transport, electricity, gas
rents and rates have risen sbarply. In
some cases rises of up to 70% have
taken place. Now with devaluation, and
the excuse of devalnation prices are soar-

OUR PROGRAMME
I. A 35 hour week iu aU industries.

\

t. Three weeks paid holiday in all iDcllIstries, leading to 4 weeks paid holiday.
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum livIng wage, All wages to rise with the
>cost of living. Commissions of workers
and housewives to decide the contents
·of the cost of living index.
t. I~qual pay for men and women.
Al,pl'entices doing the work of an adult
worker to be paid as such.
i. Pl'ofits of automation to go to the
wOl'kel"s in the form of higher wages
and shorter hours.
'. Pensions to equal the average wage,
aud to rise with the cost of living.
I,owering of the age of retirement to
"0 for men and 55 for womeu.
7. Compulsory day release for all wor,kers for industrial. trl:!-iuing and' furth<:r
education~·
)..
,
8.' Students to be maintained on the
wage of the average worker, which
will increase with the cost of living.
.9, Expropriation of royal palaces. luxury properties and unoccupied dwellings to meet, the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
to protect against landlords' thugs,
eviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committees to have the right to assess and
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, leading to nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours
and reductions in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
Jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now unemployed to be found
work or given full maintenance.
11. N~ltionalisatsion of all key industries without compensation including
banks, insurance,. steel, engineering,
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor manufacturers and road transport services,
arms and the building and building
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be' placed under workers
control.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade.
Nationalisation of big wholesale and
retail enterprises.
13. Workers control of all industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers committees to examine the accounts of aU
Industries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought
into state ownership, and small farms
federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agricultural workers who would orgauise
direct marketing of produce and cut
out middle men.
15. Formation of factory committees on
each job and workers' councils in each
locality on' an anti-capitalist programme.
16. For a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
17. Struggle· against Imperialism! Defence of t he colonial revolution by
everY means includinlr strikes. boycott
and sabotae-e. and the despatcb of
arms to colonial workers.
18. Withdrawal
from
all
Imueriallst
aUlllnces. such as NATO. CENTO.
SEATO. etc., directed against the workers states and tbe colonial revolution.
Alliance and solidarity with the worters states and the colonial revolution
against Imperialism. Liquidation of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their
means of supuly
19. For tbe United Socialist States of
Europe as part of a world front of
soclalist states.
20. For Ii workers government.

ing. Eggs have almost doubled in price
since the summer, and so have some
cuts of meat, especially lamb, which be·
cause it is cheap, is bought mainly by
the working class. loints wh:ch in the
summer cost 4/6 to 5/. now cost
8/· to 9/-. According to "The Grocer"
the prices of over 300 food stuffs' have
recently gone up. It is rumoured that
milk will· be going up by Id. a pint,
and the bread manufacturers are apply.
ing to the Prices and Incomes Board to
raise the price of bread by 2d. a large
loaf.
All over the country local councils are
rasing the rents of council houses, sometimes increases of 50% have been made,
and yet wages are supposed to remain
statIonary. At the same time, bus and
train fares are going up, sometimes by
Id. or 2d. but S'Ometimes doubling. Tbese
increases immed1ately hit the working
class and poor petit bourgeoisie, as the
two groups who mainly occupy council
houses and use the public transport. Tbe
cost of electricity has also been ra:sed,
and for the small consumer, mainly the
O.A.P. the increase will be 20% to 30%.
These attacks on the standard of living
of the working class and petit bourgeo:sie are not unique to Britain. Allover

ment and the P.I.B. exist only to defend
the interests of Cap:talism.
Transport workers must join these struggles with a fare collection strike for
higber wages, operating the buses, tubes,
trains, but not collect:ng the fares. This
has been done both in this. country and
on the continent with great success, it
hits at the transport owners, and at the
same time helps the workers.
The unoftidal and factory committees
must take aU these rises into account in
their demands, linking up with tenants
committees. Purely factory demands wiD
no longer answer any problems of the
working class, for as soon as a small
wage rise is achieved it is lost in tbe
general rise in prices. It is necessary to
put forward the demand for an immediate
10% emergency increase in wales to combat all the increased prIces, and for wages
to rise with tbe cost of living, while ill
order to control the rise in food, fares,
and heating it is necessary to demand
the nationalisations of the land, large
firms, wholesale and retail food trades,
petrol and oil companies, w]thout compensation and under worker control. A
struggle around this programme, will ensure that the cost of the crisis of Capitalism is not paid for by the working class.

the continent tbe pattern is the same!
Capitalism is in a financial crisis and the
first cuts in spending are always to the
social services, which immediately lower
the conditions of life of the working
class. In France the cost of living has
gone up by 30%. over the last few mouths,
and the fares on the Paris underground
were doubled overnight. There· have been
cuts in social security benefits; necessitating the workers to pay more for the same
benefits, and in reply to these cuts there
have been strikes and demonstrations. In
Spain it is a similar process and there
have been demonstrations of workers and
students, demonstrating against the repressive Franco regime, and demanding bet·
ter conditIons of life~
In order for the working class to reply
to the cut in their standard of living it
is necessary to construct the organisations
to combat this. Amongst the council
tenants, tenants must build committees, to
organise rent strikes, refusing to pay the
increases, fighting so tbat council rents
be no more than 10% of the workers income, tenants committees to decide the
rents. Deputations to parliament, and appealing to the Prices and Incomes Board
are a waste of time and nothing will be
achieved through these means, as parlia-

Great success of the meeting
of the Italian Section in Naples
-},

We reproduce below the article from
Latta Operaia:
"On Sunday the 26th of November, the
meeting of our party in the working class
district of Barra (Naples), was held with
great success. Nearly 500 people partieip·
atedat the meeting held by tbe comrades
Paolo Christodoro of the Local Comm:t·
tee of Barra, Luigi Compostella, vice
director of the European Marxist Review
and Piero Leone, editor of 'Lotta
Operaia'.
Comrade Paolo Cbristodoro introduced
the meeting with an analysis of the local'
situation, its problems and its struggles,
and making an ap~al for the Proletarian
United Front between the Communist,
Socialist and TrotSkyist militants to organise the struggle for all the problems of
the exploited populat:on of the district,
as a part of the strnggle on a naronal
scale for all tbe demands of the masses.
Cde Compostella made an analysis of
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the international situation, highlighting
the necessity for the World United AntiCapitalist and Anti-Imperialist front to
destroy what remains of Cap:talism and
Imper:aIism in the world, and underlining in this process the role of tbe IV
Interuational. The speech of Plero Leone;
which concluded the meeting concerned
the national Situation, showing the favourable relationship of forces which existed
in Italy as in the rest of the world, to
impose with methods of class and revolufonary struggle with the unification
of tbe struggles and the organisation of
a general strike, all the demands of the
masses of the country, as a part of the
struggle for the workers and peasants
government.
The meeting ended to the shouts of
"Long Live the Proletarian United Front!
Long Live the Workers and Peasants
government! Long Live the IV International! Long Live Cde. Posadas. The tribune

.......... ................. ....................................... .. .......... ' Horacio
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of the ineeting~ covered by a red flag
with the hammer and sickle and the 4,
the symbol of the IV International, was
surmounted by a big banner with the
inscripfon . ''Today at 10.30-Trotskyist
meeting-Proletarian United Front" The
meeting was foUowed by a singing of
"Bandiera Rossa" and of tbe "International'. A car with a loudspeaker, whlclt
had toured the streets of the district ill
the days and hours preceeding the meet·
ing to announce it, also distributed the
principal points on which the meeting
was going to concentrate.
The meet:ng was also posslble--as
Cde Paolo Christodoro underlined in his
speech- by tbe collaboration of the
people of Barra who responded generousJy to tbe collection organised the preceeding days: this collection wa sufficient
to cover all the costs of organisatioR
of the demonstration. It is also necessary
to hlghlight the collaboration of the
children of the distr:ct who tried to help
in a thousand ways, and oflered a
porfra't of Lenin to the organisers of
the meeting. This collaboration of the
child popnlation· of the district, is a'
symptom, a reflection of the support and
of the sympathy of their proletarian
fam'lies.
The complete success of this meeting
ment a very important step forward for
the Italian Sect'on of the IV Internation.
al it is the confirmation of the weight.
the influence and the anthorify of
Trotskyism, wh!ch is exerted in particular
through tbe centre of the International,
comrade Posadas, who gives a response
to aU the fundamental problems which
peroccupy the revolutionary vanguard of
the world. This success const'tutes a po!nt
of departure for a great leap forward
in the whole of the activity of the Party
in the near future.
In tbe name of the RWP(T) tbe
British Section of tbe IV Internat'onal,
we send our warm congratulations to
the comrades of the Itaran Section.
LONG LIVE THE ITALIAN SECTION
OF TIlE IV INTERNATIONAL.
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The 'arrest of the 'Pueblo' and the
Vietcong offensive· prepare the final

destruction of Capitalism and Imperialism
It is necessary to build noU) the organs of dual Pomer:
Mine~ Tenants and Students Committees

Factory~

The arrest of the Yankee 'spy-ship' the Pnebfo and the blow delivered at American -and thereby endangered the Cuban re- demonstrations. In Spain an organic united
Imperialism by the armed masses of South Vietnam are both clear expressions of the volution-was never explained publicly. front of workers and students expresses
determination of the world masses to confront and destroy Imperialism. The struggle Certainly Castro has imprisoned elements, itself constantly and openly against the
of the Vietnamese masses is at once the most vivid and the highest expression of the
the most rotten elements, of the right of Franco regime. The demonstrations of
struggle of the world masses against Imperialism. In the case of the 'Pueblo' American
the Communist Party, but he still has not German miners with red flags is a sign
Imperialism imniediate reaction was that of the gangster-to USe force! The American released the Trotskyists-who haVe con- that the enormous German working class
warships were directed to,ward North Korea without Johnson being aware of it. This sistentiy fought for the programme of the is preparing for action despite the rewas the immediate reaction of the military sector of Yankee Imperialism, but later the socialist revolution--from prison. It is pressions and defeats which they suffered
uncertainty of American Imperialism asserted itself and the warships were recalled. necessary that Castro adopts the full pro- under the Nazi regime, 'lind after.
Imperiafsm hesitates in the face of a process which leads to its own destruction, but the gramme of the socialist revolution, that he
In this country the. masses-under the
world masses do not fear the war, it is Imperialism whicb fears the final encounter!
allow the right of all revolution~ry tend~ influence of the "Yorld . revol:u1ioll-:-daily
Despite the desperate lies of Johnson ese .masses are engaged. in armed .con- endes that. defend the,workerssta~e and,sh9"Ytheirtlesir~". .
al;ll~Diri;:'i:"'fo'.¥·",.
.
. . '
, . . .. . ~~at .. h~ rele~~,,:I\'U. J~:\{qll1ti~n~es:,~:~~m;~;:::,~"(ifteqt1lil~tf~if'
it is ObviOUSd::::tYankee Impenahsm<,~=:.::~~.l:l~!::;;,~W.ithe ~i,lw~i:'r.~~~~¥ld.~I~!t,pi:iS'6n'}fmmediatclY, 'o'
""
'.
which showed its strength an.d determin:,
,the 'masses'struggleaga'inst their own' bourge" ."
,~eri<:an I!l:Ipetialism is, . as. we. have ation in the anti-Capitalist struggle with
.s.·~id, coming. ~p.ar't
the ~ea~s, its ~lead~r: the str.ike of seamen in 1966;. the doekers
continual bombing of Saigon and other oisiti, Kosygin visits the Indian bourgeois
ship reveals its complete lack of perspect-" strikes, the struggle at the Barbican si~,
cities, the troops of Imperialism are still state; at the very time when workers in
.
ive and its staunch alIy~British ImperiaI- the railway workers strikes, the strikes of
not in control of the citIes and the myth Kerala were demanding the expropriation
ism-weakens the Imperialist alliance by city transport workers and the enormoUs
~f the struggle of Imperialism in Vietnam
of plantations and the land was being ocwithdrawing its troops and bases from struggle around Roberts Arundel. This
against a few guerrillas, or 'infiltrators' cupied by the peasants of West Bengal!
Malayasia. This withdrawal reveals-as struggle of the workers has in no way
from the North has. been exploded. An
However, the Soviet bureaucracy is based
did its expUlsion from South Arabia-the diminished but constantly it is attracting
operation of this size could not have on a workers state and is forced to opweakness and defeatism of British Imper- other sectors of the population. The strikes
been launched without the full support of pose Imperialism in a limited fashion.
ialism. When the war in Vietnam and the of bank clerks-once a very conservative
large sectors of the Vietnamese. Yankee They do this because they are forced to
Imperialism has been unable to regain defend their own base--the workers state preparations for war are wrecking the sector-and that of airlane pilots shows
.
economy of the very centre of world Im- this tendency' clearly. But perhaps the
control of the CIties-in the countryside -against Imperialism and they are forced
of course. they have never had control.
to defend themselves before the masses Perialism-Johnson has been forced to most vivid example of this tendency was
call for 'wage restraint' in the US for the seen at Sheffield at the end of last month
The effect of the military and social of the Soviet Union. Thus Kosygin boasts
.
first time, and this is a real expression of when Wilson was greeted by a very large
blow strock against American Imperialism of the miiltary aid from the Soviet Union
the weakness of the American economy-- and violent demonstration of 3,000 or
in Vietnam expresses itself in· the disar- to the North Vietnamese. workers state
it is not suprising that British Imperialism 4,000 which consisted of workers protestray of the leadership of the American at the same time as he attempts to supis unable to maintain its participation in
ing against the rise in council house ren.ts,
bourgeoisie. At a time when Imperialism port the crumbling Indian bourgeois state
stands in great need of a united leadership, with the authority of the Soviet Workers the world alliance of Imperialism.
of students demonstrating against the proThe Malayasian Federation was created posed cuts in grant increases and others
Johnson is assailed from all sides by crit- State. Kosygin's visit to India reveals
by British Imperialism as a bulwark demonstrating against the war in Vietnam.
ics. There is no agreement between the the contradictory nature of the Soviet
against the masses, as a protection for This demonstration. in Sheffield on January
leadership of the Democratic Party and bureaucracy in the same way as it did
Imperialist investments, but now themilit- 29th. was an expression of the desire of
little within the Republican Party. The in its attitude towards Egypt. Its concilary defence of. this area has been aband- the masses in this country to create a
bourgeois commentators are either com- iatory policy toward Imperialism resulted
pletely defeatist or openly contemptuous in the military defeat of Egypt by Israel
oned--the panic striken cries of Lee Kwan centre for anti-Capitalist struggle. In the
Yew, Prime Minister of Singapore not last weeks we have seen strikes and deof the Johnson administratiou. However, and the occupation of Egyptian territory,
withstanding. The days of Lee Kwan Yew monstrations by students-the sitdown
but immediately afterwards the Soviet
this does not mean that Imperialism will
and the other agents of Imperialism are strikes at Aston University and at the
surrender and leave the world stage with- bureaucracy rearmed Egypt and sent warout· a fight. The whole American economy ships into the Mediterranean.
numbered anyway with or without the Regent St. Polytechnic for example-the
military protection of Imperialism.
rent strikes and demonstrations of tenants
is geared to the preparations for war and
There can be no doubt that the strugit cont:nues to escalate the war in Viet"gle in Vietnam
accelerate the process
In an earlier period of comparative in the Midlands and other areas against
nam, it prepares for an invasion of North of political revolution within the workers stability of British and European Capitalincreases in council house rents. We have
also seen the long series of strikes by
ism it was possible to maintain the militVietnam. The American economy is being states particularly among the Chinese
ary bases of British Imperialism overseas, municipal bus crews and a whole rash
dra:ned by the preparations for war masses. It is criminal that the leadership
but now it is weakened not less by the
of strikes in the car industry. Now at
against the Workers States and the re- of the Chinese Workers State do not instruggle of the British masses, than by Sheffield We see the combination of all
that of the colonial masses. The masses
these elements of the struggle in one devolutionary masses of the world-this is tervene in Vietnam as they did in Korea
its only po}:cy. The expenditure on the
in the 1950's and it is a meaure of their
of Europe are receiving the influence of monstration.
war in Vietnam alone would go a long failure to understand the process that they
the world revolutionary pro¢ess, in France,
It is significant that at this time the
way toward solving the problems, the do not. The fact that a national congress of Belgium, Italy and Spain Capitalism is militancy of the wives of trawlermen in
poverty of t~e masses ip. the United States the Chinese Communist Party-the first
confronted by the continual struggle of Hull finds an open expression. Fishing has
but Yaukee Imperialism has the same in many years-is to be held shortly, is
the masses. The workers, peasants and always been a very hazardous occupation
policy toward the masses of the US as an indication of the pressure of the poIitstudents of France, Italy and Belgium deand many fishermen have in the past lost
it has towards the masses of Vietnam- ical revolution on the Chinese leadership
.
velop an objective united anti-Capitalist their lives to the greed and competition
terror! Imper:alism bombs the cities, the and, no doubt, this congress will produce
population of Vietnam as it is prepared -if only limitedly-programmatic re- front with strikes, factory occupations and
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4)
to bomb Detroit. The 'Pueblo' crisis po- volutionary conclusions. The trial and
vides the cover for Yankee Imperialism imprisonment of the eleven members of
• ORDER TIm:
to recall large numbers of reservists, a the Cu ban Communist Party ~is a product
far larger number than was warranted of the political revolution in Cuba which
by the 'Pneblo' incident.
forces Castro to manoeuvre to the left.
If we see in the struggle of the The actions of Castro stem from the
No.1. In English
Vietnamese masses the highest point of the pressure of the Cuban masses towards
revolutionary struggle of the world mas- socialism but the methods used were not
All the political documents of the VIII World Congress and: documents
ses against Imperialism, we also see the revolutionary. No discussion was carried
bankl,'uptcy of the Soviet bureaucracy out before, with or by the Cuban masses
and activity of the International
which remains passive toward American and the role of these rotten elements who
7/6d
Tmperialism. At a time when the Vietnam- followed the line of peaceful co-existence
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The actual phase of the
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION
(EXTBA(;TS)
The following are only very small extracts from an extensive article by Cdc.
Posadas. But even in this form, it is possible to gather the historic singnificance of
the formation of the Syrian Workers State and the world strategy of the IV International in the stages immediately prior to the final settlement of accounts.
The crisis in China, Cuba, the USSR are motivated by, and are the expression
of the political revolution. Iu Syria also there is a development, a struggle prior
to constituting itself organically before organising itself socially, as a workers state,
with organs of leadership as a workers State. The struggle within the Baath. on the
forms of the army; the permanent army or the workers militias is already the
discussion over the nature of the social organic forms which the Syrian workers state
will have. Before constituting themselves organically as a workers state, there is
already a struggle which does not correspond to the political revolution, but forms
part of it. It does not correspond, because it is a workers state recently formed,
has not yet functioned as a stable workers state, and already shows the struggle
to achieve the social forms, the forms of property, the social relations, the social
forms of the organs of power. It is a new experience, which indicates the course
which history is. taking. The forms are diverse, the stages and the intervals are
various. But the rhythm is each time more rapid, the dynamism of each phase more
and more powerful and vigorous. And this allows the International to have a more
concentrated intervention which compensates for the numerical weakness of the International. The more concentrated the process, the more it facilitates the intervention
of the International, because the organs, the programme, the policy, the theory, the
vital centres of the revolution decide.

The discussions in Syria revolve around
ant life. This is the characteristic of the
the problem what to do with the workers lBolshevik, not only the struggle for ~he
state, to delay it or to continue it. With- revolutionary programme. But how? in
out there being a theoretical discussion on what does it support itself? how does it
tpe objectives and historic possibilities, function? btlt it is approaching and it
this is the essenCe of the discussion. Be- is the unions wh9 are intervening in this
fore constituting their own organs as a discussion and the unions in opposition
workers state, there is already a discussion
and competition with the Baath. It is not
on the. Socialist federation of Syria, Egypt, al).tagonistic but it is in opposition and
Algeria .and . Iraq. This is a concentrated in competition.
form. qf th~ revolution, very concentrated,
The· Baath wants to aSsume the leaderwhicht allQWs ;the IIl.,ternatippal to,Kint<;lr- \ ;;s~i~ o~~qCietr rnd rhe n;asses .resist
yene there. It can .intervene in a con-causethey' see a leaders.JlIR' ofbdUrge@ls
centrated fashion because the resolution
origin· and distrust it., If the mass~sdid
PI these discussions can be done on the trust i( they would not accept, they would
basis of the theoretical basis of the pro- not accept a separate functioning because
gramme, the policy and the application
the In~ernational Federation of Arab
of the experiences through the theoretical
workers is an organ apart ,from the Baath
conclusions,. the principles and there is a which competes with it and disputes
wing which defends these principles. One
power with it. There are the organs of
of the chief principles is the popular political revolution, there is the precise
organ of power. The popular organ of form which the organs of the political
revolution take, without it being strictly
power has a very exact· name: soviet.
And the discussion in Syria is .not being
possible to qualify it as the political remade by the organs of ...administrative volution, without finding an adequate depower. There is no revolutionary party, finition. In reality it is not easy to seek
the Baath is not a 'Bolshevik Party, it is
this nevertheless,· because it exercises the
a Socialist Party with a revolutionary function of the political revolution withwing. And at the present moment as a out being strictly a political revolution,
because the proletariat has not beencxBaath party, it is a revolutionary party.
The means which have just been taken propriated now, has no one to combat
in Syria by the Baath are thOse of a
on this level. But it exercises the function
revolutionary party. They are approaching
which the political revolution must exerthe revolutionary marxist conception.
cise because it is being constructed. These
There is not now a Bol~hevik Party be- are new phenomena which it is necessary
cause the conception of the organ of
to define and which it is necessary to
power is missing, the conception of the approximate in scientific understanding to
structure and the functioning of the militdetermine now tasks, intervals, rhythms.

b:-

SYRIA: A WORKERS STATE INFORMATION, CONSTITUTED THIiOUGH mE
ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE COUNTRY,FOR THE INTERVENTION OF
THE MASSES EVEN IF NOT ORGANISED SOCIALLY, AND IN THE FORM
OF THE WORKERS STATE

It is necessary to define the characterisation of Syria. Syria is a workers state
on the basis of the economic structure
of the country, through the revolutionary
mobilisation of the masses, but even
though not organised as a form of workers state, not organised in the form of a
workers state, it is in formation. It is a
new characterisation which surpasses that
of the "sui geneds" because now it is
necessary to resolve the problem of the
political leadership of the workers state
of Syria. At the moment it is not resolved.
On the other hand Cuba which was "sui
generis" from the beginning, adhered
directly to the Socialist countries, adopted
the economy without adopting the social
forms, soviets, as the Russian Revolution,
. integrated itself in the world relation with
. the workers states. Now Syria does not
do it and it is not simply because of
neglect, forgetfullness or that it does not
know what to do. There is ·an internal
struggle where they do not know where
,
they are going.
There is a very great interior struggle~

But the base is a workers state; from the
social and economic point of view, it is
a workers state. From the point of view
of its leadership, from its function now,
it is not a workers state. For this reason
it is necessary to make such a characterisation, it does not function as a workers
state, it is not a question of its not being
a workers state ..
But one of the ,fundamental essentials
to characterise Syria as a workers state,
is the attitude of the masses in relation
to it. The attitude of the masses does not
determine that it is a workers state, but
nevertheless it is part of the constitution
of a workers state. The masses work in
Algeria, Mali, in Iraq,in Egypt and in
Syria, particularly as if it was their own
state and in their sentiment. their consciousness, in their will it is as though
they were in workers states. And this is
an indispensible element for theconstitution of a workers state. For example: Cuba
is a workers state, although it has 250,000
eXploiters, small proprietors with an immense base and has within itself a base

for an immediate retreat. Easily there
are 100,000, who have an interest and
Capitalist mentality and who have Capitalist desires, a state of affairs which in
Syria does not exist. And the Syrian leadership is with the revolution, is in agreement, is united to the workers states.
And in the next workers states it is
important to observe for a period the
stages, to determine the slogans. For
example: in Algeria the VGTA is intervening on the same plane as the masses
of Syria. And it is necessary to support
ourselves with all our forces on the
Algerian masses to make them feel that
they must seek an agreement with our
party, an agreement with the government
for a policy which leads to affirm poEtically what economically is not conqnere€L
While in Syria it is necessary to affirm
politically what economically is already
conquered.
The appeal of Al Atassi for the constitution of the Socialist Federation is the
expression that the masses see Syria as
their workers state. AI Atassi directs himself to the Arab states, does not direct
himself to China nor to the other workers
states. Syria, Egypt, Algeria and traq
cannot ever be constituted -into a Socialist
Federation without overthrowing Capita)..
ism in Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Kuwai'
Yemen and Tunis.
It is not possible to constitute the
Socialist. Federation of the Arab countries
without fighting ;for this. Now there is
~o r~as~l'\ to defa.y.tneslstmggle,(put\together with this appeal for Socialist
unification, there
the other appeal to
overthrow the feudal lords of Saudl
Arabia, Jordan, Morocco, Tunis, because
they are really the bases for Imperialism
in the Middle East, not only Israel, but
all these. They are the necessary points
of support which tomorrow are going to
·bethe principal ones.

is

It is necessary to push forward a pro'
gramme of economic development, of the
Socialist Soviet Federation of the· Arab
countries, an economic programme for
Syria. It is necessary to develop the programme of economic development together with the programme of the Socialist Revolution in the perspective of the
nuclear war, so that the Federation of
the Arab States considers and takes into
account that it cannot make a programme
of construction of economic development
independantly of what happens in the
world.
In Syria the proletariat has not been
expropriated. The Political Revolution
comes about because .the bases of the
Workers State are constituted, these bases
being the nationalised property, but still
there is no planning of the economy although there is the beginnings of planning. This is the basis of the Workers
State, it is necessary to organise the power
of this Workers State. Power is exercised
but .still the proletariat does uot have the
power, they are discussing it. The Workers
State exists in its historic form, the basis of
its historic structure; nationalisation of property. But the social power is not organised:
it is the struggle to (}rganise and give the
social forms of this power. It is in a
certain form, a political revolution which is
done at the same time as the constitution
of the Workers State; it does not
begin once it functions and is constituted as such. It is not one thing, independantly, one of the other. The power
is not exercised directly by the proletariat, the Baath exercises it now. But there
are no forms of stable power, they are
discussing what to do. In this sense it is
not a political revolution, becanse now
there is no fixed power. It is a new fact
·in history. In the political revolution, the
proletariat· has to recover something. it
has to recover the power which it once
exercised. It' is not II political revolution,

it is closer to a struggle to organise
the power.
The necessity for the exact, precise
qualification is because this determines the
stages. For example what is the conclusion
ot this characterisation?; that We do not
lead a struggle· against enemies. This is
the conclusion. This is the logic of our
slogan: Marxist Revolutionary Party based on the trade unions in Syria. This is
clear. But it means that the Baath is not
OpPOSed to this; what it seks is to domesticate the unions so that they submit
to it, this is the phase which we are
in at the moment.

We repeat, the Baath is advancing towards the revolutionary party, it is not
going backwards. Our interest nevertheless
is to impel it to advance, but we do not
believe bourgeois leaderShip is going to
remain, we support ourselves in· the
unions, for this reason we appeal to the
the unions also.
Now we are not against the government of the Baath, nor against the Syrian
government. We call upon the Syria~
trade unions and our comrades to· make
a pact and an alliance with the govern~
ment, raiSe a public· discussion with the
government and assist the conscious. revolutionary tendencies withiv the government and within ,the Baath who are advancing. It is not an antagonistic. dispute,
it is a contradiction.
the Soviet Union
there, is no possibility of such a dispute,
of such. a contradiction, tht:;re is already
ani anta~<>nistp .. b¥tw"len . the bureaucracy
and the workers state: If arOse as 'it con!.;
tradiction, now it is an antagonism. But
it is necessary to see that. the programme
of the Syrian trade unions is the p.rogramme of the political revolution and
that they agitate for the programme~
struggle for it in the full process of war
with Israel and prepare themselves to
confront Israel, with this programme.
Here is the caUSe of the crisis. They will
not agitate at whatever moment. They met
days before the invasion of Israel on the
25 May when all the world knew also
that Israel was preparing to invade, was
preparing for war and they were preparing
themselves for this programme. It means
that there is a conscious wing that is
seeking to oricntate itself from' the
Bolshevik, Trotskyist point of view in the
war and to make the revolution. This is
the base, the interpretation, which it is
necessary to give to the events in Syria,
to intervene.

In

The irreplaceable role of the "cultural
revolution" in China, is not understood
even by the Chinese themselves. They
see themselves obliged to launch a movement which they did not understand nor
consider and it surpasses all the means
which they wish to take. They hoped by a simple pressure to liquidate the
internal struggle, to make a policy which
was solid in front of the bureaucracy and
Imperlalism. It is a question of this, to
prevent Ii conciliation to their detriment.
but they see that the masses are not going to move for a change of leaders and
a change of titles. The masses want more,
more, more. And they want more because
already they are disposed to do more.
For this reason Syria expresses it. Syria
is the effect, the concentrated expression
of the world process of the political re,tolution, that already has form, life and
body. It has body, life and form. Now
it does not have consciousness but already
'it has a body•. The body is the instrument:
the Federation is an organ already ()f
power and whose importance is not limited
to Syria, extends itself and for this reason
the tv International can exert an influence
on it. The interual struggle of· Syria centers around· forms which the permanentr~
volution adopts in this stage in a' .workers
state to reach the consciolls level of 'the
socialist revolution.
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IN SYRIA AND THE TASKS OF THE IV INT.
J. POSADAS Nov. 1967
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POLITICAL REVOLUTION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF TIlE TROTSKYIST WINGS IN THE WORKERS STATES

It is necessary to be preoccupied, to
seek the most reliahle and precise reports
on the Trotskyist wing in China, it has
importance. It is consciously Trotskyist.
We will be more audacious than we are
now, much more audacious. If there is a
Trotskyist wing in China we must comprehend that the events of Syria are a
distant echo of this. It can be distant echo
of the possibilities. And it is necessary
to expect in the Soviet. Union and in a
short stage, public Trotskyist wing. Thus
it is necessary to be more audacious not
to go to change the nature, nor our nature,
nor our structure, but the dynamism itself, the audacity of this functioning and
the objectives of the' InternationaL If
there exists a Trotskyist wing in China,
the International must direct itself in a
short, stage to have contact with it and to
seek as the International, ,discussions,
organisations, encounters, political life
with the rest of the Trotskyist groups who
are to be found in the world; it will be
necessary to seek this contact. Syria can
be, must be, will be, that which places us
in contact with the rest of the political
revolution. Now it is necessary to seek
it. Syria can ,be it, must be it, will be that
which places us in contact with all this.
We sought this in Cuba and Cuba played
a role. Cuba delayed and we succeeded
in Guatemala. Guatemala could not give
the extended authority which occured with
Guevara. Through Guevan:t there was the
'impulse,whicl1l'laced llsinc~ntact with
the, rest .of the political revoluti.on. New
it is necessary to seek it in an orga;nic
form and to attract it in an organic form.
The impulse of the revolution, the concentrated character .of this was not intimidated, because of the conference of
Khartoum. The force of the revoluti.on
bypassed it, bypassed these obstacles, for
this· reason no centrist sector, nor conciliatory sector can stabilise itself. These
who suggest that Nasser is only a centrist
conciliator are ,mad. It is clear that he is
a conciliatory centrist, but for the left
~ot for the right. For this reason it is not
possible to stabilise the centrist power .of
Nasser, always he is going towards the
left, for the left is obliged to go. But l;te
nevertheless resists. It is a madness
to believe that Khartoum imposes a
line. After Khartoum came the Congress of the Baath, which replied with
the proposal for the socialist unifiaction
of Syria, Egypt, Algeria and Iraq. There
IS nopossibiilty of stability, no conciliatory power.
The Soviet bureaucracy sustains itself,
but always tending to show continuous
crises, internal displacements. The most
elevated expression of these is the product

of the advance of the revolution which
they cannot contain, thus they are discussing' Trotsky, for the next document
which they are going to make ,on history
of the Russian Revolution. They are discussing Trotsky. They do not praise him,
do not explain him, but the ideas of
Trotsky are the ones which .dominate.
It is necessary to intervene in this process. It is necessary to prepare and organise to intervene. The political revolution
is not made in a programatic way; the
course .of the political revolution is not
programmed, it takes place. The contained
forces of the world revolution express
themselves as they can, not organically,
they do not do it in the forms foreseen
or determined for the conscious course
which we foresee for the revolution, it
is done as it can and it is necessary to
intervene as we can. And to be able to
intervene ,better, it is necessary to improve the functioning _of the sections, to
give confidence to these leaderships who
seek to advance, showing that the Trotskyists are capable of organising the 13
November m.ovement of Guatemala and to
organise also in each country.
It is necessary to give security to tbe
currents wbo are advancing. It is necessary to make a world alliance, a world
agreement, a world united front with tbe
revolutionary tendencies of the Arab states,., of Cuba, of China to progress. It' is
necessary. ,to . be disllOSed to this·. united
frofit audto be diSposed to impel. ,it
globally, as an .organism. The conditions
are already there for it.
ThepoIitical revolution In China in
spite of Fidel Castro and in spite of his
discourse supporting the macabre farce of
the death of Guevara in Bolivia is going
to advance again. The attitude of the
Cuban delegates at the commemoration of
the 50 anniversary of the Soviet worker
states in Moscow indicates it. But the
declarations of Castro to tbe journalist
KS Karol are indicating already a later
struggle. The struggle which he announces there, is the programme against the
Soviet bureaucracy. .It is a programme
which demands proletarian' democracy
to apply it, the socialist revolution and
to extend tbe socialist programme cannot
be a local programme. All this is guided
in general by an administrative concept~on.
It is not guided by a Soviet conception.
The Soviet is opposed, antagonistic to the
administrative. The administrative approach leads to the bureaucracy. The
Soviet leads to .popular power, to revolutionary power guided and directed by
tbe proletarIat. And tbe declarations of
Castro to KS Karol·' are not based on
the Soviet but are a very great progress.

THE EMPIRICAL RISE OF 'IHE POLITICAL REVOLUTION TOWARDS PROGRAMMATIC FORMS IN CIDNA, AND THE NEED FOR PROGRAMME
AND OBJECTIVES
The wall sl.ogans and articles written
in China are gradually rising in programmatical conception. The last numbers of
Peking Review revolve round a central
theme. The attacks on Lui 8.ha.o-shi are
now concentrated on the programme that
he has rejected and on two points: the
book '!How to be a good Communist' ,and
the economic programme. These are,. the
C.P.'s programme and book, Mao Tsetung had a part in them,' Mao Tse-tung
put his name to them, and Mao Tse-tung
distributed them, At the be.ginning of the
year there were Peking Reviews and other
Chinese magazines; in which LiuShao-chi
appeared reclevmg the President of
Cambodia and welcoming him in the name
of the Chinese Workers State, and what
is said isn't· bad, it is concilliatory, but
not bad. It's the same thing as ,Mao Tsetung said, and what Chou En-Iai is saying
now~ is the same thing as Liu' Shao~chi

said, it doesn't change much. The adjective
change, 'bureaucracy', 'treacherous reformists', they get more extreme. They go on
like this because they are not really
against reformists. The lengths the adjectives go to d.o not change the qualification,
or the aims.
The wall slogans, Peking Reviews and
tbe Sin-jua Agency bulletins contain more
and more attacks on Liu Shao-chi saying:
'You shared out the limd for private
purposes', 'Yon said to sell on the market', 'You said to the Capitalists that tbe
more they developed the better'. And in
this way they really say what the Chinese
C.P;'s programme consists of, for it was
the 'four classes' conception. Because
tbey used to say: 'the more tbe classes
develop, the more the economy will develop, ,and we will strip the Capitalist of
it 'afterwards! They .took interesting and
important measures to control Capitalists.

They let them develop because they were
confident that the' quality of Capitalism
was possessed by no-one else but the
Capitalists, So, to prevent internal strife,
and so as not to lose control of the
s:tuation, they let the' Capitalists be, but
prevented the increase of Capitalists by
fixing their number and making the State
the only purchaser. They el:minated the
market, and they said: 'in this way we
are getting nearer to dominating the mat·
ter, for we will bny less and less and this
will ob:lge tbem more and more to produce in such a way tbat private interest
will be lost, and that is tbe root of the
matter! Tbey transferred to the relationship with the industrial bourgeoisie the
relationship that should exist with the
peasant: tbat social superiority wili gradually attract him. But this was wben there
was only one workers state. When there
are 15 Workers States, tben the capacity
of persuasion is transferable, and superior production capacity and peasant wellbeing no longer are the only attraction;
instead there are socialist ethics and the
superior social framework, together with
a' rise in production.
The Chinese still have confidence in
this conception, and that's why they go
on justifying it today. This, what they accuse Liu Sha.o-chi of, was their programme and at the same time as they accuse
Li~ Shao-shi they put forward the programme; agaInst the strengthening ·.of the
private interests of the peasantry, and
against the interest to, sell to the market,
they pose th,ene<,:'Cssiiy, toc.,sen, to the state,
whichpoIicy is against tlle private use of
the land, and against the managers and
the bosses in the factories. And they cannot use the red heart of Mao Tse-tung to
sustain this programme. They have to do
it with the living heart of proletarian
democracy and s()viets, and they are already discussing this now. From this
emerges the Trotskyist danger. Because
they are seeing, that this development, this
programmatic discussi.on, has to, necessarily and logically, take a step towards
the consciousness of this unconscious process, which they don't' have any other
alternative but to formulate and to accept, ,because they are forced. They hope
that a pressure movement or mobilisation
will smash and intimidate this wing which
theycaU revisionist and finish with it.
And this wing resists ;because the structure
of the bureaucratic interests is quite con~
siderable. It's careerist structure, even
though' it has not become a bureaucratic
layer is very great and the pressure from,
and relations with, the bourgeois layer
were quite great, above all in the country~
side.
The Chinese believed tbat mobilisations
were sufficient to dominate tbe apparatus
and construct a new party. Because the
Chinese Communist Party 15 more nominal than real, it is I!Clt a fUlldional structnre, it does not resemble the Bolshevik
Party in any way; in their aspirations,
and objectives, they were and are revolutionary. Mao Tse-tung is a revolutionary but be has a paternalist conception.
Let them read the platitudes of Mao Tsetung! There' is no real Bolsbevik functioning of tbe party, and the Communist
Party is very smaU, there is a real peasant
weight, a great and real developmeut in
the countryside, of the commune, and
communist autbority over the peasantry.
There is a very great, peasant weight but
als6 tbere is Ii very great proletarian
weight. And: behind all this campaign,
the proletarian weight is expressed in an
unconscious form. Because it is the point
of support of Mao Tse-tung, the tendency
wbich is seeking to 'eliminate conciliation,
eliminate the conservative wing without
recourse to the revolution basing itself
on tbe proletarian confidence of the masses, but at the same time, what shows
that the' proletariat doesn't see clearly, or
as logical, that such Ii form of movement
is necessary, is that It_ supports the move~

ment in a passive way, and doesn't go
to it in a demonstrative way to give .it
support. Because when they called to the
proletariat for support, it went out into
the streets and sang tbe "Interuational."
The proletariat filed past in trucks singing the "Interuational", and. by singing
the "International" they sought
put
themselves into contact with the world
revolution. The Chinese proletarian vanguard demonstrated the enormous,the
high historic maturity which it has." That
is why Chou En-lai restrains it; they contained the first impetus of the Cultural Revolution. Bnt the 'Cultural Revolution'
emerged as a forced necessity, 'thougb
they hid its historic significance-that it
was the political revolution. They gave
it the name: Cultural Revolutio~. And
they failed in the attempt which theymade to try to eliminate tbe conservative,
wing, S'O that the centrist wing and the
left wing could take power.
It was not, and it still is not clear who,
is in power, because there is no discussion, no political life, no programme.
And Chu Teh, for example, whom they
accuse of being a bandit, suddenly turn"
ed out the other day to have gone back
to his leading position 'but it is not known
what he said, what position Or what
policy he has. There is no other way of
knowing people than through their political positions. And they were going to
shoot the son .of Chen Yi as a -traitor,
and he was a leader of a group of !'Red
Guards'\Th~re' is no.way .of lo~icany
qualifying th~se tendencies, 'because
is
not know what positions they take up.
'[Peking Review' publishes as much about
the' programme against Liu Shao-chi, as
they do about the declarations .of Chou
En-Iai which are the same as those. of
Liu Sho-chi and which are against him.
Without doubt, Chou En-lai is in power.
Why? Because he is the centre of a
transitory stage. He is not in power because of his own strength; he is at the
centre of a transitory stage.
The Chinese do not understand that
what is going on in China will not be
resolved in China solely with the ,strength
of China. It is being resolved in Cuba
and in Syria because what the Chinese
revolution is seeking in order t.o advance, is the programme of the Socialist
Revolution, and the soviet form of, organisation so that all the power of the
Chinese revolution can be expressed. AI·
ready it is reaching this level. From the
tumultuous primitive forms with which
the cultural revolution is qeveloping, cutting off peoples hair and putting dunces
hats on people, which was well done, they
went on to programmatic accusation. It
was not a correction, it was a progress,
because the leadership had hoped that
the dunces hats and the hair cutting
would be enough. But people have their
customs, and moreover among the customs
which they have it that of learning from
history, and the yOllng students who went
out to cut hair and put dunces hat on
afterwards went to colleges and schools,
and in the schools of Peking they questioned the subjects, methods of explanation and lessons which the teacher was
using, and they said to him that these
were "reactionary and bourgeois" an"
"that it was not possible to make any ex ..
positions, or develop any subject or
course, without uniting with the w.orld
class struggle". The students said this.
children of 7. 8 and to, up to 15 years
old, the children of today. Neither Chou
En-lal nor Mao Tse-tung expected it because it wasn't in the programme of these
peoole.
This progress indicated tbat already
there ,is a solid base in China, but that
it is not decisive because there is not the
conscious leadersblp and the accumulat·
ion of tbis progress and process is not allowed to be expressed programmatically
in the most elevated form whicb it could
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
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take, for example the programme of:
eI:minat:on of material stimulus, eliminat·
ion of all the administrators, replacing
them by factory councils as the Russian
Revolut'on did, so that these become the
ones who make the resolutions. It is the
factory soviets, who are the ones who
should make the resolutions. Factory
councils!
The internal struggle of the Communist
Party of China has not been developed
with a public strnggle for a programme
and policy. It has stuck to accusations,
totally banal accusations, which cannot
either attract, or bring understanding to,
or ra'se the revolutionary comprehension
of anyone in China, for old communist
lead~rs are being accused of being, traitors
w:thout proof. The proof given is that
the programme that they had expounded
10, 15 or 20 years ago; was a treacherous
programme, but wasn't this the oOidal programme of the Party? That is why the
proletarian vanguard cannot be attracted
by this struggle. On the contrary the
proletarian vanguard repudiates this strug.
gles. Therefore it is apparently indifferent
to and at a distance from this struggle.
It is waiting to intervene.

Nevertheless, the Sin-jua bulletins and
Peking Review' constantly .bring out appeals to the factory committees, like in
Shanghai. For they can't mobilise either
the peasants or the students abstractly,
it can't be done again with haircutting,
and putting on dunces caps, they have
to be mobilised with a programme. And
the peasants and students can only be
mobilised with a programme which is
soc:ally interested in the progress of the
revolution in China, and this is not a
cultural programme for the university and
schools, but the socialist revolutionary
programme: soviets, factory committees,
elimination of the material incentive,
elimination of grading, elimination of unequal salaries, proletarian democracy, proletarian rights, instant recall of representatives, and the right of the soldier to
speak just as much as the general.
Where the interest of the present
leaderShip in China (of whom it consist
we don't know,) in practice is expressed
in a concentrated manner-and also the
contradiction of its advance with its fear
of basing itself on the proletariat-by its
repeated insistence on the inclusion, intervention and primary importance of the
role of the army. The element inCOrporated as an element of the first order, is
not the trade unions, the Factory ComL A 35 hour week in all industries.
mittees,
or the student movements, but
%. Three weeks paid holiday in all Industries, leading to 4 weeks paid holi· the army. But even like this, incorporatday.
ing the army, its participation has al3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
ready diminished. The army is not the
Establishment of a basic minimum JivIng wage. All wages to rise with the thing that determines the course of the
Clost of living. Commissions of workers internal struggles in China-it possesses
and housewives to decide the contents no programme or policy and neither is
of the cost of living index.
it a directing centre. It is used as a
4. I~qnal -pay for men and women. means of bureaucratic pressure. The aim
Allpl'eutices doing the work of an adult
of fighting the conservative wing is not
worker to be paid as such.
bureaucratic, but the army's employment
S. Profits of automation to go to the
workers in the form of higher wages in this is bureaucratic.
and shorter hours.
The army is given an authority of its
6, l>ensions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost of living. own, when it has no social authority.
I,owcdug of the age of retirement to The army, intervening in social struggles
,4i6 for >men . and 55,. for women.
as the army, has no social authority, on
7.COInplllsoJ'yday r~Iease;forallllVior the cOIltraW,·.,the. deqentr,~lised .po,!er (}f
kers for -industrial'tHdniug) and further
the army is stimulated. But the pro~ducation.
S. Students to be maintained . ou the letariat, when it intervenes with its organwage of the average wOJ'ker, which isation, through its role in the economy
will increase with the cost of living.
and in society, attracts the rest of the
9. Expropriation of royal palaces, lu- popUlation, because it is the necessary
xury properties and unoccupied dwellings to meet the housing shortage. organ, the constructing organ and the
Establishment of defence committees creator of society, it is the organ that
to protect against landlords' thugs" carmotbe substituted for, because it does
eviction by bailiifs and harrassment by not have an ephemeral function in socpolice. Organisations of tenants committees to have the right to assess and iety. The army is the organ that executes
military action, for the defense of the
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be interests of military activities, and it is
placed under workers management, lea- not a creative organ of the economy,
ding to nationalisation under workers culture and art, it is not the organ which
management. A sliding scale of hours
aud reductions in work time without expresses the creative capacity of the
loss of pay to absorb workers whose population. If it does not defend the
jobs are threatened by automation. creative capacity of the population, it
Workers now unemployed to be found cannot have social authority, or ibe a
work or given full maintenance.
11. Nliltionalisatsion of all key indus- social centre of attraction and authority.
tries without compensation including When it is employed it is because the
banks, insurance, steel, engineering, leaders have no other means, and it is
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor manu- because there is an expression of the
facturers and road transpori services,
arms and the building and building desire to advance and the fear of reachsupply industries. Nationalised indus- ing programmatic conclusions. Therefore,
tdes to be placed under workers at the same time as employing the army
control.
in substitute for the proletariat ~md the
12. State monopoly of foreign trade. organised masses, they defend themselves
Nationalisation of big wholesale and
from the 'ultra-Ieft wingers', the Trotskyretail enterprises.
ists, because they feel that the path leads
13. Workers control of all industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers com- to the raising of the internal struggles to
mittees to examine the accounts of all discussion of the programme, objectives
industries.
and methods of struggle. And that's
14; Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought where the Trotskyists come in. Not beInto state ownership, and small farms
cause the Trotskyists are hoping to adfederated and run on collective lines vance, but because the rise of the political
by committees of farmers and agricul·
tural workers who would organise revolution empirically branching off and
direct marketing' of produce and cut separated from the proletariat, has not
prevented proletarian preoccupation, and
out middle men.
15. Formation of factory committees on even if the trade unions have no direct
each job and workers councils in each weight, it is absurd that the trade unions
locality on an anti-capitalist programdo not intervene as organs in the strugme.
16. For a single European Trade Union gle in China, and the development of the
centre ·on an anti-Imperialist pro- Trotskyist wing is the result of this prona.mme.
cess. The Trotskyist wing has not de17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence of t he colonial revolution by veloped independently but' is part of this
every means including strikes, boycott process and now it intends to bear
and sabotalre. and the despatch of weight.
arms to colonial workers.
When the Chinese themselves denounce
18. Withdrawal
from
all
Imneriatist
aUfances, such as NATO, CENTO, the presence of a Trotskyist wing as very
SEATO, etc., directed against the wor- possible, first of all it must be verified
kers states and tll.e colonial revolution. that it is a Trotskyist wing-we do not
Alliance and solidarity with the wor- know what programme or policy it haskers states and the colonial revolution
al?ainst Imperialism. Liquidation of the they just denouuce· it as Trotskyist. We
Polaris and rocket bases and their suppose that it is Trotskyist from the
me:HlS of supply
,.
accusations that they make, and more19. For .the United Socialist S~ates of over when they appeal for the 'unity of
Europe as part of a. world front of
the whole of the left', they include the
socialist states.
Trotskyists aswelfo The Trotskyists must
20. For a workers government.

OUR PROGRAMME

nevertheless she does not do sp. This is
not in the interests of the Chinese Revolution, it is lack of consciousness and
be a small group. What we believe is that a programme on the part of the leaderthere must be a very important sector sh;p. But it is a problem in process of
that, without being Trotskyist, must be
being solved for they haven't a conciliatin agreement with revolutionary positions ory programme either. There isn't a prowithout reaching the understanding of the gramme. They don't have any programme.
Trotskyist programme. And it sees things
There is no organised Communist Party,
in an objectively Trotskyist way, undoutb- or party life, and the present struggle is
edIy intluenced by Trotskyists. But at the to rebuild and organise the party. There
same time, when they appeal for the is no party [fe, so the centrist tendency
'unity of the left' it is because the centrist which is moving to the left has no inwing of the left is divided into various' strument to d()minate; therefore there is
tendencles and has no precise objectives. no Central Committee, no political meetWhat is the objective? They have no ings, no Politburo and no decisions. The
objectives, they only want to contain the resolution of the Central Committee in
pressure of the Soviet bnreancracy and August last year was not followed with
the conciliatory policy of the Soviet any more meetings. That resolution was
bureaucracy.
a good one, it indicated progress and
The Chinese are preparing for the war. enormous influence of the revolution, but
They see the war coming, but they haven't it came to a full stop there, and organan adequate pol:cy for the war. They see ically there was a retreat from that point.
Imperialism preparing for the atomic war, For the decisions taken afterwards were
and the all'ance of the' Soviet bureaucracy a retreat on this resolution, not superior
with Imperialism, but they do not succeed to it. There wasn't a single organism
in understanding the world course of the which took a decision superior to the
revolution and the contradictions of the one of the Central Committee. On the
Soviet bureaucracy. Hence they have no contrary, Chou En-Iai appeals: 'let llS finish
programme which can be followed, and with everything, go back to work, go
the internal strUggle is confused, one back to studying and don't get further
point replaces another and the rise towards involved, children must respect growna programmatic form which is to be seen ups'. He says it like this: 'the proletariat
now, is being done in an empirical man· msut work'. This is a retreat from the
ner, with the constant replacement of resolution. But objectively the resolution
leaders. The party does not intervene or functions above this and Chou En-lai bedecide, the mobilisations of one or an- cause he is objectively obliged to fight
other sector decides and weighs moment- Liu Shao-chi, attacking. the material inarily.
cent:ve, the exploitation of the land for
Everything that is happening in China private gain, administrators and bosses,
is transitory! It is not stabilized or supalliance with Capitalism and the following
ported by programmes and objectives, of bourgeois tendencies. The most recent
which are the only things which construct: attacks are against the paying of priprogramme and objective. The programme viledge salaries to the bourgeoisie. The
unites, and the objective gives security students have said that they mustn't be
and attracts and concentrates action. paid more.
The leadership still makes nse of the
There isn't one! Therefore they haven't
intervened in the problems of Syria, the students because it cannot make use of
MIddle East, OLAS, and Guevara; they the workers, it fears using the workers.
do not intervene in the class struggle on Hence the revolution is caJ]ed cultural
a world-wide scale, they make general, and not political, as a synonym, but also
superficial . declarations ,but nevertheless as a subst:tute. It is. a substitute and. they
the p0litica,1· revol)ution: is .. not preyentctd. ,are\.not. (!~"!iC'OUs of this. Therefore this
No declaration, intervention or progratn~ culfural t~toliition 'uses the'sfudents and'
me as to how to unite the Chinese re- not the proletariat for it is st:n not con~
volution with the Middle East. tHow cim scious of what it wants or can achieve.
they be united? What is the unity that It wants conciliation on a higher level,
exists between them? Objectively it exists. wh:ch undonbtedly tends to aft'ect and
Imperialism comes out to contain the re- contain the conservative w:ng, but which
volution in the Middle East in order to des not speed on the development of the
attack China afterwards. There is a unity!
pol:tical revolution in China and have
The strength of the Chinese Revolution all the eft'ects that it could have. The
consists of and is supported by the world political revolution in China cannot be
development of the revolution and every- separated from the preparat:on for tbe
thing that means the development, or on world atomic war, the events in the Midthe contrary an attack on the revolution dle EaSt and the World RevoJution.
'(To be continued)
interests it--China must intervene, but
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of the owners and to. the incredibly primitive cond;tions of British trawlers. The
fishermen have demonstrateci that they
a:c no longer willing to accept these conditions and have-in a number of instances-imposed t.heir own control . by
strike at sea and by damaging vessels to
force the captains to return to port. This
is a sector which-for obvious reasons,
has never been well organised, but the
women have overcome the isolation in
which bourgeois soicety places them, have
organised and shown themselves determined to impose their own control over conditions in the fishing industry. The developments in Hull show that women-a
twice explo:ted sector of the working class
-are preparing to throw their full weight
into the struggle. The whole of the
British masses are feeling, and reacting
to, the influence of the very rich developments of the struggle of the world masses to destroy Imperialism and Capitalism
and it is in process of throwing up a new
leadersliip and organisms for the struggle.
We are in this country in the midst of
a process of a break with bourgeois
parliamentary 'democracy', a break with
the structure of CapitalZsm, which the
bureaucracy of the trade unions are incress'ngly unable to hinder.
The masses-workers, students and lower middle class-no longer strnggle for
simply economic demands, they move towards dual power. Each new struggle in
indnstry, in the nniveresities and in area'
such as housing directly challenges the
power and authority of Capitalism.' The'

will and conscionsness of tbe masses is
evident and what has to be done now is
to buil'd the organs of dual power. Workers committees, students committees;, comimttees of women, committees to control
housing, transport and the prices of the
basic necessit:es of life. This is the task
wh:ch faces the workers and their allies
in this country and the basis already exist
in the 'unofficial' factory committees, in
the womens' organisat:on in Hull, in the
many tenants comm:ttees, for the creation
of the organs of dual power.
Imperialism prepares itself to launch the
war against the workers states and the
masess of the world. It must not be allowed to take the initiative, it is necessary that the masses in this conn try launch
immediate strikes in support of the
VIetnamese masses and against American
Imperialism. tI is necessary to couple the
immediate economic demands of the
British masses-au immediate 10% rise ill
wages to to offset the rising cost of living,
for example-with demands for the with·
drawal of Britain from the war alliance
of Imperialism, for the removal of all
bases from this country and for the withdrawal of all the remaining British bases
and troops from overseas. An appeal
must be made to the masses of Europe,
ASia, Latin America, North A'merica and
to the masess of the Workers States to
intervene immediately in support of the
Vietuamese masses and ~gainst the war
preparations of Imperialism.
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Use the Campaign to
Appeal of the
prevent the closure of
'nationalSecrtari t
A.E.I. Woolwich, t.o·centr- ofth,IV'lnternatinal
alise the anti-capitalist
in defense of the
:strugglesot· the Worke'rsl<orean Workers
FACTORY OCCUPATIONs;..:..WORKERSC()NTRO~
NATIONALISATION
...... . ,

State

The struggle to prevent the closure' of the AEI' factory at Woolwich
.and the intensification of the student struggles throughout Great Britain show
the iucreasingly elevated course of the· revolutionary .process in Great· Britain
It is necessary to call fo!-, a campaign
which is more and more harmonised with the whole courSe of the world
. ••
•
•
to be waged for tbe expulsion ·of Imperrevolution, and lS sustained by It constanly~ . The Botish ma~s are fortified ialism and so that Nortb Korea does not
by the overall .decomposition .of world Imperialism
and Capitalism,by the.
h' It"IS necessary t 0 ap.
gIVe up the Sip.
victories of the Viet coug and the necessity of the Workers States to sustain peal so thattbe workers movement, tbe
the world revolution as shown in the middle'East, N. Korea and Vietnam workers parties, the nationalist mov:ements
despite the counterrevolutionary intentions of the Soviet bureancracy.
hold a trl"a} to "'.ondemn tbe 'sny-boat and.

.,The.gr~at demonstr~ti,9Ai.to .!e~p~e*. l]1e,fac~?ry.oc~llPatj()n.()f~l.. ~h()~~~.,.
':'··"'······· .. ··;·:~I·~ttn;y·opertt:;mll:rouh~d·WltllOtlt·any 'beaccbmilanied oy. tlieconstructi6Ii'o~ a"
doubt, a new phase in. ~e deterrnjnati()n workers defence committee,. ,to defend the
<>f the workers to defend their jntere~ts plant against any attempt at police-miIitagainst Capitalism and to take theoffens~ ary intervention. H is necessary to mobilive against Capitalism. It is the spirit of ise the whole area in support, women and
the workers whiCh has' prevented a sell children, appealing for support to the
out by the unions and it is only the work- factories in the area, appealing. for. other
ers who are cl).pable of seeing this strug- factory occupations. It is possible also
gle through to its final conclusion. At to appeal for support to the rest'of the
the demonstration early in February at- industry. It was. significant that the meettempts were. made, shown in the speech ing of shop stewards in Sheffield offered
of Mayhew, to convince the workers that support from the rest of the industry.
althQugh the closure was "regrettable'" it Nothing haS been beard since .but tbe
should be more or less treated as an speed of this response shows the revolutact of God and no attempt should be ionarypotential that exists, We repeat,
made to resist the closure. He was shout- the example of an audacious action at
eel down and the 'spirit of the workers
AEI can hfl,ve national repercussions. It
was to keep the factory open. But in this can precip:tate nation wide struggle
action, it is necessary to proceed with against unemployment and all the other
the utmost audacity and the workers anti-worker measures of the government,
must function with complete proletarian and open the way to. a sustained workers
democracy. The factory committee must offensive, leading to a workers governoperate in a way which involves aU the ment. And we appeal for delegates of
workers in decisions and the course of A'EI to send delegates to the docks, to
action must be determined by the realis~ car workers, to the trawlermen to discuss
ation that in this struggle Capitalism must the means to defend their interests, around
not be allowed to have the initiative. a common programme. Delegates should
There is' only one way to proceed and
be sent to the workers of Roberts Arundel
that is by FACTORY OCCUPATION
where the struggle is still not settled and
AND WORKEIRS CONTROL At the where workers are again preparing extenssame time the demand must be made for ive strike action in the area. But all this
nationaCsation under workers control, and must be done with the full sustaining
this should be extended to cover the force of PROLETARIAN DEMOCRACY,
whole industry. But it is fundamental also
that is a constantly operating factory comto appeal to the Workers, States to buy mittee, deciding and discussing everything.
the products of the factory; appeals to An example such as this could again
the Soviet Union, to the states of Eastern revolutionise the situation throughout the
Europe, China, Cuba, Syria.
country, give an example to workers in
The struggle to maintain the continued other industries to decide aU questions
functioning of the factory at' AEI for themselves and overcome the conservWoolwich is of especial importance in ative resistance of trade union officials
the class struggle at this moment in this and shop stewards. Thus in a number of
country. It is the first time in a major ways a clearly defined action at AEI can
factory, that the workers have felt con- not only prevent further unemployment
fident enough to resist a mass dismissal.
but lead to a tremendous leap in the
Over a whole period, Capitalism has situation in Great Britain, making the
been closing factories and mines. BMC path for the seizure of power by the
some time ago dismissed thousands of working class smoother and swifter.
car workers and these were not able to
The rapid advance of the world reorganise a systematic resistance, but now volution has found a notable reflection
we can see the potential for a qualitative in the dynamic upsurge in the student
leap. To date there have been 25 factory movement. The sit ins which began in
occupations in Italy and. several in Spain the UE have been followed by further
and Belgium. It is possible by an audaci- sit ins at Aston and at Leicester. LSE
ous action at AEI· to raise the anti- students have rejected the latest attempt
Capitalist actions of the whole class to to bamboozle them with "reforms". The
a higher 'level, to act as a centre for
simi/!tr actions throughout Great Britain.
OONTINUED ON' PAGE THREE
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other case by means. of a juridical dis·
cussion. For example, spy-boats are
judged in tbis way_
Arrogan"'y,
·Imper."a·II·sm demands tbe
..
banding ,back of its boat witbout submitting.i(self (0 tbe j~stice,of.t,becountry
'. was fo'
d 'T'l.:
•
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ers States must pnblish declarations and
be, ready to Intervene militarily from this
moment. It is necessary to organise tbe
necessary military mobilisations,
and
mobilisations of tbe masses of all the
Workers States. The communist parties
must call mobilisations in all tile world
against Imperialism and against 'Capitalism. It is necessary to be. disposed to
confront lmperiaUsm at this very moment;
to demllnd of tbe Workers States particularly of China and Cuba, mass decJar·
ations and mobilisations and a disposition
to intervene militarilly. It is necessary to
reject all tbe attempts of conciliation
which tbe Soviet bureaucracy tries to find,
and to impose tbe right of the Korean
Workers State to defend its territory, to
defend tbe Workers State against espionage and tile threat of invasion of Yankee
Imperialism.
It is necessary to accompany tbis agitation by concrete measures for the expulsion
of Imperialism, above all from all the
bases wbich it has in tbe world, from
:dl Imperialist property, expropriating all
Imperialist investments. To make appeals
to tbe movements in aU countries for
meetings, calling for a United Front in
aU tbe world against Imperialism and to
show that tbisaction of Imperialism makes' up a part of its preparation for the
war. It is not an event coming out of
tbe blue. It is an incident which marks
how Imperialism is preparing its arrangements, keeping up its military concern,
the military tension, and tbe military submission of all the American people in a
very acute way.
It is necessary to demand a Un:ted
Front of all the Workers States; calling
them-even tbose wbo are in the worst
conditions, like Cuba-to take tbe initiative of launching a world appeal for tbe
defense of Korea. This event is a repitWon of tbe blockade whicb tbey made
against Cuba in 1962. It is a preparation
to invade China and Nortb Vietnam.
Tbe powerlessness of Imperialism does
not mean, does not eliminate, does not
prevent it from seeking a m:Iitary solution.
It is powerless to resolve its problems
socially and politically, and it cannot Int·
pose its will on the peqple of Asia,
Africa, Europe and Latin America, and
so it seek~ a military solution. A minor
Incident such as this is resolved in any

"

It
ontside all bourgeois norms. Imperialism imposes the law of the master, not
only because it cannot allow this a condenmation, but because it wishes to im.
pose its military will. This incident of
tbe ship is part of a more important
plan. This action sbows .that Imperialism
is not making 'a riposte simply to Korea,
a small country but to the advance of
the world revolution. It is this which
Imperialism wisbes. 'to confront. Tbe reaction of Imperialism seeks to prevent,
to try to prevent tbat the riposte of the
Korean Workers State stimulates tile reo
volutionary struggles of tbe masses of
Vietnam, of all of Asia, of the entire
world. It shows that tbey will not submit
to any judgement, acting as if all powerful, in the same way as it does in Vietnam,
as it does to Cuba, and as it did to
Santo Domingo, to the Lebanon, as it
wanted to do to Cuba. But in these tbree
countries it has been defeated. It had to
leave Cuba, and Santo Domingo. It is
close to being chased out of Vietnam as
it has been from Korea.
This attitude of Imperialism is not by
chance. It makes up part of the plan
and of the programme of preparation of
the condit:ons which suit it, in order to
take tbe initiative of lannching tbe atomic
war. It is an absurdity of the leaders of
the Workers States to allow Imperialism
to have tbe initiative. This absurdity does
not come from a lack of comprehension
but from the fact that tbe interests wb~cb
tbey defend prevent them from understanding and of taking the initlative of
replying to Imperialism. Tbe Korean
people, as tbe Vietnamese people show
that they are not afraid of tbe atomic
war. Tbey feel that it is inevitable and do
not let themselves be intimidated. ImperiaIism is prepared to intervene at this
very moment in the atomic war.
The call which it has made for mobilisation-even if it is apparently a quest.
ion of a partial' mobilisation-indicates
tbat it has its apparatns ready and that
it seeks to intimidate, to crush tbe combative will of tbe masses of China, . of
Vietnam, and to weigh on tbe bourgeoisies of the otber countries to try to
attract them. When Yankee Imperialism
mobii'ses its teams of officers-who are
the most difficult to convince because, acContinued on page 2
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cording to them, the soldiers have only
to obey-it is to prepare them now to
lead the troops, in order to carry out
certain actions, which demand a social
confidence. Tbus tbey are preparing them
to give orders to the troops, which is the
most dlfficutl thing for them. They use
the soldiers, just drilling them and expecting them to obey. But the officer, they
hllVe to convince him, to prepare him
for the next stages. This is the first time
that they have mobilised so nnmerons
and weighty a reserve for such a small
incident. They are preparing later actions.
Imperialism wishes to create conditions
of world-war tension in order to be able
to decide itself, by keeping itself in a
state of alert, in the perspective of the
war, it is the one which is most in command of the situation.
The bourgeoisies of the rest of the
world have had reactions of prudence,
prevention, discretion, not that they separate themselves from Imperialism, but because they understand that they are being
drawn into a war which is not convenient
tf) them now. And the Soviets are trying
to conciliate. The Yankees want to
forcibly draw them into the situation.
This is the reason why they have sent
an important part of their fieet; a third
of their naval and military power. And
for the first time, in relation to a incident as small as the taking of a ship,
they declare that they are going to ·use
lttomic arms. They are in process of
sounding out, to see what resistance they
will encounter, how far they can go without confronting the Chinese and the
Soviets. These soundings ont, are destined
. to prepare direct actions and interventions,
with atomif weapons in a' shol't time.
They do not act like this with the objective of winning ground, but to prepare
later actions, independently of fact that
the captain of the boat has been taken
prisoner, the attitude of the Yankees is
a sQunding ont, for' they never leave a
boat isolated, soiltary, exposed to snch a
situation. This can happen by chance, as
was the case with certain spy planes, but
they possess a military apparatus, a centralised command which prevents that a
boat can do such actions on its own
account, without pre-meditation. These are
foreseen organised actions which are part
of a plan. It is a sonnding ont operation
which they are proceeding with.
The reply of the Koreans shows the
decision of the Workers .l'tates, to defend
themselves and' to crnsh Imperialism. Like
the Vietnamese people, the small people
of Korea are not frightened by this threat.
On the contrary, they confront it! They
do not want to yield! They want to keep
the. boat, to pnt it on trial, to condemn
it. Even from the bourgeois jnridical point
of view, it is a logical conclnsion. In
no matter what part of the world when
one invades the honse of a neighbour, one
touches on the right of property, as they
have done in Argentine, or in Brazil with
the French fishing fieet, as they have done
in Peru with the American fieet. The invasion of teritorial waters signifies invading the country~ And if there is a discussion ou the fact that the boat was or was
not in teritorial waters, this discussion is
made without threats, without the presence
of a fleet, without atomic bombs, without
the sIege of the army on Korea. Imperialism does this because it is disposed to
go further and that it has the intention
of terrorising, It has not gone further because it is worried: about the reaction, the
intervention of China, of the USSR, the
reaction of the American people and the
people of the world, who resent this act·
ion as an act of piracy. Thus it has gone
badly for Imperialism, but it is the same
thing which they did constantly aga!nst
Cuba and Vietuam. They constantly invaded Vietuam and they are jnst speaking
now of their respect for territorial waters.
They bombard Vietuam everyday, they
have bombarded Cuba" in part bombarded it, they have supported the invasion of
Cuba, and now they have just said that
they respect territorial waters!

It is necessary to defend the complete not consciously, they do not advance with
right of Korea to keep the boat, to judge a decision to confront Imperialism. The
it and condemn it. It is necessary to snpbureaucracy is obl:ged to adopt a defensport this condemnation in the entire ive attitude in the Middle East.
world. It would be simple for Korea to
Neither China, nor Cuba, have taken
give np this hoat from the material point the resolution to condemn Imperialism.
of view, it hasn't any importance. The They have not made any appeal so that
problem is not its material value and the the maSSes rise up against Imperiallsm. It
Yankees do not demand it because of is necessary to demand of China and
this, but in order to defend and to im- Cuba to appeal to condemn this and to
pose their omnipotence. It is necessary to mobilise the masses against it; appeal to
oppose the giving back of the boat and put at the disposition 'of the Korean Workdemand condemnation of Yankee Imper- ers State all the military, economic and
ialism and make meetings and assemblies social and political power. This is what
in trade unions, in the Workers Parties, in it is necessary to do now. One must not
the entire world which should decide such permit that Imperialism tries to impose
measures, by radio transmissions, by de- it~ omnipotence and its military power.
montrations and meetings demanding that It is necessary to crush it, as it has been
the Workers States intervene and declare by Cuba, as it is now being crushed in
that they will reply with everything im- Vietnam. It is necessary to call to the
mediately, against no matter what threat, American people to organise demonstratattempted invasion, attack on the Korean ions against the piracy and criminal atWorkers State, by the destruction of the titudes of Yankee Imperialism.
Yankee fleet. It is not necessary simply
It is necessary to appeal to the populat.
to threaten them, it is necessary to do it. tion of the United States to defend the
It is necessary to demand that the
right of peoples to construct Socialism
Workers States send troops and atomic and to fight themselves for their own dearms, openly, and call to the World Work- mands of salaries, of work, of lowering
ers Movement to make demonstrations, of the hours of work, of increase of the
meetings, actions to expropriate Imperial- standard of life. The fundamental thing
ism, occupy the factories, occupy the land is to lannch its appeal to the American
and make the factories function through populat:on to fight for an immediate
factory committees, through workers con- lowering of working honrs; 36 hours of
trol, organisms of the exploited masses. work on average. AU the technical power,
To launch appeals! Call for the im- productivity of the United States to go
mediate unification of all the Workers to the benefit of the masses, and not to
States with a centralised command, which pay the expenses of the war. So that profunctions, politically, socially, economic- ductivity goes to the benefit of the masally and militarily at this very moment,
ses! To name commisions of trade nnions
in order to oppose Imperialism. This aided by the World Workers Movement,
single command is determined by the ex- to discnss the pJanning of the production
pulsion of Imperialism, by its . military, in the United States to .the bene.fit of the
economic, political and. social crushing~ masses.'{o unite, the ~ruggIe against this
This is the sense
such II single\com- criminaillction . of the 'UoithrStates! with
manu, to call .all the masses of the world the struggle for the rights of the masses,
to organise themselves so that these con- for the lowering of the hours of work.
clusions can be applied in each country. To link the two things. It is necessary to
This is the Mass Communist Internation- do this immediately! To call for a mobilal! This is the programme to apply in isation in the entire world. United World
each country!
Front of all the masses, of all the tendIt is necessary to appeal to the Federat· encies-Socialist, Commnnist, Trotskyist,
ion of Arab Trade Unions to make an nationalist revolutionary movements, aU
appeal to blockade, sabotage and refuse the cnrrents and revolutionary sectorsto load petrol destined for Imperialism. ill the world to crush Yankee Imperialism.
To call to the Federation of Arab Trade
It is a question of an attempt by ImUnions, the International Federation of perialism which can have as its objective
Arab Workers to organise mobilisations the unleashing of the atomic war. They
against Imperialism to expropriate it, and must not be allowed to take the initiative.
against the agents and associates of ImEven if it can be contained in this stage,
perialism in the Middle East, expropriate in this phase, it shows that it will be less
the land, the property, the factories, the
and less possible for it to resist the presfinances etc. To call for the unification . sure and the advance of the revolution and
of North Korea and South Korea in the it will try, as it is trying now, to reply
by means of atomic weapons, by the war
form of a single Workers State, for a
federation of Workers States of Asia; or by invasion of those countries against
Vietnam, China, Korea, Japan, Cambodia, which it wishes to oppose its omnipotence.
Laos etc., and that they all make an ap- Inter Capitalist contradiction and tbe
historic contradiction of Capitalism exprespeal for socialist unification.
It is necessary to appeal to the American ses itself in the fact that the other Capitalist countries have not been in solidarity,
soldiers to desert by concrete actions and
to turn their arms against the officers. It have not accompanied Yankee Imperialism in this provocation. Even thongh they
is necessary to do two things: to turn the
arms against the officers and to make are all united and disposed at no matter
a political work. It is necessary to call W.hat moment for the counter revolutionthem to desert from military actions, ary world atomic war, their insecurity,
jnstifying this desertion socially by saying their pessimism, and the policy of conthat people are against them, and to turn ciliation, of peaceful co-existence of the
arms against the officers, as the Bolsheviks Communist Par~ies, and of the governments, the bnreancracies of the Workers
did in 1917.
This is the response which it is' neces- States, lead to a contradictory sitnation
sary to give now to Imperialism. This in the Capitalist regime as now. World
inicdent, aU in form, represents basically Capitalism needs solidarity with Yankee
because each
Capitalist
the intention of Imperialism to prepare Imperial'sm,
its social and political arrangements in country in particular tries to draw adorder to launch the atomic war. It is vantage for itself. Without condemning the
necessary to prevent that it takes the Yankees, they try to put themselves on
initiat:ve! Cuba, Korea and Vietnam have one side so as not to be drawn into the
war, which is not convenient to them
passed through the same situation.
Imperialism seeks the point which it be- for the moment. What is convenient to
lieves to be the most feeble so as not them is that Yankee Imperialism, the
to confront' the Soviet bureaucracy. For Soviet bureaucracy, and the Chinese will
wear themselves out in a war of attrition!
tbis it hasn't had the same reaction in
the Middle East and in North Korea. Thus the rest of Capitalism, among them
There it is the Ch!nese who they must De Gaulle, believes that they are going
confront. In the· Middle East it was the t,) be. able to survive. Their plans are
Soviets. There is a tacit conciliation stupid, they haven't historic basis. Once
between Imperialism and the Soviet the world war commences, all of world
bureaucracy, but the Workers States are . Capitalism will follow Yankee Imperialin process ofimpeUi~g the world re- ism, hecause it. is the historic condition
volution and they oblige the Soviet of the system of private property which
bureaucracy to advance. Bnt they advance unites them. The divergencies are moment-

of

ary contradictions, over commerce, over
the division of the world. It is competition
which determ:nes the contradiction het··
ween them, and not the social system, and
this competition is eliminated when they'
confront the development of the world
revolution.
There isn't any possibility of conciliat.·
ion, of alliance, of peaceful co-existence
between the Workers States and certain
Capitalist countries, in order to contain
Yankee Imperialism. Yankee Imperialism
hasn't any other solution but that of arms.
Because of this 40% of production is
destined for the production for the war,
for the preparation for the war. It IS sufficient to measure that in Vietnam they
are using up millions of dollars a year.
With this money they could double' tbe
production. They don't do it because they
haven't any interest in it, becauie tbe'
CapitalIst system cant do any more. A
small incident snch as that· in Kon~a has
a world repercnssion, because the con.·
ditions are already mature on a world-·
wide scale for the breaking out of tbe'
world war at any moment. A little incident, snch as the Korean one, has world-·
wide repercussions because conditions-in
a continuous chain of expansion, are already mature throughout the world for
the breakout of atomic war.
An incident like the Korean one, is
normal in Africa, Asia or Latin America.
In Europe this is not normal becanse the
same conditions don't exist, for there
aren't any spy boats on the continent,
no invasions of territorial waters, for
each Capitalist country defends directly
the waters in its territory. But in Africa t
Asia and Latin America these events hap,
pen coutinnally, without leading to such
Jnip~rialist rCltction •.
'When this reaction is the product of'
the action of a Workers' State, which ex~'
propriates Imperialism, that means to say
that this state .wants to hit out So that
the Capitalist world feels that the Work·
ers' State will face atomic war by means
of actions that cause the military and
social power of Imperialism to be put
in question and waver. Hence Yankee
Imperialism reacts in this way; the reaction is out of all proportion to the im.
portance of the incident. From the economic point of view, it was of no importance, nor from the military point of view.
Its importance is social. Imperialism would
like to maintain the authority of an assassin, to show to the Capitalist world:, and
particularly to the Asian bourgeoisies that
it is ready for atomic war rather than
let the revolution and the Workers' States
advance, so as to keep up their will imd
morale and to keep their counter-revolutionary morale constantly on its feet.
That is the meaning of events in Korea.
The reaction of the Korean people
shows that the peoples of all the Workers' States are prepared to do the same.
The .Koreas had already done so in 1951,
Cuba did so, Vietnam does so too, and
now Korea does so again. Little exposed
countries do not hesitate to confront the
blockade, siege and: atomic military Imperialist state, because they carry with
tbem the revolutionary will of the ma~ses
of the world. It is by basing oneself on
this will. that a world appeal to destroy
Imperialism must be made to liquidate its
intention to invade Korea, its intent:on to
show aU its miiltary might ana prepare
cmiditions, by winning itself a base, for
atomic war.
Korea must be supported with intrausigeance, by launching an appeal to aU.
the masses of the world, and to tbe
Workers' States to intervene. That will
stimulate Vietnam, raise the possibilities
of the unification of tbe South Vietnamese
masses with those of the North to organ-.
ise themselves now for the destruction of
Imperialism.
They are united, but they are not organised according to this decision. They still
are not organised because the concilliatory policy of Ho Chi Min still prevents
it. The masses are decided to overthrow'
Imperialism. But the policy and objectives of their. leadership .hamper this decis'on. The leadership does not organise
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Secretariat of the IV International
Korean Workers State
this decision.
The recent appeal of the Hanoi trade
unions is in contradiction with Ho Chi
Min's measures taken several days before.
On the basis of this appeal from the trade
unions of Hanoi and the will of the masses of Hanoi, Vietnam, Korea, Ch;na
and the whole of Asia for the overthrow
of Imperialism; it is to be seen that conditions exist for its expulsion and overthrow, and also for the atomic war that
Imperialism prepares and is going to
launch as soon as possible.
This move towards the invasion of
Korea by Imperialism to impose Imperial.
ist mil:tary conditions on Korea must be
taken as one step, one measure a means
of standing up to the existance and development of the Workers' States. This
Yankee Imperialist measure means that
it is preparing to face the development of
Chinese atomic arms and the Chinese
Trotskyist tendencies.
The preparation for the IX Congress of
the Chinese Communist Party is inevitably
a stimulus to the permanent revolution
and to the political revolution. It will
solve the problems of the cultural revolution in a more elevated way, by giving it a programmatic form which will
mean a conscious stimulation of the revolution. It will at the same time try to
defend itself from the Trotskyists, the
Jeft wing, alld the so-called 'extremist'
Trotskyist wing, which defends part of
the Trotskyist programme against the
right.

This Congress is being prepared to make
a programmatic response. As the leadership of the Chou En lai right centre and
the centre have not auy programme, they
attempt to realise this congress containing
the left, the so-called extreme left, allied
to, or influenced by Trotskyism, and in
opposition to the right. But the congress
will have to work out a programme, and
advance a programmatic struggle, and it
will stimulate at the same time the masses
in the Communist Party to search out a
revolutionary programme, not the centrist
programme which the congress would like
to give them.
Imperialism is certain, it sees that the
revolution advances thronghout SouthEast Asia, and that the Soviet bureaucracy cannot contain it and nor can the
Chinese. This Imperialist action in Korea
is part of a move to respond to the revolutionary process by staying on the
alert and ready to intervene at any
moment.
The initiative must not be left to Imperialism. The initiative must com,e from
the side of the Workers' States and from
the masses of the world. The masses of
the world must be appealed to, to go on
strike for their immediate and necessary
demands in every country-work, salary,
democratic rights, political rights-united
to the struggle to expropriate Imperialism,
expropriate the land and give it to the
peasants, occupy the factories, plan the
economy according to the needs of the
popUlation. Overthrow Capitalism, form

workers' and peasants' governments. That
is how to reply to Imperialism, now this
minute. Appeal to China and Cuba to
make the reply and to intervene making
such appeals.
The IV International launches an appeal
to an the Workers' States, and all the
workers' parties-Socialist, Communistand revolutionary nationalist movements
that struggle against Imperialism, the Communist parties in the Workers' States, the
leaders and governments in the Workers'
States to make a united front to expell
and overthrow Imperialism militarily.
The solution which Imperialism imposes
is military. Demonstrations, meetings and
factory occupations are not sufficient. One
must be prepared to intervene militarily.
Imperialism threatens to intervene; it makes a military siege of Korea. It is militarily

that the reply must be made and at the
same time there must be the organisation
of social mobilisations throughout the world
with the programme for the overthrow of
Imperialism. This is the appeal that the
IV International makes to the Communist
parties, Socialist parties, revolutionary
nationalist movements, and governments
and leaderships of the Workers' States to
confront - Imperialism now, to overthrow
it and prepare in this way the conditions
of a world offensive in the name of and
to the profit of the world revolution, the
Workers' States, the political revolution in
the Workers' States and the world socialist revolution.
25th January, 1968.
INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL

Due to Jack of space we could not pnblish the 2nd part of the document "The
Actual Phase of the Political Revolution in China, the· development of the Socialist
Revolution in Syria, and the tasks of the IV International." by J. Posadas. Further
extracts from this will appear in the next paper.
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EDITORIAL
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
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.NUS leadership which for years has
paralysed the student movement now finds
in the latest student demonstrations outside Downing Street, that a militant wing
holds the initiative and refuses to be
contained by reformist appeals. The
violent attacks on the line of Gordon
Walker over student grants, the explosive
reaction to Callaghan and his pathetic attempts to stir up racialism in relation to
the ~enya immigrants, shows without any
doubt that the vanguard in the students
movement is open to the wor~d revolution,
that fundamentally it is receiving all the
weight of the world revolution, that it
has the capacity to go forward on the
line of the Rome students, the road of
violent revolution. But it is essential that
the combativity of the students is related
to a clear specific programme which places the just struggle for student demands
within the programme for WORKERS
POWER on the basis of the united front.
Students particularly those near the AEI
factory at Woolwich should ally with the
workers, put forward the workers solution
to this problem and·· in all the issues of
an educational nature, stress the necessity for a joint struggle, with the workers
as the only way forward for an educational system to meet the interests of the
masses in a workers state. Students must
struggle for higher grants, alliance with
teachers within the framework of FACTORY
OCCUPATIONS,
WORKERS
CONT:ROL, NATlONALISATIONS, EMERGENT INOREASE IN WAGES OF
10%, equal pay for women, control of
Capital etc.
The last period bas seen a great step
forward in the form of large workers
demonstrations. Apart from the 5000 workers and their families who turned out for
the Woolwich marches, thousands of Sikh
workers qemonstrated recently in Wolverhampton, Teiephone Engineers sat at their
workplace in Birmingham, electricians
frightened the bureaucrats into police protection when they marched against the
headquarters of the ETU. The workers
strike ~nceasingly in the car industry. The
tenacity of workers can be seen in the

continuation of the strike at Torquay. All
these actions, together with the nation
wide tenants struggles prepare the ground
for a massive onsalught of the workers
to meet the next stage of attempted repression and further wage freeze of the
Capitalist class.

Editorial$
'Qy .J. l'osadas
-The social triumph of the Arab masses in the Middle East against Imperialism
opens a new phase in the rise of the Socialist World !Revolution.
-The Crisis in China and in Cuba, the development of the Political Revolution
in the Workers States and of the World Socialist !Revolution.
vm WORLD CONGRESS OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL
---Communication of the VIII World Congress
-Manifesto of the 1st May
-Opening Speech

....................................... ,......................................

-World Development of the Revolution .................................. : .. ,....
We are entering upon the CONSCIOUS
phase of the world revolution as Posadas
has emphasised in all the latest documents of the IV International. In this
phase the International grows in influence
and in. the organic capacity to influence
the decisive world centres of the revolution, Cuba, Syria and China. The essential
instrument to overthrow Imperialism,
Capitalism and the Soviet bureaucracy is
the UNfrED FlRONT. The final encounter, the nuclear war between the Workers
States and Capitalism is rapidly approaching. The more the working class can take
advantage of the decomposition of Capitalism, the quicker the recovery of humanity after the nuclear war, the easier the
advance to Socialism. When workers refuse to allow the closing of factories,
when students at Louva!n bring down the
Belgium government, when the Indian
government has to resort to direct state
government in West Bengal, because
"normal" government has collapsed in
faec of the opposition of the masses, and
the Vietcong rout the Imperialists, this
i~ because the whole world is ripe for
revolution and Socialism.
We appeal for the United Front with
the IV International to sustain the struggle of the workers at AEI with the policy
of workers control, factory occupations,
workers defence committees, emergency
10% increase in wages, the establishment
of factory committees with the right of
immediate recall of delegates, for proletarian democracy in the trade unions,
for the 35 hour week with no reduction
in wages. Turn the struggle at AEI into
a workers centre for the whole of Great
Britain. For the continued functioning of
AEI under the control of the workers responsibel for all the conditions in the
factory. With R successful occupation the
way is laid open for the advance to
soviets and the bases for a workers
government.

Horacio

J. Posadas

--Development of the Revolution in Europe .... ............ .......... ........ .....

Arroyo

-Development of the Revolution in Latin America ........................... ,.. Ramirez
-Development of the <Political Revolution in the Workers States ... J. Posadas
---Considerations on the :Reports of Cdes Arroya and Ramirez and the interventions of the delegates .............. ................................................. J. Posadas
-Th.e militancy and the morality of the trotskyists must base itself on the
conception of Socialist society
...................................................... J. Posadas
-The supposed letter of Guevara serves to contain and limit the development
of the political revolution in Cuiba ................................................... J. Posadas
ACTIVITY OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL
Approximately 250 pages 7/6 PIP.

WORlD TROTSKYIST PRISS
ALGERIA :. Revolution Socialiste, organ of
the
Fourth
International Group
(Trotskyist). Clandestine.
ARGENTINA: Voz Proletaria, organ of
the Workers' Party. (Trotskyist). Clandestine.
BELGIUM: La Lutte Ouvriere, organ of
the Revolutionary Workers' Party
(Trotskyistr
Die Arbeidertri;d, organ in Flemish
of the Belgian Section, C. Polet B.P. 73.
Charleroi, Sud. Belgium.
BOLIVIA: Lucha Obrera, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (frotskyist)., Amadeo Vargas Ace, Casilla
de Correo 644, Oruro, Bolivia.
BRAZIL: Frente 0 peraria, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (frotskyist). Clandestine.
CHILE: Lucha Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (frotskyist).
J. Segundo Caceres, Casilla 7048,
Santiago, Chile.
CUBA : Vat; Proletaria, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (frotskyist).
Monte No. 12, Esq., Zulueta Ap. 11,
Piso 2, ,Ha ·{ana..
ITALY: Lotta 0 peraia, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (frotskyist.
Casella Postate 5059, Roma Ostiense. '

FRANCE: LUUe Communiste, organ of
the Revolutionary Communist Party
(Trotskyist). Roc'hcongar, 21 avenue
du President Wilson, La Plaine Saint
Denis, Paris,
GREECE: Communist Fight. Clandestine.
MEXICO: Voz Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotyskyist.
Apdo Postal 7-1039, Admon No.7,
Mexico D.F.
PERU: Voz Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
Apartado 5044, C. Central Lima.
SPAIN: Lllcha Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
URUGUAY: Frente Obrero, organ of the'
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). General Flores 2515, Montevideo.
INTERNATIONAL: Cuarta lnternacional,
organ of the International Executive
Committee of the IVth International.
Revista Marxista Latino Americana,
organ of the Latin American Bureau.
CasiIla Correo 1204, Correo Central,
Montevideo, Uruguay.
Rivista Marxista Europea, organ (in
Italian) of the European Bureau of the
P. Leone,
International Secretariat.
Casella Postale 5059. Roma Ostiense.•.
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THE BUSMJ1:NMUST LINK tJPNATIONAL·LYON'THE
BASIS OF COMMITTEES IN EVERY· GARAGE TO
ORGANISE TIlE NATIONAL TRANSPORT STRIKE
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The long series of strike actions and
'work·to-rule' which' the munic;pal bus
crews have organised iu the past months
is very much part of the general' anti·
Capitalist offensive. This offensive on the
part of the workers, and other sectors
of the population, is developed constantly
regardless of "back Brita:n campaigns"
or any other ~apitalistinspired stupidit.
ies. The problems of' Capitalism are, demonstrably, of no interest to the explo;t.
ed masses who struggle for their own interests. At any given time one sector;
or another, of the workers are engaged
in industrial 'action. It is not necessary
simply to list the many industrial actions
of the last mouths, 'although, in fact, 2.7
mimon work-days. were 'lost' through industrial act:on in the last year. If is, however, necessary to consider the spir:t wh;ch

OUR PROGRAMME
1. A 35 hour week in aU industries.
2.' 'l'hree .weeks paid holiday in all industries, leadIng to 4 weeks paid holiday.
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum livIng wage. All wages to rise with the
Mst of living. Commissions of workers
and 1I0usewives to decide the contents
of tIte cost of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and women.
Allprentices doing the work of an adnlt
wOl'ker to be paid as such.
5. Profits of automation to gO to the
.wodters in' the form of higher wages
and shorter hours.
6•. Pensions to equal tlle average wage,
and . to rise witll the cost of living.
I,owering of the age of retirement to
60 for men and 55 for women.
7. Compulsory day release for all workers for industrial training and further
education.
S; .Students to belhaintained. on. the
wage of .the average worker, ~hich.
will increase with the cost of livIDg.
9. Expropriation of royal palaces,luxury lU'opertles and unoccupied dwellings to meet the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
to protect against landlords' thugs,
eviction by bailitfs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committees to have tlle rigllt to assess and
fix rates aud rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, lea,...
ding to nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours
and reductions in work time. without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now u,nemployed to be found
work or given full malntenance.
11 Nmtionalisatsion of all key indus..
tries without compensation including
banks insurance, steel, engineering,
shipb~ilding, chemicals, motor m~nu
factnrers and road transport serVICes,
arms and the building and building
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
contI·oJ.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade.
NationaIisation of big wllolesale and
retail enterprises,
'
U. Workers control of all industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers committees to examine tlle accounts of all
industries,
14. Expropriation of tlle wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought
into state ownership, and small farms
federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agr ic'!1ltural workers wllo would orgamse
direct marketing of produce and cut
out middle men.
15. Formation of factory committees on
each job and workers councils in each
locality on an anti-capitalist programme.
16, For a single Enropean Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence of t he colonial revolution by
every means including strikes, boycott
and sabotal!e. and tbe despatch of
arms to colonial workers.
18. Withdrawal
from
all
Imperialist
alliances, such as NATO, CENTO,
SEATO. etc., directed against tlle 'Yorkers states and the colonial revolutIOn.
Amance and solidarity with the w~r
kers states and tlle colonial revolutIon
attatnst ImperiaJism. Liquidation of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their
means of supply
.
19. For· the Unitell Socialist States of
Europe as part of a world front of
socialist states.
20. For a workers government.

motivates the actions of the workers and
this spirit is one of dual power, a fact
demonstrated when millions of workers
took a holiday on New Year day. The
Capitalist inspired campaign around a
few typists who were work:ng an extra
half-hour without pay was sOled in a
welter of empty factories, idle docks and
buses that were not manned., Earlier the
Liverpool dockets' demonstrated the same
spirit during tbeir seven-week strike. This
particular struggle went beyond simple
economic demands, it expressed a desire
by the dockers to challenge the authority
of Cap:talism, to impose thelr own control over the docks and to create a
situation of dual power with Capitalism.
The same is true of the railways workers
strikes. the strike at Roberts Arundel
which 'contineus with pickets and violent
demonstrations and a whole series of
strikes in the car industry.
And the same is true of the widespread
actions which the municipal bus crews
have organised and which has forced the
employers to pay the £1 a week increase
which the bus crews demanded. Now the
government has invoked the 'prices and
incomes act' to prevent this increase being paid. This at a time when the cost
of living is showing a sharp increase
particularly in the 'basic necessities of
life: food, fuel and, of course, rents.
What is more important is that by invoking part 2 of the act, which provides
for penalties against strikers, or workers
who threaten to' strike, tIle government
demonstrates that it is no longer able to
hold back the workers struggle except by
open suppression. British Capitalism and
Imperialism which this government serves
recognises that it has completely lost any
authority over the masses.
The lastline.ofde~ence for Capitalism
are the 'offiCial' trade union lead,erships
who, as usual, have done nothing except
talk about 'productivity' and 'legal' action. Mr. Cousins is "annoyed" by the
, governments' action but it is the workers,
and not the trade union bureaucrats, who
have to face a. cut in real wages which
is what a 'pay freeze' in conditions of
constantly f1smg prices actual means.
Cousins does not pledge strike action
against the employers and the government. all he does is to warn them-the
gove~nment and employers-that he will
be unable to control the bus crews if
the increase is not paid. Thus Cousins
expose himself for what he is-an agent
of Capitalism anxious to keep the workers in order.
Capitalism is, obviously, in a deep
economic and social crisis. The government, as agents of Capitalism, attempts
to solve the economic crisis of Capitalism
by raising the level of exploitation of
the workers and by depressing' the standard of living. All the surplus wealth which
we the workers create is being used by
Capitalism in preparation for the waragainst the world masses and the Workers 'States. Capitalism is unable to raise
the living standards of the masses, cuts
are being made in the school, house and
hospital building programmes and children are being robbed of the opportunity
ot an extra year at school. School milk-an essential part of the diet of many
children of the poorer sectors of the
Class-is being discontinued.
working
These measures do nothing to solve the
inherent contradictions of Capitalism, indeed they only serve to deepen the crisis.
The social crisis of Capitalism expresses itself in the loss of support by Capitalism of those setcors that traditionally
supported it. The series of strikes by
bank clerks is an example of a traditionally conservative sector being attracted by
the strength of the working class and
using the workers' methods of struggle.
Many other sectors of t~e poor petit
bourge~is (clerks, teachers, technicians,
students etc.) are expressing their opposition to Capitalism at this time.
But the prOCeSS cannot be clearly understood o~ the. basis of this country
alone: No! It must be' seen as Part· of
a world revolutionary process, as part
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of the anti-Capitalist and anti-Imperialist
struggle of the world masses. The expulsion, by the masses of South Arabia,
of . British Imperialism, the struggle of
the V:etnamese masses against American
Imperialism and of the Negroe masses
within the United States; the constant
series of strikes and factory occupations
by' workers in France, Spain, Belgium
and Italy, the demonstrations of German
miners are all part of this revolutionary
world struggle.
In all, Europe workers are faced by
the rotten conciliatory leaderships of the
Communist. and Soc:alist parties and of
the trade unions. The workers struggle,
like the struggle of workers in this
country, is in spite of, and against, these
bureaucratic leaderships. It is necessary to
organise in this period of struggle committees of bus workers based on the antiCap:talist programme and on the right
of instant recall of all representatives.
It is on this basis that the organisms for
struggle must be based in order to free
the workers from the trade union bureaucracies.
The idea of spasmodic strikes isolated
from each other must be· resisted and
the local committees which already exist,
and have proved their ability as organisers, must link themselves nationally on
a common, anti-Capitalist programme.
The methods of struggle also have an
importance-city transport is used, in tl1e'
main, by workers and bus crew should
continue to run the service but strike
against the employers by refusing the accetp fates. At the same· time it is necessary to call on all the exploited masses
to support you in this action. In this
way you can at once impose workers
cOlltrol over. !pe transport system and
provide 'a centre for' the· anti-Capitalist
struggle of workers and other sectors of
the population.
It is necessary to call on the docl$:ers,
railway workers, factory workers, teachers, bank clerks and students to support
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you. The demonstration in Sheffield on
January 26th.-at Wilson's meeting-by
workers against the rise in council house
rents, by students against cuts in grants
and by other sectors against the war in
V:etnam shows that all sectors of the
masses seek a centre of anti-Capitalist
struggle.
The bureaucracy of the unions seeks
to limit the struggle to legal action against
the employers which will. yield nothing
and, at the same time, they seek to impose
on the transport workers productivity
agreements-one-man bus crews etc. To
this must be opposed a national strike
ot municipal bus workers on a programme of an immediate wage increase' of
not less than 10% to offset the rise in
the cost of living; a national minImum
wage of £20 per week; an immediate 35
hour week leading to a 30' hour week;
equal pay for women (where this does
not already exist); control by bus crews
of the actual running of the transport
system and the nationalisation, under
workers control, and without compensation to the former owners of the transport
system.
,The masses in this country do not lack
the consciousness, nor the will to carry
the revolutionary, anti-Capitalist struggle
forward. What is lacking is the organic
means for struggle. The struggle is constant and in the process of. this ~truggle
it is necessary to create the organismsfactory committes, dockers' commlttees,
shop committees and committees of transport workers-of' dual power on a nationaJ basis. This is the task which faces the
exploited masses at this moment in this
countrY, to tranSlate the spirit of dual
power I into 'the" actual organs of dual
Power,ill' oreterto oppose to the de..
generated Capitalist system, and to its
agents the Labour Party and trade union
bureaucracies, a programme for workers
control of industry, for a workers
goverument and for Socialism.

2nd Cadre School of the
•
Party In
Newcastle
At the beginning of February the party held its second Cadre School in
Newcastle. Members of the party from the region were present IlS well as members
from other parts· of the country and sympathisers from the car industry, the
mines and the student movement. The school took place during a weekend and
although time was .short it was possible to have a good discussion after each
session with everyone intervening.
Everyone participated in the tasks of preparing meals and cleaning etc. and
there was a very good fraternal spirit between the comrades.
AD the courses were based on the most recent documents of Cde. Posadas and
the International. The courses were as follows:
Opening Speeell
... ... ... ... ... '"
... .., Jane
World development of the Revolution and the tasks of the International... Colin
Political Revolution in the Workers States
........................ Roger
Britisll situation and the tasks of the Party
. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. Claire
Structure and Functioning of the IV International
Richard
Closing Speech
... . .. .. . .. . ...
.. . Leo
At the end of the scllool everyone gave their opinions of the courses and the
organisation of the sellool.
Tlie school ended with Vivas! to Cde. Posadas, tbe I.S. and the, comrades of
the Internat:onal, and to the revolutionary masses of Vietuam and the world, and
with 'all c~mrades singing tlle ltuernational.
.
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Build the Workers Student Alliance as part
of the Proletarian United Front to
overthrow Capitalism
The richness of the pre-revolutiouary situation in Great Britain has been
particularly emphasised by the violent demonstrations against the war in
Vietuam outside the American Embassy, the militancy of the student struggles
and the vigour apd constancy of the struggles of the workers against the wage
freeze and against the dictatorship of the bosses within the factory. There
is no question that all these struggles are maintained and will be further
stimulated by the advance of the world revolution, the inability of the Soviet
bureaucracy to control the revolutionary process. Everywhere the worker
and student vanguard see the decomposition of Imperialism and Capitalism
and it is necessary that the worker and student vauguard prepare for far
greater events than these. This is merely a mild prelude to the wholesale
direct intervention of millions on a world scale to seize power from the Imperialists and the bureaucracy.

with the Sheet Metal Workers who have
disaffiliated themselves. This, phenomenon
is significant ,but it is not characteristic
of most of the class who as Posadas has
emphasised, maintain their class centralisation. Nevertheless there is no contradiction between those workers who remain
centralised around the L.,p., and those who
refuse to pay any longer a political levy.
They both have the same objective to

The bourgeoisie in Great Britain have
been badly frightened by all the events
of the past week. They have seen the war

Scotland to the south of England, and
the intensity of them is shown by the
fact that it is not only the students from

In the last editorial of Red Flag we
emphasised the role that the AEI factory
in Woolwich, which is threatened with

in Vietnam .throwing into disorder the al-

the, red-brick univei"sities, and universit·
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fency system. The panic buying of gold . from colleges of technology who have
shows the abject st.ate of mind of the been demonstrating, but there have been
'bourgeoisie-fear, fear, fear~'
very violent scenes both in Oxford and
Immed;ately prior to the Vietnam de- Cambridge, the Colleges of the bourgeomonstration, the swift succession of strug- isie, when Callaghan and Healy visited
gles among the students indicated in the them. At the L.S.E. the students have
sharpest possible way the collapse of thrown out entirely the proposed new
bourgeois authority among a sector of regulations
for
student
participation
the population usually dedicated to sus- within the college. At Manchester studtaining bourgeois ideas and seeking its ents haVe been suspended in connection
future among .the bourgeoisie. But ai- with the demonstrations when Gordon
though these demonstrations have been Walker visited the university. Bowden at
spectacular and they are a very clear Manchester has said that if the students
evidence of the power and force of the continue in this way they will bring down
revolutionary world situation and the the whole structure of the universities.
situation within Great Britain, it is neces- This remark shows how far the bourgeosary to place these struggles in perspect- isie feel themselves to be threatened.
ive. The student revolutionary vanguard
Nearly all of these demonstrations are
has a great role to play in the struggle organised independently of the National
for workers power in Great Britain, but Union of Students, who restrict themonly in the worker student alliance within selves to the occasional lobby of iParliathe PlROLETARIAN UNITED FRONT. ment, and hastily disassoc:ate themselves
There is no possibility and purpose in a from any more militant action; for inself sufficient struggle for purely "student" stance after the recent students meeting
demands. Within the educational struggle, in Trafalgar Square, they immediately
it is possible to obtain modifications in condemned the breakaway march to
syllabuses, to throw out an obnoxious Downing St. More and more the NUS
Chancellor or at, least force a resignation is being bypassed by militant sectors of
but any fundamental social changes to students who have sufficient confidence to
place education at the service of the mas- organise themselves. The student is freer
ses are impossible without the overthrow than the worker to go beyond his leaderof Capitalism which means that the ship, he does not merely work within the
student vanguard has to integrate itself framework of the official estabilshed
with all the workers struggles and form
organisations but his role to have a value
committees to ally with the workers in must be that of an instrument fundamentally of the proletarian struggle.
all the issues such as that of the, proposed
Although the student struggles have
closing of AEI, the strikes of Liverpool
husmen etc.
dominated the, news, the British proletarStudent demonstrations have taken the iat without a centre and constantly
form of sit-ins, sleep-ins, occupations of sabotaged by the wholly decrepit leaderbuildings, demonstrations against the pro- ships in the unions and the more conposed cuts in the grant increases, anti- servative shop steward committees conVietnam war meetings, and refusals to tinue to struggle unaffected by transitory
work in building which are not suitable. obstacles and conservative leaders. Some
These 'disturbances' are not restricted to sectors of the workers actually separate
one part of the country but reach from themselves from the L"P., this has been seen

impel the class struggle. Everywhere there
are forceful and dynamic struggles. Liverpool busmen enter upon strikes; new
wage crisis' and crisis over conditions of
work prepare themselves in the mining,
and railway industries. Now a strike of
road hauliers is threatened. Despite every
obstacle the proletariat struggles and undermines Capitalism hour by hour. It
.centralises and fortifies itself.

MAKE AEI WOOLWICH A CENTRE
FOR THE ANTI·CAPITALIST STRUGGLE
other factories is very important and it
is only by generalising the struggles that
anything can be ·achieved. Weappea! to'
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portant and it is important to assess the
most recent demonstration which the
workers held. As far as a demonstration
is concerned it was fine, but limited; it
contained workers from other factories in
the S.E. area, and some from the other
AEI GEC factories, otherwise it achieved
nothing. Lobbying M.P.'s will not achieve
anything in this period, only the independant struggles of the workers will
gain any concessions. The links made with

in

to smash

a"h'"

with conservative shop stewards and timid
TV offiCials. Elect' the most determined
workers on the basis of proletarian
democracy to occupy the factory and:
run it!
An effort similar to AEI, responding
to pressure from the base, but at the
same time trying to control it, can be
observed in the recent conference of
(CONTINUED, ON PAGE 2)

Self-criticism of the Political
Bureau of the British Section
In October of the past year, a
militant of the party B., Lynam was
sacked from the Longbridge Works of
Austin on a trumped up charge of
'Industrial misconduct'. In fact the
comrade was sacked because of his
work in the organisation of a tendency
in united front with the International,
around the journal the 'United Car
Worker', and it was the growth of the
authority of this tendency which the
management was concerned to stop.
The party responded very slowly to this
dismissal and never organised any action against it nor intervened with a
party leaflet denouncing the sacking.
The comrade who was sacked acted
in a weak way, defending a position
which was merely that of a trade union
militant and not that of a trotskyist
cadre. The comrade when interviewed

by the bourgeois press did not defend
the positions of the IV International
nor those of the 'United Car Worker'
when it was necessary to use the circumstances of the sacking to gain the
maximum pUblicity for the anti-Capitalist programme.
Fundamentally this weakness in the
response of the party stems from an
insufficiency of political life in the
political burean, wh;ch it is necessary
to correct immediately; Following the
directive of the European Bureau, with
which we are in total agreement, we
make this self criticism before the
w~rkers vangnard, particularly that of
Austin, and resolve to make the actiVity
of the party more dynamic, more aggressive and more conscious, in the next
period.

Long Live the correct application of the line of the International in this
country.
Long Live Cde. Posadas and the I.S.

For an immediate 15% wage increase
to cover the rise in the cost
,
of living caused by the Budget and Devalution
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SOCI~I\LIST REVOLUTION
(Extracts) Adopted as an loS. resolution

DEVELOPMENT OF T
Part 2

YUGOSLAVIA, THE INFLUENCE OF THE WORLD REVOLUTION IN
CHINA AND THE. FAILURE OF THE PO~CHINESE GROUPS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
What the Yugoslavs are trymgto do with' the economic .measllIres jlBst annolJJJmced
is a, I;etum to Capitalism. It is not revisionism, it is the retum to C!llpita.!ism. lRtevisiolllism exists when there is a passage from the revolutionary position to the reformnst
positi<!m. BiIt this is the retlUl:rnto Capitalism. At tbe same time it confirms the world
progress of the politiCllli revolution, of the tasks, of the activity for the political revolution as the reports demonstrate when they threw an administrator out of the
window. 'It is a minor example: there are other exampleswhicn are very' important,
wh~ch, indicate, that still the internal, struggle .for the politiclll revoblltion. is still not
out antlie light, still does not': expre,ss itself inorganic· fo~ms. A JH~e:time ago
they published artldes on the internal struggle to Ul:ieralise, democratise in a
bourgeois form the Yugoslav Communist Party and. allow the functioning of other
parties. Those who propose this .are almost alI managers, writers, administrators.
Yugoslavia is the country where the de~
velopment of a sector directly bound to
Capitalism is centred. Yugoslavia is the
only country in which the Capitalist banks
have traded directly with th-e enterprises
which have been nationalised. Interests,
connections and direct business relations
exist. They have created a workers bureaucracy and a sector of industrialists, planners, administrators, managers and a whole
sector which is through the economy in
world relationship with Capitalism. This
allows the influence of Capitalism within
Yugoslavia and must lead shortly to social
counter revolution.
For this reason the election of Tito is
a symptom ami a barometer. BecaUse be·
fo~e beginning openly tbe attempt to
launch tbe counter revoltuion to return
to Capitalism, tbey require a certa:n
sec.urity. They are afraid. Imp"erialism it·
self is afraid of launching the
wing
Capitalist sectors in

reason the process is slow.
have al·
ready lost the possibility of doing this,
they could have done, with the Soviet
bureaucracy in fun crisis. The problem
is not decided in Yugoslavia, it is the
rest of tile Workers States which decide.
Hence the fear of Imperialism. Otherwise
they would have done what they wanted.
The proletarian vanguard of Yugoslavia feels that the problem does not
rest in Yugoslavia but throughout the
Workers States. For this reason the importance of the attitude which it takes
against the managers, throwing them out
of the window. A manager does not get·
thrown out of a window in . a reaction
against this particular person. The decision to throw out of the window every
policy, every economic measure, every

as

social measure, which· goes 'against nationaIisation and planning is shown. This decision to throw the manager out of the
window would not be .taken if he was
not thrown out from a deeper sentiment
than that of being simply against the
manager. It is not usual, it is not normal
neither is it logical reaction of the worker with a local problem, that of, throwing
the manager out of the window. It is
done only when there is a very great accumulation of feeling. The cry of the
worker in the Argentine who says "War
in Egypt, down with Imperialism! Let us
throw out the foreman" is inspired by
this event.
The Chinese do not understand this
process, but in spite of this it happens.
And the next time in China they will
throw out of the window the Chou En
lais. And the reformist programme, which
the Chinese want is their adapted programme, that of conciliation with the
c:erittist conservl),tive wing; the centrist
th~··left
·wing ... Taey do
not have a revolutionary programme, if
this was not the case, they would havc
intervened. If they seek objectively the
development of the socialist revolution,
they have means of communication, of
advance, of intervention; they should propose death to Imperialism! take powerl
out with Imperialism, take the land! They
do not say this. In the OLAS they would
have intervened, in the supposed murder
of Gu~vara, they would have intervened.
They did not intervene because they still
do not have an objective programme.
They do not have a programme there.
Because if they had a programme for
Vietnam, together with the accusation
aga:nst the Soviet bureaucracy of allowing
Imperialism to intervene, they would call
upon the masses of the Middle East, of
Cambodia, of Burma to take the power,
to take the 'land.

EDITORIAL
BUILD THE WORKER-STUDENT ALLIANCE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
stewards and T.V. officials in Covetry
organised by the convenors of the Stand·
ard-Triumph Leyland Group. Again it is
necessary to build these committees with
, clear anti·Capitalist objective. The lack of
proletarian democracy helps Capitalism to
maintain what little historic time remains
to it.
The radicaiisation of the petit bourgeo.
isie deepens and widens as has been shown
iu the Vietnam demonstration (supported
from aU over. the country) and the demonstrations, of the students, and this ai·
iows, with the constant maturing of the
proletariat, the best conditions for the
conscious intervention of the revolutionary
vanguard. This is pre-eminently the period
for the operation of the Transitional programme. Demands can be put forward
that range .from demands for the 35 hour
week, aU wages to rise with the cost of
Eving, full trade union democracy with
the right of immediate. recall, to demands
for, natioualisations, workers control, the
closing of aU Polaris bases, strikes against
the sending o.f British troops to Mauritius,
the organisation of workers defence com~

m:ttees etc. This is the period of the prefor the taking of power. It is
necessary to bulld the revolutionary cnrrent in the industri.al field, beginning with
the basic economic demands h!gher wages,
controi of conditions witbin the plants
etc, but it is necessary also to struggle
directly for factory occupations, workers
control, factory committees. And in this
sense, it is necessary to eliminate the
Sel)aration of struggles; that is commit·
tees must be devdoped which inciude
housewives, workers, tenants to strugglc
withi.n their particular regions against disrent and fare increases etc. The
students vlmgulll:d as part of the worker·
student alliance within tbe proletarian
united front bas a valuable role to play
not as a substitute for the class but as
a useful ally. Although as Posadas has
pointed out the process within Great
Britain has not defined itself, as it has
in for example Italy or Spain, the effective
construction of the vanguard and the con·
scious moulding of the proletarian united
front which already Objectively exists,
will accelerate the process leading to the
taking of power before, during and after.
the nuclear war.

But in China the course advances to
the left not to the right. All the advance
and the progress gathered momentum, it
was not forseen by them because it is
done in an empirical form-and ...
the
advances made, are for the left not for
the centre right. They are directed to
support socialist property, t6 eIiriiiri'ate
private interest.
It is necessary to direct oneself to

all

China, to write on China, to be in China.
This world course of the revolution re~
flects, expresses itself also in China. In
the next phases our policy must tum to
orga!1ise the new pro-Chinese currents
which will be Trotskyist from the beginning. All the pro-Ch:nese groups are in
crisis, they are confused, are broken because they do not know what to say,
what to do.

THE BOLSHEYIK ORIG~N OF THE SYRI,A~ REVOLUTION, tHE
MATERIAL HELP OF THE SOVIET BUREAUCRACY AND irs
ATTEMPT TO CONTAIN THE REVOLUTION
Syria accepts the IV JnternationaL In
this . acceptance is incl;uded a, certain
aspect of the search for tbe IV International, because the search shows itself
through the publications of the books of
Trotsky, of,Jhe declarati()n ·of the Federation . of Syrian trade llnions. When tliey
make certain contacts and seek world support, they are in this sense searching, not
in a peculiar and particular way· for the
IV International. It is the search for alliances with the world revolution,
The importance of the acceptance of
the IV International is that being a young
movement without bureaucracy, stimulated, inspired by revolutionary sentiments
and
the Syrian leadersh;p
contacts, fuses itself with another movement, which identifies itself with it, without concerning itself with quantity, number, anything. It identifies itself with the
movement itself. This is one of the forms
with which it is possible to measure the
bases of the purity of the· SYrian revolution and of this sector which leads the
revolution; This
other han'd die
Chinese bases itself on the fact that there
are sectors which do not have pure intentions, for this reason they are afraid.
If they see themselves obliged to advance
towards the revolution, they are stimulated
to defend their China, the interests of a
caste, of a sector; but they are impelled,
particularly and fundamentally by the
objective base of the Chinese revolution.
The other factor in Syria is that the
proletariat, certainly a miRDrity, is the
force which decides the course of the revolution. The programme is the programme of the proletarian revolution, the
politics, those of the proletariat, which
seeKs to link the Syrian revolution with
the world revolution, without a special
interest in the future of the Syrian revolution. This is the discussion within. To
form' the militia and not the permanent
army means to conflict with the bureaucracy of the Soviet Union, to confliCt

with the bureapcracy of the Workers
States, and undoubtedly. to attack Imper-.
iaJisrn, to ,.present itself with a very great
force in front of Imperialism, to be a
source of inspiration for other revolutions.
They are conscious of this. And on the
other hand in place of retiring or delaying,
they seek to advance. And the full force
of this revolution has a Bolshevik origin.
In its origin, in its intention, the Syrian
revolution has a Bolshevik origin, w1th·
out the Bolshevik instrument. For this
reason they accept.· For' this reason, they
already have Trotsky. They are inspired
by Bolshevik sentiment, it is not the re·
sult of an abstract conclusion; they have
read Trotsky first. And they have read
the IV
The IV hdermatiom.d
has influenced this leadership, weighed on
it, as CIlIU be seen in the edition o.f the
books of Trotsky. two years ago and the
ment'on of this Syrian leader: "Ah,
Posadas, this is the one who Fidel Castro
attacked at the Tri·Continental", indicat·
ing that they follow our
They
concern themselves and are
ot~lel"wl~:", they would n~t'
shows (the 'influence
the function· ·of
national until this phase. From now on,
the function of the IV International is
hence ·forwards not to be a source, which
continues marx-ism, but a concrete leader
of the revolution. This is the coucrete
change which exists.
The Soviet bureaucracy is obliged to
send the fleet to Lattaquia through the
necessity of defending the Workers State,
under the stimulus of the military sectors
and of the factories. In the intellectual
centres, in' the universities, in the workers
areas, in pUblic opinion, in the market,'
in the home,' there is discussion. It .is
necessary to contain ,Imperia'lism. Preceding this, is the decision of the Soviet
bureaucracy of the Soviet officials who'
say: "after all, the Syrians, the Egyptians
must defend Socialism more." And "they
have to give the example that they are
defending Socialism."

THE TASKS AND THE PREPARATION OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL
TO INTERVENE AND IMPEL THE WORLD SOCIALIST REVOLUnON
The objective of this exposition is to
demonstrate the role of Syria in this
phase in which We live. Syria is the
most important centre of our activity and
for a period will be the centre. Even
if the external action is delayed, the interior action is as important as the external action. Even if there are not great
events in Syria and in the struggle in
Syria; the internal life and the internal
struggle allows us, the IV International to
be able to influence, to organise and to
intervene at least in the internal discussions which are the most elevated in the
Workers States; they discuss openly the
social character, the social forms, and the
instruments of the social forms of power
in the Syrian Workers State. We are
participating in this disc:ussion, weighing,
influencing and orientating. And we have
access to this discussion. For. this reason
it is the most important centre.
There are four fundamental centres
where we can intervene; Cuba, Mali,
Algeria and Syria where the socialist revolution and the political revolution develope equally. But we are not able to
make interventions, in all four countries;
we have neither the force, nor the means.
It is necessary to regulate the intervention

so as to participate in everything, but to
concentrate our forces where it is easier
and where there is a greater possibility
of influencing; this is in Syria. We are
allowed to discuss openly in Syria; it is
certain that in Cuba where we have a
section which functions, they are going
to ,publish books by Trotsky. The comrades are working but with certain difficulties. ]n Syria they admit us and we
discuss directly, and we are influencing
the leadership. This leadership will feet
the influence, will discuss, make proposals, and raise its understanding, and will
acquire security in its understanding. We
are exercising a direct influence as a
leadership, not through the occasional
text but as leadership, which uses all its
experience and capacity within Syria.
The team is young, the material means
which the International possesses are
limited, but they are sufficient to do what
we are doing. Sufficient. One cannot wait
for any more cadres to go, they are
needed in Latin America and in Europe.
We must base ourselves· on the cadres we
have. We expect, we deduce that Imper.
iailsm win intervene with the nuclear war.
We must prepare for this. All these
objections and criticisms which we make
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must be taken in all seriousness by each
comrade and not be considered as simply
passing criticisms, no. If you are not capable of, correcting yourselves, you must
consIder tbat our trust will cease, because
we are pusb;ng this task forward and
it demands, the concentration of aU the
attention, the. understanding and: the will.
There is.' ,'"
Uo"1o,om for anything else. Anything.. els:!l.:}istracts,;puts Us at a distance
~~o~ ..t~~l:f'ln:tl'atlloint of preoccupation,
llatistiEis. And directs :,.the energy to otber
probjem~,' wbicb 'ar~inferior, and whicb
1iamage the concentration of the attention
on thls objective.
The objective conditions in Syria are
also being formed' because they have
published the books of Trotsky; they
know Posadas through his activity, and
the attacks of Fidel Castro in the TriContinental. We have created these objective conditions. And we have created them
with seriousness, occupying ourselves with
what it was necessary to teach, with what
it was necessary to be preoccupied, with
what it is necessary intellectually to be
concerned with--amongst other things
whether to learn Arabic or write texts
or
plates. One must know with
what to be concerned. To be mistakcn
in this meansaHowing the phase to pass,
We have created what iq now happening in Syria. Since the 8th World Congress of the IV International, we had
posed that Syria was alm05t a Workers
Stat.e. We bore Syria constantly in mind.
And we did not learn Arabic. but we
understood the Arab masses very well.
Without the resolution of the 8th World
Congress on
we would not have
understood this today. We would have
to see
was
have not had toTtln at all:
it has been a natural thing. Syria is ours
we say. We read Kaled Jundi and we
wrote
"Kaled Jundi is
Trotskyist," because he has sentiments like
ours, people like this have the same
sentiments as us. There is a lack of
political formation and security; this can
be acquired. It is necessary to learn this.
Arabic can be learnt afterwards. For this
reason it is necessary to develop the
sect:on, the more it develops, the better.
In the Syrian revolution, tIl ere is already a team as was seen at the beginning of the Coban revolution, with the
difference that it is, a tcam which knows
what it wants, has a consciousness of the
necessity {If the programme and of force.
For this reason, iilere is the struggle
between the trade un!{lns aud the Baath.
Stm there is not an antagouistic dispute
hut it advances through a contradict·
ory stmggle. But anyway the Baath is a
leadcl'ship of bourgeois origin. This must
not be forgotten. The Baath has a
bouregois origin. The Baath of Syria is
not the same as that of Iraq or the
Lebanon, bllt it has a bourgeois origin.
And if Kaled lundi supports himself on
the trade unions, it is because he has no
,QL'~

faith in the Baath. Othenvise there would
not be a struggle. It is certain that it
is ,possible to w:n over part of the Baath
but if it is not based on political and
theorefcal security, it bas doubts.
All the Middle East is Trotskyist. The
whole of the Middle, East, because there
is a revolution which tends to elevate
itself without a previous tradition sub'!pitted to the, Communist and ,Socialist
movements. The nationalist movements of
Nasser, Boutelfika and all these types do
not have ,oots, and have not constructed
a team. Look at ,Boumedienne. He made
a coup d'etat and a year after he, has to
:say "Let Socialism go for,ward". That is,
they have not been able to construct an
apparatljs because history does not allow
it. Not because they are not ,capable.
It's what they wanted, they have made
a thousand manoeuvers, they handed out
sinecures, posts and salaries, but they
have 110t been able to construct an apparatus. This is the Middle East.
The reaction of Boumedienne cannot
be repeated in general in any Workers
State in formation; the Boumedienne
period-though not an attempt at it,,,-·
gets shorter. The same in Ghana, The
government in Ghana has not yet taken
any important measure of retreat, only
two measures
relation to North }\meriean enterprises, outside this, all has re ..
mained, ,as before.
have not been
able to. gp back on a single step and not
even Indonesia. Indonesia is the most
evident case, in two years Indonesia only
returnecl a rubber factory and a oil well
English, but it was very little.
have not recognised Chiang
have suspended relations
Worke!'s State, not bJ'6'ken
and all this shows
.internal
in Indonesia, an internal struggle
between
and Nasution. And they
still have not been able to construct a
solid repressive apparatus. They constantly quarrel amongst themselves. The whole
of the Middle East advances towards the
revolution.
It is necessary to increase and extend
our influence on Syria through our own
functioning, our activity and our greater
integration .in the mass movement and
the revolution in every country; as it is
in each one. This is indispensible. What
gives confidence and authority to the
Syrian, Cuban, Algerian and Mali leadersips is seeing the ,Party, the IV International'capable of organising movements,
We went to Guatemala to give security
to the Party and to the movements, in
that we are capable of organising the
revolution. For this reason we went to
Guatemala. We went to show and to
make it felt that we are capable of doing
this: the Party, the International must
feel that we are capable of doing this.
We went to demonstrate that we were
capable of organising the leadership and
the revolution! We went to do this. We
were conscious of what we were doing:

itat

Vietnam, Korea, the trial etc.
demands a greater development, the world
development of the centralised leadership
which is developing joined with the prepolitical forces which led to stimulating
parations for the nudear war.
the revolution. But the logical conclusion
And it will develop before, during and
is that forms of organisation and functionafter the nuclear war. It is Imperialism
. ing must be adopted which impede new
and the· Soviet bureaucracy, the bureauEscalantes, that is soviets, workers concracy of all the. Workers States, and of
trol, independant organic political life
all the communist parties who are defeatbased on the unconditional defence of
ed in Korea, in Cuba and in Vietnam.
the ,revolution.
This resolution to expel' and condemn The tasks for the conscious development
E~clll~nte will stimulate the revolutionary of the world revolutionary leadership are
advancing with dynamism and velocity in
forces and tendencies in an the Workers
Stilt~s and comnmnist parties. The pro- dialectical leaps. On this process and
these. perspectives there must be an audaci:
cess in C~!>a is part of the world pro·
ous and dynamic development of the
cess, of till conscious pbase of the world
permanent and socialist political revolutpolicy and the activity of the IV Inter·
nat:onal.
ion. This 'fs animated by the same proI!.0sals, seeks the same objectives. Although
Fraternal greetings to all of you on the
the unequal and combined process de- , part of all of us,
velops dynamically, even this conscious
3. 2. 68.
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We did not go to construct a programme,
we went to demonstrate that we are capable of doing it, to the International and
to the rest of the world revolutionary
movement. This has been circulated.
Castro has seen to it that it has circulated
through the world.
And the Syrians· know that the IV In·
ternat;onal has organised conferences, and
cadre schools in Guatemala; they know
this. In Syria it is necessary to intervene
in the revolution. In Guatemala it was
necessary to organise tbe leadersbip and
the movement to struggle for power. In
Syria they are already in power. They
modify, and change the objectives. The
nature is the same; but the objectives are
different. In Guatemala we sought to influence the' leadership, to impel it to adopt
the programme of the socialist revolution,
to make the rest of tbe gllerrilla movement feel confident in tbat it was possible
to fight, possible and necessary to struggle
for the programme of tbe socialist revolution. In Syria this is not so: in
Syria they have snch a programme. In
Syria we wm influence the leadership, so
that it takes into its own hands the leading part in developing the constmction
of a Workers State.
The forces which we have to forward
this task are small. All the cadres and
militants are dedicated to the revolution,
no one dedicates himself to
other than to the struggle for power and
for the revolution; no comrade has any
other
or other pre-occupation. It
is not this which impedes the struggle
for power.
What is still
ion, the
to
ralised functioning;
in a ccntralisedlife and
ralised progress. This is what is
to struggle really consciously and with
the possibility of intevening. And stilt a
childish manner of functioning prevails.
There is still no notion of what to do
and how to do it. Leave the childish ,stage
and preoccupations behind. Childish preoccupations and everything that goes with
it are all against centralisation. It embraces the individualists dream of feeling
himself to be a personality still. Personality
is the struggle for socialism; there is no
personality beyond this.
.
.
The problems of the political revolution
dcmand a greater theoretiGal understanding than that of to day. It is not simply
the problems of the workers militias and
the trade unions. There are the concrete
economic problems of the economic relationship between workers power, workers
militias,' economic unification, peasants,
workers, the expropriation of the oil wells
and what to do with the expropriated oiL
Thus it is necessary to intervene in these
discussions and it is not sufficient to 'say:
expropriate and sell to the Workers State.
What if the Worke-';
.,les
not buy?
The problem is how to deal with thc
diversification of production, and which
elements to d';versify in production, and
what relations to maintain, and whether
they appear on examination to be conciliatory and are not.
It is necessary to intervene with the
greatest fl.exibility, in the political revolution in the Middle East. One cannot go
to the masses and say "this is the programme, accept it or else". No, it is
necessary to go along with the most complete flexibility and just as in the countries in Latin America, Europe and Africa,
it is necessary to intervene in problems
of greater or lesser importance, not always
being able to seek out in. every instance
the continuation of revolutionary positions. When they do not exist, one cannot
just say: "Until there are I'll not make
a move". You must maintain the position. That does not mean conciliation: to
stay there means to maintain authority
and to help the process to pass through
this phase without becomi,ng cQmpromised with a conciliatory. policy,. and with-,
out becoming indifferent, either. . This

quality must be acquired.
The Soviet Workers State was the first
great one to sign apparently conciliatory
documents: at .Brest Litovsk it consigned
territory to the' enemy, but there was no
conciliation, the concession was made in
order to maintain the Soviet State. The
Bolshevik capacity to do this must be
born in mind all the time. But if the
situat:on is not dominated, concession, or
sectarianism takes place. This capacity for
man ouvre must be raised one hundred
per cent.
Syria plays the same role as the IV
International in the world. We are a small
group supported by the world maturity
of the revolution. A dynamic theoretical
centre is lacking, which centralises and
provides security for actlon and which
gives an impUlse for the World Revolution.
We fulfill the same role. The world is
mature, overmature; otherwise. it would
not show itself in Vietnam. Vietnam shows
justly a state of constant unstable equilibrium, beeause the revolution is mature
and the putrefaction of capitalism has developed and the conscious leadership of
the masses is lacking. Neither
nor the bureaucracy have the strength to
decide. This is our force, Syria
its function because it is
existing forces; in .this way the unequal
and combined process exprcsses itself,
otherwise the process would show itseJ~ in
another way.
There
. a very great internal struggle
in the Baath, and there is a wing which
draws near to the
is
by the
and which hesidinterested in
programmatic
they consider
IV
national an instrument and a serious and
capable organisation and they value it.
And if Syria is a r:ew phase in the permanent world socialist revolution, this
new phase is also within thc International
not outside but internally.
makes
itself felt with points of support, which
on the road are organising organisms to
advance not to wait.
if the International had had the strength
to go to Guatemala to organise the leadership and the movement for the struggle
for power how' would we not have the
strength to intervene in Syria? Guatemala
was more difficult than Syria. Syria is
more simple, we are disposed towards
this, And to intervene in this proeess in
a short stage, to develop the socialist revolution, it is necessary to improve the
functioning of the sections. It is necessary to have a plan and a stage. We have
already formulated the plan, the stage.
we have not yet been abJe to fix but we
give ourselves a stage because this determines the organisation of the force and
of the phases. The stage must be short.
It is necessary to expect blows. It is
necessary to expect a reaction against us,'
on a world scale, local and in Syria, Before they wanted to do this, but were not
able. It is necessary to decide on a plan
to improve the functioning of each sect"
i.on, to gain people, to organise tendcncies and fractions and a disciplined and
dynamic activity.
Audacity is independent of the possibility and the bases of support. It is not
possible to be audacious if one does not
count with security for action. One can
undoubtedly be audacious and we are also,
but if there is security and points of support, audacity then, without supporting itself on more forces, triples itself. It is
more resolved, it se~s better, it coordinates better, knows how to organise the phases better; it means that it has points of
support which are more solid to ad:
vance in growth, extending dialectically,
not numerically but algebraically as Lenin
and Trotsky said in respect to the formula6f the workers and peasants government. This is our phase, this is the phase
of the IV International.
November 67.
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RED FLAG

Vietnam, Koreil, the trial and condemnation of the agents of the
Soviet Bureaucracy are part of the conscious phase of the World
Socialist, Political and Permanent Revolution
3. 2. 1968
It is necessary to organise demonstrations, leaftets, appeals to support Vietuam
expelling Imperialism, the same as for
Korea. It is necessary to unite both, but
with the emphasis on Vietnam. The daily
papers say that Fidel Castro wiD speak
within a few days on the trial of
Escalante.
The offensive of the Vietcong deserves
all the suppor~, the adhesion, and the most
profound human affection which can be
organised. It is young people of 15-20
yearS old who are struggling and smashing Imperialism. Only Communist security,
superiority and social perspective can give
to humanity such human beings. No other
regime could ;give it to them. Already
humanity lives in the consciousness that
it is master pf events and disposes of

OUR PROGRAMME
1. A35 hour week iuaU industries.
2. Three weeks paid holiday in all Industries, leading to 4 weeks paid holIday.
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum Jiving wage. All wages to rise with the
cost of living. Commissions of, workers
and housewives to decide the contents
of the cost of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and women.
Allprelltices doing the work of an adult
worker to be paid as such.
S. Profits of automation to go to the
workel'S in the form of higher wages
and shoder hours.
6. Pensions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost of living.
,I.owcl"ing of the age of retirement to
60 for men and 55 for women.
7. Compulsory day release for all workers for industrial training and further
education:.
.
.
8; •Students to be maintained on . the
wage of the 'average worker. which
will increase with the cost of living.
9. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury properties and unoccupied dwellings to meet the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
to protect against landlords' thugs,
eviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committees to have the right to assess and
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, leading to nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours
and reductions in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
Jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now unemployed to be fonnd
work or given full maintenance.
U. N21tionalisatsion of all key industries without compensation including
banks, insurance, steel, engineering,
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor m~nu
facturers and road transport servICes,
arms and the building and building
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
control.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade.
NationaIisation of big wholesale and
retail enterprises,
13. Workers control of aU industries.
No. commercial secrets. Workers committees to examine the accounts of all
Industries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought
into state ownership, and small farms
federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agricultural workers who would organise
direct marketing of produce and cut
out middle men.
15. Formation of factory committees on
each job and workers councils in each
locality on an anti-capitalist programme.
16. For a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence of t he colonial revolution by
every means including strikes. boycott
and sabota!!'e. and the despatch of
arms to colonial workers.
18. "Witbdrawal
from
aU
ImneriaJist
alli:mces, such as NATO. CENTO,
SEATO, etc" directed against the workers states and the colonial revolution.
Alliance and solidarity with the workers states and the colonial revolution
a~ainst Imperialism. Liquidation of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their
means of supnly
19. For tbe United Socialist States of
Europe as part of a world front of
socialist states.
20. For a workers government.

its strength to organise the world as is the nationalist pad:es and in the comnecessary for human fraternity. The social munist parties will accentuate. In one
heroism of the Vietnamese masses reprp-- week, tbree actions of the masses impel
sent and concentrate the world hercllSl..l history concentrating the attention, underof the revolutionary masses of the whole standing and the orientation of the masworld. This is the disposition, the social ses of the world to follow the wayS', the prosecurity of the masses of the Workers gramme, the revolut:onary objectives. The
States, of the proletariat of Europe, of concentrated and centralised process, un·
Asia, of Latin America. The existence of equal and combined, establishes the fusion
the Workers States, of the proletariat, of and world' inftuence between Korea, Cuba
the struggles of the world proletariat, of and V:etnam and communicates theSe to
the peasant struggles, of the masses of the masses of the world. The roads of
Cuba and Korea, of the advance of the peaceful coexistence demonstrate before
political revolution in Cuba and China, the masses and above all tbe communist
al! this development, unconscious and un- parties, how useless they are and on the
equal which presents itself in a deformed other hand, impel and stimulate, orientate
way, expresses the rapid and organic ad- to revolutionary roads. It is necessary
vance of the present actual phase of the to be disposed to intervene in this process
world revolution. It IS NECESSARY TO with all our force. In Europe quickly,
CALL PUBLIC MEETINGS IN THE will be felt tbe struggles of the masses
PARTY WITH THE COMMUNISTS TO in Korea, Cnba and Vietnam, some inEXPLAIN THIS PlROCESS AND THE dependantly of the others, all tbese are
HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE OF mE an:mated and orientated to tbe same ob·
ject:ve: to impel the socialist revolution,
OFFENSIVE OF T.HE VIETCONG.
Still the strategy and the immediate pOlitical and permanent revolution.
Vietnam itself also has entered the
objectives of the Viet Cong are not clear;
whether they think to base themselves conscious phase of the world socialist
on the conquests and the psychological, revolution. The crisis of Imperialism will
material and military blows given to Im- accentuate more with this offensive. As
perialism or if they think to gain positions in the case of Korea, the world bourgeoin every way to attract a part of the ISIe leaves Yankee Imperialism. And
Buddhists to seek to smash the Yankees at the same time the masses of the
or to negotiate in better, more favourable world are impelled, stimulated and orentconditions. But the offensive is also a ated by the revolutionary decision of the
reply and a rejection of the intentions of masses of Vietnam, Korea and Cuba.
Ho Chi Minh and of the right wing
Even in conciliatory forms in Cuba,
seeking to conciliate with the Yankees. the political revolution advances. The
It is an offensive directed also to break,
same in Vietnam. The Vietcong do not
to smash the attempts at negotiating which appeal for the taking of the land, to
the soviet bureaucracy are attempting and .conciliate with the sectors of the bourgeothe right wing in North Vietnam. The isie hlt quickly the masses will take it
offensive represents the strength and the into account. The Vietcong must appeal
unbreakable decision of the masses to to .the masses of the world and China,
push forward the socialiSt revolution. The to the USSR; to the Workers States, ahd
programme of the VietcQng is not related to the world proletariat to appeal for
to the revolutionary methods which it the expropriation and the expUlsion of
employs, with the social decision and Imperialism and the overthrow of Capital.
security. In the contradiction between the ism.
objective and the declared programme of
The Vietcong separate the struggle in
peace and the appeal to the bourgeoisie Vietnam from that of the masses of the
and the demonstration that they can conworld against Capitalism. It arises as a
quer and smash the Yankees, it is the natural necessity to organise the centrallatter line which is triumphing. But a ised leadership of the mass Communist
military triumph over the Yankees is not International. New dialectical leaps are
possible. The Yankees cannot allow a prepared in the world process of this
stage of the conscious phase of the world
Dien Bien 'Phu.
To conquer, the Vietcong need the help socialist revolution. In all the movements
of the world proletariat, of the Workers which are seeking the progress of society
States, of the masses of the world. Now, fighting against Capitalism and to impel
'a world offensive of the communist part- the economies in the backward countries,
ies, of .the Workers States, of the pro- in the communist parties and in the
letariat and peasantry is necessary.
nationalist movements, the crisis in Cuba
It is necessary to unite the struggles of against the Soviet bureaucracy, the firmthe Vietcong with the struggles of the ness of the Korean masses and the ofmasses of the world to expel, smash, ex- fensive of the masses of Vietnam against
propriate Imperialism in all its forms. The Yankee Imperialism will exert an influence.
military superiority of Imperialism must All the bases of co-existance, of the peacebe met with the social world superiority, ful ways which until now could be diswith the united world front of the masses. 'posed of by the bureaucracy and ImperIt is necessary to appeal to China, to
ialism are liquidated by the revolutionary
Cuba, to the USSR, tio all the Workers resolution of the masses.
States to intervene now: general strikes,
In a short stage, it is necessary to exmeetings,
demonstrations,
assemblies pect more acute crises in the Soviet
aaginst Imperialism, to demand the send- Union and in the other Workers States.
ing of militias, arms, troops, money, Yankee Imperialism will be obliged to
ships, planes to Vietnam. The social modify and harden its strategy and plans
superiority of the Vietcong, the offensive, of agressiveness and of stages for the war.
the discipline and harmony in the organ- The internal repercussion in North Amerisation, the action and t,he concentration ica will be immense. The JDasses will
tend to oppose themselves more resolutely
of the will to reach the objectives, demoralises the troops of Imperialism, de- to the war plans of Imperialism. AU
composes them quickly, attracts the popul- this process creates obstacles, attacks, prejudIces, weakens tbe war plans of 1mation of Vietnam and predisposes them
to incorporate themselves in the struggle per:alism. It imposes tbe pr:or centralisof the militias and the guerrillas.' This ation wbich Imperialism needs to disoffensive tends to seek also the coordinat- pose of tbe strategy and the plans based
ion between the Vietcong and the rest on their initiative. Now it is the masses
of popUlation. Without the intervention of the Workers States who have the
of the population, its direct help such an initiative and in every way wbo are pushing forward the revolution: Cuba, Korea,
offensive would be impossible.
The communist parties of the world wiJl Vietnam. Tbe Soviet bureaucracy does
feel the influence of tbe struggles of tbe not escape tbis crisis. It will feel it,
masses of Vietnam, will develop forces feels it already deeply. Every plan of
and tendencies to demand of the leader- revolutio!1ary struggle or of revolutionary
actions as in Korea against tbe porcy of
ships tbat they elevate the struggles. And
these forces will do this, lead them, organ- co-existence, feeds the revolutionary tendise them if the leaderships do not respond. encies to group themselves together and
dedicate themselves to appear publicly. In
They will tend to liberate themselves from
the Ieadersbips, seeking not to break tbe a short stage the revolutionary tendencies
centralisatlon of' tbe class. The crisis of will appear in all tbe Workers States.
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Even within the limitations, seeking not
to confront publ:cly the Soviet bureaucracy, Fidel Castro and his team have
to criticise the line of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and the communist parties of the world, the line of
material stimulus, of peaceful co-existence.
And the support to Korea is an appeal
to the preventative war. The refusal to
attend the Conference of Budapest is a
blow to the conc]iatory and counter revolutionary intentions of the Soviet
bureaucracy. Fidel Castro has just parried
a campaign of the Soviet bureaucracy to
exert pressure and to see that Cuba
abandons revolutionary poiicy-even with
the limitations with which he applies itto impel the tendency which seeks conciliation with Yankee Imperialism. It is
possible that Fidel Castro used' the action
of the Korean government to propel the
resolutions which the Central Committee
of the Cuban Communist Party adopted.
The proposal already existed but he used
the opportunity of Korea to have a solid
point of international support, to confront the Soviet bureaucrayc. Even the
resolution of the government of the
Korean Workers State is limited, because
it does not appeal to the masses of the
world and of North America to smash
Imperialism and overthrow Imperialism.
Also Castro appealed to the Cuban
people to demonstrate, to pronounce
publicly with meetings, assemblies, conferences, massive trade union meetings.
But he did not appeal for a discussion
with all the population so that this is
the judge. He does not appeal to the
popular tribunals. He' tries to put
them in the shadows. But his policy leads
him inevitably to base himself on an
activity each time more direct, in 'the
organisedIife of the. masses iIA"sovlets.
Quickly discussions appear on t.IIIJ soviets.
Part of these judgements against the
agents of the Soviet bureaucracy, in Cuba
are directed to calm, to' satisfy the masses and Trotskyist Guevarist tendencies.
This is to contain the pressure of the
Guevarist tendency. And even directed administratively from above, without the
participation of the masses, without
political analysis and political judgements,
the political reasons with which they attack him are against the government
and seek the support of the world forces
against the line of the government;
elimination of salaries, against material
stimulus, against peaceful co-existence.
Ordoqui three years ago was arrested
and even then they did not condemn bim.
Now tbey condemn Escalante in a week.
Castro boped to intimidate tbe Soviet
bureaucracy to contain their conciliatory
and counter revolutionary intent:ons. But
he bas to do so adopting and defending
political positions wbicb impel the political revolution and the socialist revolution.
The centre ·of our concern must be to
impel Castro and bis team, to appeal
the masses to call demonstrations, meetings, in factories, and trade unions, to
discuss the defence of the socialist revolution against tbe bureaucracy and the
agents and representatives of the Soviet
and Cuban bureaucracy. The new crisis
with Escalante shows tbat tbe forces which
in Cuba are seeking to impel the revolution are more powerful tban the
soviet and Cuban bureaucracy together,
because Escalante was expelled as a.
traitor after being readmitted by Castro
to conciliate with the Soviet bureaucracy.
In re-admitting Escalante two years ago,
Castro was seeking or believed it possible
to consil:ate witb tbe Soviet bureaucracy.
In condemning him then, be declared tbat
he was seeking an independant road.
Yugoslavia confronted the Soviet bureaucracy to defend the nat:onalist bureaucrartic interests against the revolution.
Fidel Castro saw himself obliged to impel
CONTINUED ON PAGE THREE
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Build the factory Committees in alii ndustries
In a United Front with the IV International
on an Anti-Capitalist Programme
,

No worker to be dismised! All profits of Automation to the workers
The events of the last two weeks have shown the deepening of the anti-Capitalist
'spirit of the working class vanguard, under the influence of the world revolution and
the crisis of British Capitalism. On a world scale the revolution advances destroying
.aU the bases which once existed for peaceful co-existence between the Workers States
and the revolutionary masses on one side and Imperialism and Capitalism on the
other. It is true that in the last few days there has been a gesture of conciliation by
Ho Chi Minh towards US Imperialism, a gesture which has encouraged aU those weak
and vacillating sectors who hope to avoid the final encounter, but at this stage of the
world revolution all efforts of conciliation run completely counter to. the spirit of the
masses to smash Imperialism, and of Imperialism to defend itself whatever the damage
to humanity, and thiS' makes any attempt at conciliation doomed to failure. The direction of the world process of the revolution is not shown by Ho Chi Minh's desire
to conciliate but by the assassination of Martin Luther King and the immediate
nation-wide riots of the black masses whicb followed it. King had already lost his
usefulness to Imperialism, in that the movement which was centred around him had
already gone beyond bis own non-violent ideology and he was becoming a prisoner
of th's mass movement which still centralised around him. For this reason lie was
as.s:assinated. but. the murdpr. will. o",!y .ser1{et9~ec~le"ate .. the,"ftlrm..ti9n/ofk~pseimls...
,,;. . ;,.,,,,.•.•.,,, .... ~~~oIutioiiary·~itti~Capifulist· t~ndenCies in the Negro movement which will link. '!lP
with the· struggle of the white workers.
In this country, very big struggles are
preparing to break out; a new 1926 is
preparing, but in a national and international situation which is altogether more
favourable to the workers than 1926. The
spir:t of dual power of the workers and
students deepens and will express itself
in the next period in strikes; demonstrations and factory occupations. At this
moment the most combative struggle of
the working class is to be seen on Merseyside. In the last months there has been a
whole succession of strikes in and around
Liverpool, and their importance cannot
be over-estimated. The persistance of the
busmens strike, the lorry drivers strike
which has just finished, and the earlier
dock and tugboafmen strike show how
in the absence of an actnal organising
centre, the workers create transistory
centres in the course of the struggle itself.
Thus we see in Liverpool a great inter.
influence of the struggles, with the workers taking the slogan of a £17 pound a
week minimum wage which the dockers
were the first to win, as their own demand and organising for this. A local
official of the TGWU said that the level
of demands made by both the busmen
and lorry drivers were unheard of, and
he predicted that they would reach the
10caJ factories. In mass meetings of the
busmen and the lorry drivers, calls were
made for the generalisation of the strikes
throughout the country. This shows that
the form the struggle is taking on Merseyside is the struggle for the £17 'll week
min'mum wage bnt the content is much
deeper, and expresses a desire to organise
natlonally the struggle against Capitalism.
The bureaucracies of the trade union
movement are being brought into a
tremendous crisis by the struggle of the
working class against Capitalism at this
stage where Capitalism, because of its
crisis is forced to cancel such fundamental rights as the right to strike, The nature
of the T.U. bureaucracy has not changed
but the objective conditions in which it
finds itself, have changed in favour of the
masses. Thus we see in relation to the
Liverpool bus strike that the General and
Municipal Workers Union which is an
ardent supporter of the governments in-

The worker masses, show their opposition
to the pro-Capitalist policies of the
government; they do not go to any other
party but in their thousands they abstain,
and this withdrawal of support by the
base on which the Labour apparatus is
built, is bringing the apparatus into crisis
both outside and within Parliament.

men, the double exploitation of women
by Capitalism and the male will only be
ended when Capitalism is ended, but the
struggle for this demand is a fundamental
one to involve now with complete equality, the women workers who throughout
the country are showing that they are
prepared to take their place in the struggle.
We appeal to the revolutlonary tendency
who abstained in the elections, to those
who are leading the struggle on Merseyside, who within the AEF are pushing
Scanlon to an intranslgent position, to the
women workers, to form factory committees independent of the leaderships of the
T.Us but not breaking with the T.Us, to
forge/ links on ·~national.scale withoth~l'
factory committees, and toMft,e a United
Front with the Revolutionary Wor"
Party the British Section of the IV International on the basis of an anti-Capitallst programme of demands, to defend
the immed,iate interests of the workers,
and to win from the bourgeoisie fundamental positions of power on the road
to the seizure of power by the workers
with demands like no worker to be dismissed. Immediate 15% increase. All
wages to rise with cost of liVIng. Work
sharing without loss of pay_ All profits
of automation to workers. NationaHsatlon
without compensat;on and under worker$
control of key industries.

As we said in the beginn:ng of this
editorial great new struggles are preparing
throughout the country. The budget was
an open attack on the living standards of
the masses in the inter,ests of the ruling
class and its war preparations. The ruling class needs to attack the class, to
smash it and demoralise it, but it lacks
the streggtt\. ·i'Wd jt .J<nows..i.t. ,Its, .latest. .1'roposals over the limiting of wage increases
to .32 % are far weaker than they should
be, but-they do not dare to embark on
which, ~ the wholesale imprisonment of militants
come policy, as well as the
i8 not, are paying out £4 a week 'hard~t this stage. Later they will, as a last
resort, use repression but it will only
ship' money to the strikers. The leaders
of these unions have to do this, have to,
stimulate the masses, not terrorise them,
in the same way as the murder of Luther
in. part at least, support the unofficial action of their members, because they fear
King has done in the USA. Capitalism
the development of tendencies which will
cannot solve any of the probLems confronting the working masses, problems of
go ahead and organise independently of
the leadership. They do it to try to prehigh cost of living, lack of hospitals,
schools, the lack of opportunities and the
serve their last vestiges of authority over
discrimination against immigrant workers
the rank and file. This same process is
and women workers. Capitalism cannot
going on in other unions and makes itafford to pay women the same rate as
self most marked at the present time, in
the statements of Scanlon of the A.E.F.
Scanlon, in an interview, said that he
was prepared to go to jail if necessary
to fight for the engineering workers pay
claim which exceeds considerably, the
,governments ceiling of 32 %. We support
Scanlons demands fora "substantial' increase in the basic rate and would defend
him against any attack by the bourgeoisie
which would be an attack to intimidate
the whole working class, but we say that
the demand ,must be for an immediate 15%
to cover the cost of the budget and devaluation, then a 30% increase to win a
decent living minimum wage, this minimum wage to rise with the cost of living,
a guaranteed mmlmum annual wage
whether the Capitalist. class can provide
work or not (this has been won by the
As we go to press we have not heard how many votes the Belgian comradFord workers of Detroit USA), all profits
es obtained in the elections, but we send congratulations for their dynamic
of automation to the workers etc. The IV
International would make a United Front
electoral campaign and publish below parts of their Electoral Manifesto.
with Scanlon to fight for this programme,
and we call to the base of the A.E.F. to
ELECTORAL MANIFESTO
demand that the leadership fights for it,
while at the same time, we appeal to the.
The bourgeoisie has resorted to elections of the masses.· Yankee Imperialism is being
base to form independent factory commitin an attempt to .make it beHeved that a held to ransom by a little country; it· is
tees, including workers from other unions, solution to its own crisis exists withiu the' social superiority of Socialism that
with a full democratic life of all the the frame work of Capitalzsm: to try to is being shown. The struggles of the
workers, as the only sure way of forcing
make the masses believe they can demo- European proletariat, the struggles of the
the government and the employers to
cratically intervene by parliametary means, workers and the students in Caen, in
yield to their demands.
solving all the problems of the population.
France, the struggles of the workers and
The British masses are dealing heavy It is an attempt by the Belgian bourgeo- students in Spain, Italy, Germany, and
blows at the apparatus of the Unions isie to make it believed that it still possesses tbroughout Europe, and the strike of
and the Labour Party. The heavy ab- enough confidence and social authority to
the workers in Ford, USA, all mean the
stentions in the last four bye-elections are allow elections to be held.
same tbing. In Belgium an uninterrupted
a warning to the Labour Party leadersh'p
The struggles of the masses throughout wave of str:kes has marked the last per:od,
and at the same time are the indication the whole world against Capitalism and there have been strikes and occupations
of maturing of revolutionary tendencies ImperIalism, and particularly, the strug- in Germain-Anglo, Bailly Nathot, Pinnock
which in the next period are going to be gle of the masses in Vietnam show that Pax, Gand, the struggles of the miners
at the head of the struggles of the class. the present period is that of the triumph
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

The Belgian Section of the
IV International put forward a
Candidate in Charlerog
in the recent Election
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VIETNAM~ CUBA~ KOREA~

THE CIl.ISIS IN THE COM
PROLET ARIAN FRONT AND THE STAGE IN
(Extracts)

" .In Vietnam the development of the Socialist Revolution, and the development
of the political revolulion are in process of taking place simultaneously. It is the
conceutrated and combined process of the revolutiol;1 which forces North Vietnam, in
order to be able to intervene in the Socialist Revolution, to necessarily intervene
in the South. But in order to intervene, it needs a revolutionary policy. But, in
North Vietnam, the leadership curbs and hinders the development of the political
revolution. It is for this reason that, at the same time as it is necessary to expel Imperialism, it is equally necessary to develop the revolutiouary forces, the forces of
power, of authority, the organs which will permit the development of the revolutiouary
authority of the masses. At the same time that one impels the Vietcong to fight against
Yankee Imperialism, that one pushes them to fight up till the expulsion' of Yankee
Imperialism-and in doing this' one developes the bases of the Socialist Revolutionat the same time, one developes the political revolution, that is to say the fight for
the elim:nalion of bureaucracy which prevents the formation of soviets, which prevents
. the development of proletarian democracy, of coDectiVisation, for the eliminalion of
aD the bureaucratic forms of leadership, for the extension of the programme of the
Socialist Revolution and the unification, on this basis, of aD of South East Asia, calling
the masses to take power; Such is the concentrated process in which the two aspects
of the struggle are being developed at the same time. The process shows the level of
concentration and centralisation attained by the development of, the Socialist Revolution
in this stage.

this coup d'etat ,because it hasn't the
it is' necessary to appeal for the proletarian.
social force to maintain itself. Capitalism United Front with a programme for reconstantly loses its strength. The crisis of volution.
the Christian Democracy shows that what
Libertiniis opposed to this programme,
appeared as the most solid base of sup- not in the name of the revolution, but
port for Capitalism, is already in process because he does not want to get mixed.
of weakening, weaking weakening, under up in this sort of thing; if he were in
the action of the world revolution.
opposition in the name of the revol~tion,.
Our Italian Section, still small numer- he would appeal fOr an United Front
with a revolutionary programme. The only
ically, has not had the strength to lead
way to prevent the submission of the
the Italian revolution. But it has at its
PSIUP to the policy of, the PCI, is to
disposal the centres of support to do so:
prevent the submission of the Communist
Korea, Vietnam, Cuba, Syria, and the next
masses to the parliamentary policy and the
otubreak of war which Imperialism prepares in the Middle East, which will mark policy ofco-existance of thePCI; in
order to do that it is necessary to appeal
the end of Imperialism and the reactionary
for a proletarian United Front and equalstate of Israel, thus opening the road to
the incorporation' of the Jewish masses ly an electoral one. But the slogan of
the hour is not intervention in the elect e
in the Federation of Soviet Socialist Ree
ions, the slogan of the hour is the one'
publics in the Middle East, with the right
of self-determination to the Jewish mas- which arises out of Vietnam, Cuba and
Korea, which all .mean a rise in the'
ses within the framework of this federthe Sovlet hureaucracy. Cuba is in pro- ation. For the time-being you have not revolution. A United Front must be demanded of Libertini and the Communist
cess of liberating itself from the Soviet the historical strength at your disposal
bureaucracy. And why wont the masses
but you have important historical centres and Socialist parties, not thinking of the
of the Communist parties do the same?
of support at your disposal. Amongst elections, but thinking of advancing the'
struggle to overthrow Capitalism in Italy.
The world weight of the revolution is inthem is a struggle and a discussion to
In the course of this struggle there must
finitely superior to what. it was six or show the aim, and the counter-revolutioneven three months ago. It is on these
ary action of all the groups: 'Sinistra', be demanded immediately: a 40 hour
week, payed as 48 hours, the advantages
conditions that we base ourselves.
Maitan and the people on his newspaper.
of automation to go to .the masses, a rise
The Communist parties are. not going One cannot evaluate in the abstract the
to change their nature; their leaderships
worth of a review. If there were not any in . salaries, a production programme for'
Italy, for the building of houses, schools
are not going to change. But these leader- other revolutionary movements in Italy,
'Sinistra' would play a positive role. But and hospitals"
ships are going to be expelled. It is imwhen a section of the IV International
possible at this stage to think of forming
It is necessary to advance a programme
new Communist pluties. It is the masses is in existance, making available such for the planning of the economy under
themselves who, in these parties, are going support as a programme and policy which
workers' control. Let the state. nationalise
to eliminate, sweep .out their leaderships. have been historically proyed to be. cor- the bank, l<!t ,., the '. natio~alised bank be'
,BU:tl~l eV!'lry way>the mass~ arego~ng . reqt, ~nd l'Yhen,~he:!TIasses.give ,battle
put into the .hanlis ofworkers: control,
to lict ina hxiifted\ and centi:allsed' way. "'in'fliestru~glesuch as l~ey )Id, it Iclef1':dy ~d lnatit.:fi~a:li¢~'?lhe!/pea:gahtS··ahd h'Q~~
Such is the route to follow. Within .. the appears to be the aim of the review, ing .for the' workers . Wine. out th.e'harm
Communist parties the same sentiment of
"Sinist"'l~ prevent this development a,nd
done by the earthquakes - in Sicily. At the
profound crisis is in process of expressin~o contain the revolutionary process! If moment the population pays for the conitself as that which expresses itself in the"-lhis were not So "Sinistra" would be in- . sequences: at times it gets nothing with
events of Korea, of Vietnam, of Cuba. In corporated in the process and would con- all its belongings destroyed. l.et houses
these. centres, the masses are holding in sequently serve the progress of the masbe bl,lilt, let them be given electricity.
cheek Imperialism and the conciliatory ses, progress that is shown in the strikes, sanitation, roads, and let them be given
the factory occupations, the actions car- the land to work, let factories be built
policy of the Soviet bureaucracy. The
Communist parties conciliating with Capitriedout by the Sicilian masses who took
to produce what the family needs. Planned
alism, the partisans of pacification, of power locally. The Sicilian masses decided
economy, public works, housing for the
peacefUl means, the partisans of submisthat something must be done about the
workers, hospitals, schools, reads, transsion to the Soviet bureaucracy, those who fl.oods and earthquakes by occupying the port and runnIng water. A whole plan
fear the nuclear war, are ,beaten. For factories, occupying the mines and oc- of public works.
Imperialism and the Soviet bureaucracy cupying the land to oblige the owners to
At the same time push forward the
art the two elements which permit the pay for it all. It is from this level that struggle that all this be under workers'
restraining and oppression of the deone must start out organising on the control, the control of the trade unions
. velopment of the revolution. The forces
basis of this and struggling for the tak- and the workers' parties, and orgamse
of the revolution. have already been liber- ing of power. And in order to do that,
the control in the form of communes like
the ones they have set up in Sicily: That's
ated! And crises are going to develop appeals must be launched to the masses
within the Communist parties. It is on
of the Communist Party, to the masses
what will advance the revolution. We apthis base, comrades of the Italian Section, ill the PCI, not calling upon them to peal to Fidel Castro to do this. And our
that is is necessary to base yourselves to leave the PCI. Temporarily, locally, in Party must appeal for this United Front
continue and impell this policy and in one or another sector, it is necessary to now~at the same time as for uncon~
order to carry on the polemic with 'La caU for' a break with the PCI, in order ditional support for Vietnam, Korea and
Sinistra'. La Sinistra is not going to. last to take advantage of the importance ac- Cuba.
Appeal now to the Workers' States to'
for very long, but in this polemic we quired in this way to enable freer action
and to exercise greatly enlarged influence intervene fully, to mobilise. It is shamemust address ourselves not only to La
Sinistra, hut to Cuba also. We must show on the rank and file of the PCI. But when ful that t4eCommunist parties do not
an action of this type is carried out, care mobilise the mases. Not a single large
to the Cuban government that they are
wasting their money, their forces, and
must be taken in breaking, that. this Com- Communist Party in the world has demonstrated in support of Vietnam. They
~that they lose historic authority and immunist sector which has left its party,
portance, intervening as they are doing.
keeps up its relationship with the rank haVe brought out little declarations to
And it is necessary on the contrary, to
and file of the PCI and with the centre distract the attention of the masses so
as to contain the process. Not one meetin which the Communist mass functions,
launch an appeal to follow a policy, to
support a movement, groups, who fight
this being in the trade union, the City ing, not one demonstration. They have
not made any appeals or any agitation.
dire<:tIy for the overthrow of the Italian
district, the factory and on the shop floor.
And in tlie Workers' States; in the Soviet
Capitalist system.
It is on this that the Italian Section must
Union, the masses are avid to intervene,
Italian Capitalism prepares a new coup
be based.
In Italy, unity must be called for, a Therefore, movements of the millions
d'etat. We denounced it in 1963. But now,
it appears that a coup d'etat was effectUnited Front of the COIL with the Com- should be organised, and in China, sO'
ively in preparation at that time, but munist and Socialist parties. We are against that thetevolutionary wing bears weight.
demonstrates its weight and prepares
it was not carried out. The bourgeoisie the fact that the PSIUiP supports the
are actually in process of discussing this
PCI,but We are not against a class elect- the forces to obliterate Imperialism.
Mobilisations of millions upon millions'
oral United Front. An electoral United
in public before the masses, while at the
same, time they prepare a new coup in
Front of the two parties must be sup- There has. not been any demonstration
secret. They have seen that it is not posported, and equally an appeal must be of this. They have made little declarations. The leaderships are being outstripped
sible to act secretly using a quite Jarge made to the ·PS. But this front must be
by the masses; they have been outstripped
number of people. Now there are small made on an anti-Capitalist programme.
by events, by the objective struggles and
We are in agreement with the electoral
gangs supported by NATO who are going
United Front, with the trade union United they don't know what to do. They are
to try to succeed. But it is not possible
paralysed. In Cuba it is the same thing;
to prevent this coup d'etat from taking Front, with the Social Front in all the
place simply by shouting 'Down with struggles of all the workers' parties. But Cuba has not made these appeals. Fide!
NATO'. It is necessary to throw NATO. it must be demanded that this United Castro's .government does not appeal to
the masses of the world" to interVene in
Front be made on the programme of the
out, but for this, It is n.ecessary at the
same time
overthrow the Capitalist revolution, and not to defend parliament- the defence of Vietnam. in struggling
against Capitalism. This isbecau8'e'the
system. The bourgeoisie is forced to make
ary policy or be submitted to the PCI;
e

This represents one of the most important experiences of all history. This experience has a triple significance. The first,
is by showing, before anything else, that
the conditions are ripe for the crushing
or Imperialism. The second is that the
bases are already present in the masses
to liquidate the' conciliatory leaderships
who curb and sabotage the development
of the Socialist Revolution. The third
significance is to show that the maSses
on a world scale are unified. They are
united. And in Italy, where such a Communist Party exists, the masses are also
COmpletely unified! Italy is a Vietnam.
Italy, is a· Vietnam; ~ven if it. $tiH
aoesn'tact
like
'Vietnam.
,The.
Commul1;; ~"", >;"
"
;>}", :"",' "'{.'"
•
C".
1St Party
feel·that . it is ,the aXlS
~Ild whi
all life revolves in Italy .
1'lre" bourgeoisie is in process of publicly
discussing a coup d'etat, because it has
not been able to do it in secret. And if
it has not been able to do it, it is because
the masses have prevented it. It is the
masses who have prevented a coup d'etat,
who continue to prevent it, and who are
going to continue preventing it and are
going to crush the bourgeoisie. It is necessary from now on to launch appeals to
the masses to intervene militarily. In order
to forestall new. coups, it is necessary to
call publicly for the organisation of workers militias, of control commissions in
the factories, calling the masses, 'the workers parties to adopt this form of organisation".
... tIp till only recently, the bureaucracy
and Imperialism could dominate. .But we
are now ina more advanced phase of
the end of the world domination of the
bureaucracy. The beginning of the 'Cultural revolution' in China has been followed .,by the social defeat of Imperialism
and the Soviet bureaucracy in Syria and
the whole of the Middle East. After that
there has been the events of Korea, of
Cuba and of Vietnam. It is on these facts,
comrades of the Italian Section, that you
must .base yourself! The crisis of the CP
is immense. In the course of the steps
forward, the masses of the PCI ('Italian
CP) and the PSIUP are going to try to
act. They are going to try to impose the
objec~ive united front, they are going
to try to elevate their political action. It
is necessary to expect from inside the CP
great events, and to help, from inside,
great movements.
Any review which appear polemicising
with the bureaucratic leadership and which
seeks to divide, to demolish the Communist Party under the pre~ext of demolishing the bureaucratic leadership or of
polemicising with it, is only going to
favour the Capitalist system. On the other
hand it is necessary to encourage any
review which appears with the objective
of . showing to the Communist masses that
they must wage the struggle on the plane
of the party and the trade union, bypassing the opinions of the leadership. This
is what the masses do whenever they can.
Korea freed itself from the paternalism,
from the coercion and the terrorism of
','J,Y,
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unite the war in Vietnam with the rest by the pressures of the masses in these
of South East Asia which represents a countries which have escaped the control
part of the world war. In not doing this, of all their leaderships. Undoubtedly the
Soviet bureaucracy has the means to be
the points of support and the social forcable to exert a pressure and to decide
es of the Vietnamese revolution are weakened, the points of support which the because it furnishes important military
Vietcong possess and from which they and economic aid. But if it is still not
do not profit. The Chinese do not utilise
able to impose itself, it is because the
them either. Led by a still centrist pressure of the revolution is immense and
opportunist, conciliatory conception, they that within the Soviet Union there are
military sectors who wish to go to the
have not understood the necessity to unite
these struggles. They must do so because . end.
Imperialism is preparing later actions
The crisis which has developed against
against China , Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Capitalism and against the Soviet bureauagainst Cuba, against the revolution in cracy has developed through' the actions,
beginning with Syria, Korea, Vietnam.
the Middle East. On the other hand the
Now it is going to express itself in the
masses of the world see, the peasant masclass struggle throughout the entire world,
ses abOve all, see everything which is happening and they wish to apply their ex· it will impel great mass mobilisations.
perience; for example the masses of India. The masses feel that Vietnam represents
From this arises the necessity to unite
a point of support, they feel the weakness
the struggles of the Vietcong with the
of Imperialism-, they feel the power of
struggles of all South East Asia. It is a small Workers State capable of conquering the power of Imperialism, they
necessary to can upon the peasants to
take the land, to form worker and popul- see a small Workers State conquer the
ar government, to form soviets, to form
Soviet bureaucracy. That is going to
worker and peasant governments, to rise
stimulate the' struggle of the masses which
up against· Imperialism, arms in hand and
going to centralise itseir more and
to expropriate all the Capitalists, an the
more. They are not going to tend to
Imperialists, all the great proprietors. It
leave their party but to transform their
is necessary to form workers and peasants
party. That is the characteristic of the
governments, governments based on the. crisis of the Communist Parties in this
trade unions, worker and peasant governstage. The previous period of the stupid
ments .to accompany this struggle of the centrist policy which Frank, Mahan,
Vietcong. The struggle of the Vietcong
Pablo and Co have conducted, is no longmust be a point of support, not only for
er possible. This policy has failed because
Vietnam but for the entire world. The it was not correct; iBut on the contrary
our policy towards Peronism has shown
Vietcong must go to the masses with
these slogans. It is. thus that the. Russian
itself to be correct, capable of estltblishr~volJ.ltion was mad~j theChln~s~ ..fevolut,..
ing roots among . the. masses,. and to
ion, the Cuba;)' revolution a.nd f~rtha:t ~ be in the centre of the struggle 'of the
reason they triumphed. It is tn,us that the
masses to develop the tendencies and
Vietcong must act, this is then '(foint of prepare for the next stages;
support to throw out Imperialism and .. , The crisis of the Communist parties is
develop the greatest. force and it repre~""'"constantly influenCed by these events. linsents the greatest point of support in perialism cannot find an equilibrium and
there is no equilibrium. A recent letter
the final settlement of accounts.
The mobilisations of the masses in
written by us on Vietnam shows that the
Korea, as with the offensive of the Viet- final stage of the liquidation of Imperialcong, has overwhelmed and escaped the ism has .begun. Imperialism was able to
control of the Soviet bureaucracy. The answer with _the nuclear .bombs; it hesitlatter is not able to control the process ates, it doubts because it does not have
security but it cannot tolerate a Dien
although they are trying to subject them.
Now they are exerting a pressure on the
Bien Phu. The next stages will decide
Vietcong, as on North Vietnam, as on if it launches the war or if it negoKorea to force them into negotiation with
Hates or if its action is paralysed .
Yankee Imperialism. But that is difficult . The Soviet bureaucracy wants to contain
because the impulse of the revolution in .the process, ,but the masses of the world
these countries is immense. The Soviet have felt the beneficial effects, they feel
bureaucracy will not be able to have any themselves capable of overthrowing 1m·
success and it will not have any because periaIism, even without leadership and
the impulses of the revolution are directed against their leadership, and they are
going to feel themselves stimulated to
accomplish the most important task of
this stage: to liquidate the leaderships
who oppose, who limit, who suffocate and hinder the development of the
CONTENTS
revolution. That exists now! The effect
Note of presentation to English and French editions. From August to October
of Korea, of Vietnam, of Cuba transforms
(Addition to Editorial)
itself into the struggle against Imperialism and the Soviet bureaucracy; battle
Editorials
By 1. Posadas
conducted in the Workers States and in
-The social triumph of the Arab masses in the Middle East against Imperialism
the Communist parties. The struggle to
opens a new phase in the rise of the Socialist World lRevolution.
liquidate the bureaucracy is going to de-The Crisis in China and in Cuba, the development of the Political Revolution
velop shorty in the Workers States.
in. the Workers States and of the World Socialist lRevolution.

process goes beyond all the Ieaderships.
... It is necessary to appeal for the unit·
ed revolutionary world front now, to intervene at this moment. The Communist
'parties of the world hardly call any meetings, demonstrations. They produce short
resolutions, communiques of support but
they do not call for demonstrations. It
h necessary to make appeals so that they
intervene now in defence of Vietnam with
demonstrations,. meetings of hundreds of
thousands, of millions uniting them to.
the struggles of the country.
The immense heroism of the masses of
Vietnam does not have the necessary effect in a short run because there have
been no uprisings of the masses, because
the Vietcong have not called for the taking of the land, the factories, the offices.
They have not united their military action
with the appeals to the population. There
is still time and they must do this, as
they did it in the Soviet Union in 1917
.and partially in China. But in China the
masses for their own account have taken
the land, the factories and if the Vietcong
appeal to the masses to take the factories,
the offices, to expel all the Capitalists, the
Yankees would be expelled in a few
weeks. But the war will not finish for
a long time, as' it is going on~t the
moment. It is possible as appears from
all the negotiations at the moment that
. they are in process of seeking a stage
of discussion. The Vietcong wish to base
.tltemselveson favourable military conditions to extract the best conditions possible. .But the Yanke.es are not going to
lelive. The. Y ankeeseven th9ugh encircled
. :b:av\}tbe mili~ary str~ngthto ~aintain.
themselves and they feel that if .they go,
the morale of Capitalism will be. destroyed
throughout South East Asia; destroyed.
For that reason they all remain there.
They have no military conclusion in the
abstract, but positions to allow them to
maintain the morale of Capitalism and
points of support to hurl themselves
against China, against North Vietnam and
.against the other Workers States in development in South East Asia.
Here is the strategy which it is necessary to develop for the problem of
Vietnam. The war does not finish with
Vietnam. Vietnam is a point. of support
.for a later action, for the final settlement
of accounts which Imperialism is preparing. For that reason the struggle in
Vietnam must unite itself to the struggles
throtighout South East Asia, call upon
.the masses of Laos, of Cambodia, of
Burma to take the land, to rise up, to
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,For that reason, any formation of centrist tendencies at this stage has no perspective. And if these tendencies are not
gained directly by the revolution and do
not seek contact and fusion with the IV
International, and if they do not follow
the IV International, all or almost ail,
are going to play a counter revolutionary
and reactionary role, as Maitan, Frank,
Mandel, Pablo and Co or the review
"Sinistra".
It is necessary now to appeal to the
Communist masses to intervene. We are
not able to wait for. the masses to throw
out their leaderships. It is necessary to
act now. The masses must demand of
their parties a united front for this programme, . this policy; they must demand
'that they support the masses of Vietnam,
.of Korea, of Cuba, to expel Imperialism,

to expel NAJ10, to expel Imperialism from
each country, to expropriate Capitalism,
to base these struggles on the immediate
programme of demands which we have
already expounded. This is the .. appeal
which our Italian Section must make in
this stage and it is in this way that the
party must prepare itself. Every task
which the party is undertaking is extremelygood, it undertakes it well, it is
prepared. It is necessary simply to elevate
this capacity. It is necessary to elevate
the desire to hold meetings constantly, to
harmonise the party for the next stages.
Our Italian Section has held very good
meetings which show its good preparation
to intervene. It is intervening already and
is developing very welL The Marxist Review in Italian finds an immerlse echo
and it is now reached no. 4. It is a
powerful advance. The process is dynamic,
much more than the development of any
world organisation. That is why the Italian
Section must elevate more its activity, concentrate its attention on these essential
points which determine this process; to
provide leadership for the organisation of
tendencies which can ina short period be
at the head of great actions even if this
is not yet the taking of power, the struggle for power, but great revolutionary
actions. It is necessary to pose now the
necessity for the solution of workers
power in Italy. To pose it does not mean
to appeal for that now, but to show that
this necessity exists in a short period.
Here are the most important tasks of our
Italian Section which is already well prepared, well disposed and well deVeloped.
The .small crises come from elements
foreign to· the PltrW, wh-i
the'orgarii~ti1 .
tejects or from .parts
organism
which cannot accompany the process"d
which feel themselves to be incapable
uncertain. It is not necessary to stop to
think or reflect why we won these people;
there are mill{ons to win shortly.
The party must appeal for an alliance;
for a united front of the Communist
Party, with the PSIUP, with the left of
the Christian Democrats and the Trotskyists. It is necessary to intervene, to call
for a united front of all the workers
organisations. The policy of the party
must not devote itself only to the criticism of and attacks· against the leadership
of the PCl. It is necessary to maintain the
criticisms, showing the reformist and conciliatory policy" of the Communist Party,
calling at the same time upon the base
to impel the internal activity in demanding a revolutionary policy. It is necessary
to prepare now an electoral alliance for
the next elections, accompanied by the
general strike, strikes, meetings, occupation of the factories with a programme
of increases of salary, sliding scale of
hours, land to the peasants, governments
on the basis of popular initiative, as in
Syria, which resolve all the problems. Here
is the basis fOf the political preparation
of the elections. The elections must serve'
to unify the masses for the united proletarian front of the masses to prepare
the. struggle for the worker and peasant
government.
On the other hand Libertini speaks of
separation. He is impelled to want to
profit from these conditions for the benefit
of a wing of the PSIUP. That is what it
is necessary to do, it is an electoral front
with a revolutionary arid class programme, which bases itself on the strikes,
demonstrations, factory occupations. Here
is what it. is· necessary to appeal to, to
appeal to the masses of the PCI to impel
this policy and this objective in the party.
The leaderships of the PCI and of the
PSIUP have no interest, but the proletarian vanguard is going. to apply these conclusions.
A greeting on our part for the great
task and the great development of our
Italian Section
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Statement of the Political Bureau of tile RWP(T) on
the article by McGarvey in the "Sunday Telegraph"
The Capitalist anxiety over the advance
of Trotskyism was shown very clearly in
a recent article on the car industry, which
appeared in the Sunday Telegraph. There
the Revolut:onary Workers Party, the
British Section of the IV International
was attacked and an attempt made to
ridicule its line and ~unctioning. This attack is part of the growing attention which
Imperialism is paying to the var:ous sections of the International throughout the
world. Gunter has already attacked the
role of Trotskyism in Great Britain.
Today the whole world is recep:ive to the
ideas . of the IV International. In the
Soviet Union intellectuals call for a discussion about the ideas of Trotsky. In
Germany students carry banners displaying
the head of Trotsky. In Spain the counter
revolutionary leadership of the Communist Party denounces the role of Trotskyism. In Naples hundreds of Communist
workers attend meetings called by the
Italian Section of the IV International. A

OUR PROGRAMME
t. A 35 hour week in all industries.
2. Three weeks paid holiday in aU Industries, leading to 4 weeks paid holiday. .
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum living wage. All wages to rise with the
eost of living. Commissions of workers
and housewives to decide the contents
of tbe cost of living index.
4. F.qual pay for men and women.
AJIlneutices doing the work of an adult
worker to be paid as such.
5. Profits of automation to go to the
w01"lters in the form ·of higher wages
and shorter hours.
6, Pcnsions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost of living.
I,owering of the age of retirement to
60 for men and 55 for women.
7. C(imlmlsory day release for all workers,for industrial training and further
education. !'~'"
.
8. Sttldents to be maintained on .. the
wil.gcof th~ average worker, which
will increas~ith the cost of living.
9\1l'Expl'opriation of royal palaces, luxury properties and unoccupied dwellings to meet the honsing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
to • protect against landlords' thugs,
eviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committee·s to have the right to assess and
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, leading. to nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours
and reductions' in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now unemployed to be found
work 0.1' given full maintenance•.
11. N2~tionalisatsion of all key mdustries without compensation including
banks, insurance, steel, engineering,
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor m~nu
facturers and road transport serVICes,
arms and the building and building
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
control.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade.
Nationalisation of big who.lesale and
,retail enterprises.
1'3. 'Workers control of all industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers committeesto examine the accounts of aU
Industries.
14. Expropriation o.f the wealthy farmers., Large farms must be brought
into· state ownership, and small farms
federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agricultuml workers who would organise
direct marketing of produce and cut
out middle men.
15. Formation of factory committees on
each job and workers councils in each
locality on an anti-capitalist .programme.
16. F(lr a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist pro/ITamwe.
17.Struggie against Imperialism! Defence of t he colonial revolution by
every means including strikes, boycott
and sabotae-e. and the despatch of
arms to colonial wo.rkers.
i8. Withdrawal
from
all
Imperialist
allhnces, such as NATO. CENTO,
SEATO etc., directed against the workers states and the co.lonial revolution.
Alliance and solidarity with the w.orkers states and the colonial revolutIon
ae-ainst Imperialism. Liquidation of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their
means o.f supply
19. For the United Socialist States o.f
Europe as part of a world fro.nt of
socialist states.
20. For a workers government.

Trotskyist wing develops within the political revolution in China. Fidel Castro is
forced to adopt positions closer to those
of Trotskyism and the revolutionary forces within Syria listen avidly to the ideas
of the IV Internationay. It is hardly surprising that the Imperialist press worries
about the dangers of Trotskyism.
The instrument used for this attack on
Trotskyism was a pathetic creature, a
miserable petit bourgeo;s whose articles
on the car industry are full of petit
bourgeois "superiority" in front of the
workers. This "journalist" (a profession
which is of no significance in the world
today) wormed his way into the confidence of workers at Vauxhall and via this
route enveigled himself into a cadre
school, of the RWP, but he did not penetrate the party. He was not capable of
doing so. It is one thing to meet members
of the party and quite another to actually
understand its functioning and organisation. Mcgarvey is a petulent, backward
element and this waS evident throughout
the school. It is evident also in the Sunday Telegraph art:cle where all his preposterous misunderstandings of the dual
nature of the Soviet bureaucracy and the
meaning of monolithism within the IV International exist for all to see. AU the
creature could do was to give addresses
and names, like the cheap informer he
is, He is a phenomenon of petit bourgeois stupidity. Thus he speaks of the Healy
group as an open Trotskyist organisation.

The Healy group is run in the interests
of Imperialism, its financial backers. It
has nothing to do with the line of the
IV International. Its newspaper the "Newsletter" is an organ of advice for the
bureaucrats in the Trade Union bureaucracy and its line like that of the CP is
support for the left MPs. The fact that
it masquerades as "Trotskyist" is purely
b-ecause it has the Imperialist role of confusing and demoralising those in search
of the line and programme of the IV
International. The RWP does not conceal
its positions. They are there in all the
published articles of its open party press.
Certainly we do not confide our organisational d'etails to the safekeeping of the
bourgeoisie. The best example of the fear
that underlines the derision in the article
could be seen in the part on the car industry where it is admitted that the situation is ripe for Trotskyism.
The political bureau criticises itself for
a certain naivity in relation to M, but
he was not capable of disturbing the
functioning of the party. His boasts are
unfounded and reflect on his unbounded
political stupiidty. He attended a cadres
school, he did not penetrate the party.
Everywhere the IV International and
the world revolution advances in great
strides. But the article in the Telegraph
is a warning of the future attempts of
repression by Capitalism. This is a period
which requires an especial vigilance. But
we warn all the informers and the at-

tempted informers like McGarvey. They
have but little time left. The damage they
can do to the IV International is infinitesimal, nonetheless the workers and the revolutionary currents will demand of all
informers and traitors to the revolution
an account of their activities in the near
future and will punish them accordingly.
The worlds revolutionary workers, peasants and students have no time for informers.
The incident is a salutary warning to
the party and the vanguard. The bourgeoisie are seeking to repress. But at the
same time the activities of the informers
shows all the enormous interior fear of
the bourgeoisie. Already in their spirit
the bourgeoisie are defeated and in their
spirit the masses feel themselves to be
victorious. To meet the attempted intimidations of Capitalism, bu:td and strengthen
the party. Build the revolutionary current
to overthrow Capitalism.
Viva the force of the British Section of
'the IV International
Viva the rapid advance of the world revolution towards Socialism
Viva the struggles of the Vietnamese
masses
Viva all the sections of the International
and all those comrades imprisoned in
various parts of the world
Viva Posadas, the continuator of the
thought of Trotsky in this epoch and
the organiser of the IV iInternational.
Political Bureau of RWP(T)

The Belgian Election
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
in Zwartberg, Nord, Gilly, and mOre recently tbe struggles of the students,
esp.ecially in Louvain. So all sectors of
tbe masses are intervening, confronting the
repressive .bOllfgeoi~ machine and triumpb.
ing, bringing about a co.nfrontation with
the government. Faced witb tbe complete
cirsis of Capitailsm, causing factories to
be closed, people redundant, increas'ng un.
employment, increasing the cost of living,
the working class intervenes occupying tbe
factories and mines. The class imposes,
aga'nst the management and the bureaucrat1c leadersbip of tbe trade unions and
tbe reformist parties, its capadty to direct
and control the factorIes wbere it feels
itself to be the only legitimate owner.
The P.O.R.(T) Revolutionary Workers
Party (Trotskyist), Belgium Secfon of the
IV International, has decided to intervene
in these elections. Not because it considers that the result of these elections
is going to solve anything, but with the
aim of publicising tbe programme of the
IV International, tbe Ttotskyist programme, and of struggI:ng to organise the proletarian United Front, to organise the new
revolutionary Jeaderships. It is necessary
to intervene with a revolut:onary and
class programme, the application of which
can solve aU the problems of the exploited
masses.
The P.O.R.(T) appeals to all the workers' parties, all the trade unions, for an
electoral class United Front on the basis
of immediate demands. We appeal to the
Co.mmunists, Soc:alist, and· trade union
militants to ·'Support the right of all the
revolutionary part:es and groups to put
up candidates. We appeal to the workers'
part'es, the trade un:ons, and the revolutio.nary tendencies and ·committees to intervene in a united front w:th the Trotskyists to demand that sa'isfaction be given
on the following demands:
-' NOT A SINGLE REDUNDANCYl

,--

'

.,

-- NO
UNEMPLOYMENT!
WORK
SHARING! SLIDING SCALE OF
HOURS!
- FOR THE FORTY HOUR WEEK PAID
'AS FORTY EIGHT IMMEDIATELY.
-'- WORKERS'. CONTROL!
--'EQUAL WORK, EQUAL PAY FOR
MEN, WOMEN, YQUTHS AND 1MMIGRANTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE
COUNTRY!
- EXPROPRIATlON WITHOUT COMPENSATION,
NATIONALISATION
AND THE RUNNING
UNDER
WORKERS' CONTROL
OF INDUSTRY, THE MINES, AND THE
BANKS!
- A WORKERS' PLAN FOR PRODUCTION!
- UNCONDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR
THE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
OF THE VIETNAMESE MASSES!
- WITHDRAWAL
FROM
NATO,
AMERICAN
BASES
OUT
OF
BELGIUM!
We a'Ppeal to all revolutionary groups,
the students in Louvain, and the SVB, to
support the P.O.R.(T)'s candidate by setting up committees of support for the
eJectoral campaign, and taklng part in the
spreading of the Trotskyist programme,
supporting the revolutionary programme
in a definite way by distributing the leaflets, and participat'ng in the meetings. We
propose to organise a meeting in Louvain
in the course of which comrades from the
Party will enlarge upon the programme
and tbe aims of the IV International before the students.
We appeal to the FGTB (Belgium Worker~ General Federation) and the whole
workers' movement to declare itself for
and sn1,lport our programme and to organise strikes and demonstrations throughout
the country to impose the workers'
solution: Flemish Walloon Un'ted Front,
a general strike to finish with Capitalism.
We appeal to the miners in Zwartberg,

,'~'~-'

the defense committee in Nord de Gilly,

the women in FN and all the workers
committees and groups to unite and discuss the organisation of support for our
pro.gramme. We appeal for the organis«t1on ;61' comm:ttees in aWaUoon~Flemish
United Front to public:se our programme
amongst the workers of both regions and
to struggle against aU the attempts of the
reformist and counter-revolutionary leaderships to divide. the united struggles of
the masses of the country.
We denounce the slogan of federalism,
an attempt to tli:vide the strength of the
proletariat. In their struggles the Walloon
and Flemish masses strike in a concentrated way aga;nst the same enemy: Capitalism. The class struggle has no fatherland.
The only· revolutionary class so.lution in
Belgium, just as in all the Capitalist
countr:es, consists of destroying tbe Capitalist regime. Federation only tends to
divide. It is a counter-revolutionary slogan
which only serves tbe burellUcratlc interests of the Jeaderships of the PSV
(Belgium Socialist Party), the PCB
(Belgium Communist Party), the trade
unions and the Trotskyist capitulators like
Mandel.
The P.OR.(T) is putting up a candidate
at Charleroi where it appeals to the working class and the rest of the masses to
support our party, to vote Trotskyist. In
other regions, We appeal for support for
our naronal electoral programme with
financial aid and part:cipation in making
propaganda for our programme, to vote
by placing in the box a paper witb the
programme of the P.O.R.(T) on it.

'Yo tst March 1%8.
The Polit'cal Bureau of the P .O.R.(T)
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Without the Party
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Workers of the World, Unite!

nothing.

With the Party we
are everything

Trotsky

O~gan of the Revolutionary Workers" Party. (Trotskyist),

British Section, IVth International
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,Extend the Engineers strike of the 15th May
indefinitely to win the demands
of the Confed.
ORGANISE APPEALS' TO OTIlER WOR.KERS~ FOR DEMONSTRATIONS, STRIKES, OCCUPATIONS, THROUGH FACTORY COMMITTEES
The one day strike by the workers in the. 30 unions belonging to the Co:qfederation where everyone should have .the right to include, nationalisation under Workers'
-of SrupbuJding and Engineering Workers on 15th May' wiD become a new centre for intervene and: put his suggestions and.it Control, of the engineering and machinl!;
the British masses to organise their own struggles around. Just as in the past the wi.ll be the decisions taken at these mass tool industries, ship-building and ship
Seamens' strike, and the struggle at Roberts ;\rundel. became centres, so because of meetings wruch the representatives will be repairing, motor and aircraft· manufacture,
tile lack. of, an organic centre in. which the workers. can mobilise constantly, big strikes authorised to carry out~ Nevertheless! de- electrical .manufacture, docks, natural gas,
have aitractedthe attention of the workers, and have temporarily snbstitnted for the spite the ab~ence of the committees, there road haulage, banking and insurance; II.
Jack of an organic. organis:ng centre.. The whole national 'and international sitnation is in the engineering unions at the national' minimum wage for all workers
is favourable to the engineering workers in their struggle for higher wages, longer moment, especiaily in the A.E.F.a great whenever members of the A.E.F. or not;
holidays and a better standard of life for tlie~ and. their families. Capitalism and pressure. by the'· base which is reflected and retirement at 60, instead of 65 with
lm.,e~ism are taking a punnding from all sides. .~ this country, more and more in the statements of Uugh Scanlon as for State p~nsions based on 75% ofave~age
sectors of the working class are putting in. higher wage claims, far above the norm example when he says that he will go to earnings over the last five years. Scanlon
which the Labour government is able to pay, and are threatening action if the gaol for these demands, and .it i~ neces· has also said that the books of the enter~
cilemands. are not met. Each day more sectors of the petit bourgeoisler-the old sury to take advantage of this leaitership prises mus.t be opened' to the workers.
props of the bourgeoisie-are joining the ranks. of the workers. and striking for which responds to the b.ase, (even though Despite Scanions bureacratic conception
their own d~mands. An example of this is the extremely weD organised strikes resPQnding in order to try to limit the of 'Workers Control, these'!'rresolutions .are
..",of.~he P~t. Oflice cler,ks,wh.ere although the,burea~crats have done everYthi~g dflelOJ?.rnent oLindependent(endencies)by reyolutionarya~d:·.we.supp()rt thelll,l;>u$ ~
.. ~9 •. ~mitth~m, the .. spirito~.tl!e derks is,', "0 .lengthen. J~e,.• s~es, an.«l m~e~~nf ~~P~sI,!Wg ,it ~~0.~lld •.fuP.bez:·to. th~.,~ft>"t~:~yc~Honly blt.,~"",bYr:e;voJptiP~~.,·,~:,'C'~
general.,throughout the post oflice. Ona world' sealelmpplism is I~in,inoto~;,wlple simnltaneo;uslYorgaJlisjng the factory class methods e.g. qD1imited strikes, lilc"
its social base, but, its economic base as well, as shown in the retreat by British committees.
. cupations, appeals .tooth~4'ector~~or
Imperialism from the Middle East, and the increased' nationalisations in Za~bia, and
The extent to which the l<:adership of support etc. metbods whiCh will only be
also. by the fact that after years of bombing Vietnam and employmg' over half the Amalgamated Union of Engineering organised by the base through the factory
a mm:on troops there, against the Vietnamese masses, US Imperi,alism. hlisn't eVen and Foundry Workers is being pushed is committees.
.
got control of the suburb.s of Saigon.
shown in one example by the resolutions
.;'
...'
passed at its recent conference, these
CONT. ON P Att:ii3
The strike by the engineering workers
marks a new development in the class
struggle in this country, When so many
workers (3 million) haveheenable to
push their bureaucratic leaders as far as
to call a national strike, even if it is
only for a day shows the tremendous pressure from the· base of the' unions. And
this pressure is so enorm~us that even in
the top leaders hips of these unions there
was a proportion of the bureaucrats who I TAL Y
bands and Jeaftets, and organising a series is won to the revolution will continue
called for an unlimited strike' in the
of over a .hundred public meetings in to develop. The intervention of the
We congratnlate the Partito Comunista Rome, Pescara and Naples.
engineering industries. This is the demand
Trotskyists on a national scale, even in
which must be put forward immediately, Rivoluzionario (Trotskista) The Italian
The results of the elections on May 19th those places where they have no candidat.
not merely a one day strike on the 15th Section of the IV International for putting will, as with the results of the Belgian es. is fundamental, not because the mass
of May but a real offensive against the up candidates in the elections in Italy elections, be another indication of the of the workers will break their centralisCapitalist. class by means of a national which wiD· be held on May 19th. In spite decomposition of the authority of the ation in the mass workers parties to vote
unlimited engineering strike, to win the of the sabotage of the bourgeoisie and bourgeoisi~. The workers will continue' to for us, but because they will take our
the' bureaucrats of the Communist and: centralise in their mass partieS tbe P.C.I. programme, the Transitional Programme
engineers programme of demands;
PSIUP parties, the party has been and the P.S.I.U'p. and will attract, not of the IV International and fight for it
, The. engineers demands are,
1. An immediate all round increase. (ap- able to put forward candidates in Rome through the programme of these parties in their own parties.
andPescara. In Pescara the party is in but by their own uninterrupted class and LONG LIVE THE DECISION OF TIlE
prox. £2 a week)
United Front with the Revolutionary tend· revolutionary struggle in strikes, occupat- ITALIAN SECTION TO INTERVENE
2. The minimum rate for a skilled man
increased to £20 a week, by stages over ency in the 'rSIUP'. ''Rlvoluzione Social- ions, demonstrations etc. the petit bourge. IN THE ELECTIONS.
ista". As part of tbe elevation of the act- ois masses to their side. Tbus the crisis LONG LIVE THE TWICE WEEKLY
the next three years.
ivity of the Party in the elections, the of the Christian Democrats will contlnue "LOTTA OPERAIA".
3. Three weeks holiday.
paper of the section "Lotta Operaia" is to deepen and the left wing within it which ~ONG LIVE CDE. POSODAS.
4. The principle of equal pay for women.
These are anti·Capitalist demands, and now being publZshed twice a week, which
in this s:tuation of Cap:talism, revolution· is a formidable step forward for world
BELGIUM, THE RESULTS OF THE ELECTIONS OF THE 31st MARCH
ary demands, and We support them 100% Trotskyism and for the' struggle of the
The Rarti Ouvrier Revolutionnaire given for the number of votes won by the
but we underline to the engineering Ital:an. working class.
The elections, and the campaign in the (Trotskyiste), Belgian Section of the IV Party and a candidate who in fact has noworkers that it .is necessary to wage a
struggle (~r these demands independently elections, does not change tbe content of Int((rnational, put up a candidate in the thing to do with the Party was stated as
of and not waiting for the union leader- the iutervention of the Italian Section. The recent elections in Belgium, with the aim being a member. The lowest figure for
ship because all the experience has shown task is to push forward the United anti. of publicising the Trotskyist programme, the number of votes given was 289, but
Cap:taIist and anti-Imperialism United and making it quite clear that the elections there is evidence to support a figure of 600.
in the past that when faced with a determined rnling class the T.U. bureaucrats Front to impose a programme of anti- were nothing but a bourgeois manoeuvre.
There were 35 comrades prese~t at the
The Party met with considerable repres- Closing Meeting of the Party's electoral
capitulate rather than lead an all out Capitalist demands advancing to the setstruggle. Therefore it is necessary to be ting up of a workers and peasants govern- sion during the campaign from the police campaign in Charleroi. The haH was deorgaaised independently of the union lead- ment, and in the election this takes. the -an electoral meeting held in front of corated with placards inscribed with quoterships in factory committees. These com- form of the Electoral Class United Front. the Discipline glass works was dispersed ations from the works of cde Posadas,
mittees must include all the workers of the The content remains the same, but tempo. on the pretext that it was being held with- portraits of Marx, Engels, Lenin and
factory irrespective of what union they rarilIy the form changes taking advantage out authorisation and three Party comrad· Trotsky, the symbol of the IV, Internationbelong to or. what job they do, skilled .or of the elect~ons to reach wider audiences es were taken to the local police station. al and publications of the IV International
Thomas Kilburn, a member of the British from aU over the world. In the centre was
unskiDed; the representatives will carry than before.
The comrades of the Italian Section have Section of the IV International, who was a banner bearing the synthesis of the
out the decisions of mass meetings of t~e
,workers, and will be subject to instant reo launched .themselves into the campaign helping in thecampajgn, was deported. campaign's themes: 'LONG LIVE THE
caD if they do .not 'carry out the wishes with tremendous dynamism, publishing After the elections th~re was deliberate A;."l'TI-CAPITALIST . UNITED., ,FRONT
misrepresentation in'theJ:)qurgeois press OF THE WALLOON AND FLEMISH
Lott~ Operaia twice a : week, producing a
~f the base. The committees should
. ; : .h~ve re~.llr meetings of aU the workers ;pJ;inted e1ectoral.m~nifesto, posters, arm· of the results-three. different .figures were
CONTINBED ON' PAGE FOUR ·

LIFE OF THE INTERNATIONAL

Reports of the Electoral Campaigns
in Italy and Belgium

RED FLAG

The conclusions' o·f ·the Belgian Elections
Resolution of the Political Bureau of' the
B,elgian Section
(Extract)

aga:n with political confusion, its enorm"The 31st March elections represent a ous accumulated discontent, and its comvictory for the working class and the IV . bative will. against Capitalism, by increasInternational and show the complete crisis ing the votes .for the FDF and the Volkwhich is decomposing the bourgeoisie and sunie, and in part for the Rassemblement
the reformist parties. The working class Wallon. These same radicalised petty
bas centraI:sed in the Socialist Party in bourgeois masses are now finding themFlanders and Wallonia, to show its class selves, and will find themselves even more
unity throughout the country, and its re-, ma~sively, alongside the working class,
solution to push forward the great anti- when the proletariat will be the centre,
Capitalist struggles which are maturing in in ,the coming 'great mobilisations and
its heart and to put itself forward as the strikes. The vote of the petty bourgeoisie
is not a 'linguistic' vote! With the radio,
Iea~ership of society. through direct action.
The petty bourgeoisie has not felt this press, telev:sion and helped by the reformcapacity for leadership of the working ist workers' leaderships, the Capitalist regime has tried to confuse the masses, to
cl!i~s in the elections,' because the Socialist
Party 'does not give a programme for strug- distract them from' the fundamental progle, it· conciliates with the bourgeoisie, and blems of the struggle against unemploythU$ .the petty bourgeoisie has expressed ment, redundancy, the high cost of living,
and, thcilack of ,decent living conditions,
by inventing a linguistic problem between
the Flemish and Walloon masses in the
population. The results of the elections
are a notable check on this bourgeois
I. A' 35 hour week in all industries.
!. Thl'ee weeks paid holiday in all illdl!s~ries, leading to 4 weeks paid holidll-Y...
.
.
3. Ali 'aU-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum livIng'. wage. All wages to rise with the
eost .of living. Commissions of workers
and ;ho,usewives to decide the contents CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
.of th«i' cost of living index.
WORKER,s'. There were speeches about:
4. 'Eqliill .pay for men and women.
Cuba, Vietnam, Korea and the World
AI)lm~ntices doing tbe work of an adnU
Anti~Imperialist United Front.
worker to be paid as such.
5. Profits of antomation to gO to the
-The incorporation of children in the
workers luthe form of higher wages world Socialist Revolution.
and sborter honrs.
-Assessment of the electoral campaign
Pensions to equal the average wage,
and· to rise with the cos, of living. and the struggle for the construction of
towering of the age of retirement to the revolutionary leadership in Belg:um.
60 fQr men and 55 for women.
The exposition on the revolutionary
1. (',ompulsory day release for all wor~ struggle of the children of the world~nd
kel's .for' industrial tr.aining and further
their dynamic participation in the elect;education.
."
,
I. ,Students to be' maintained on the oral campaign of the P.O.R.(T.) in Belium
wag~ 'of the average· worker,w"lc~
will increase with the cost of living.
t. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury properties and nnoccupied dwellings to meet the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
to pro
against landlords' thngs,
evictionbailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committees to have the right to assess and
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be egotism. And· a Garrison says
to
placed under workers management, lea- Johnson; you allowed the assassination
dingto nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours of Kennedy. They liquidated Kennedy
and reductions in work time without for saying less. That is to say he
loss of pay to absorb workers whose (Garrison) does not work from his own
Jobs are threatened by automation. strength. He speaks because he is exWorkers now unemployed to be found pressing a current, which is a way of
work' or given full 1i1aintenal!ce.
n. 'N 3~tionalisatsion of all key indus- wanting to block the war; but to block
tries .. without· compensation including the war as the Yankees do; they want
banks, insnrance, steel, engineering, peace, peace but they drop bombs.
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor manuWe are the most fortunate individuals
facturers and road transport services.
arms and the building and building in history. Never' has there been in
supply industries. Nationalised Indns- human history events at the end and
tries to be, placed under workers beginning of the year like this. Lenin
control;
finished the "State and Revolution" say12.• state ' monopoly of foreign trade. ing, "there are a number of points which
Natlonalisation of big wholesale and
have not been dealt with. I will leave
retail enterprises,
13. Woi'kers control of aU industries. them because it is better to act than to
No commercial secrets. Workers com- write". It is clear, the meetings and disi:~!~~~i:: examine the accounts of ~n cuss;ons were better to conduct than to
14. Expropriation of the wealthy far- write about. Not because it was not
mers.· targe farms must be brought necessary to write; the basis was already
Into' state ownership, and small farms written, the rest could be learnt in
federated : and run on collective lines struggle, in life and he was. attracted by
by committees of farmers and agriculturliC workers • who would organise this. Vietnam today and the masses of
direct marketing of prodnce and cnt the world, Syria and Cuba are the most
out" nifddle men.
elevated examples of the human deeision
15.Fol'1llation of factory committees on to triumph. This is the most important
each, job and workers councils in each
10,canty on an anti-capitalist program- evert of this year. And the second; the
decision of the IV International to fight
me;"
.
Ui. For a' single European Trade Union for power. The two wills are identical,
centre on an anti-Imperialist pro- the two decisions are identical. We do
gramme.
17. Struggle against Imperialism! De- not compare ourselves to. the masses of
fence of t he colonial revolution by Vietnam in their means nor in their
every means including strikes, boycott possibilities, but we are superior to or
and sabotage. and the despatch of equal to them in histqric decision. This
arms to colonial workers.
is the most important event of this year.
18. Withdrawal
from
all
Imperialist
With the assassination of Trotsky 27
alliances, . such as NATO, CENTO,
SEATO. etc., directed against tbe wor- years ago, with comrades arrested in
kers states and the colonial revolution. Mexico, in Spain, in ,Brazil, Cuba,
Alliance and solidarity with the wor- Guatemala, arrests in the Argentine and
kers states and the colonial revolution in some number will follow, They are
against Imperialism. Liqnidatlon of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their already organising not a plan of study
but a plan of action, now it is not a
means· of supply
ll~. For. the United. Socialist States of
question of studying, it is a question of
Europe as part ot a world front of action and activity. In Spain every three
socialist states.
months, six, eight, ten comrades arl;: arlO.iFor 8 workers Jovemment.
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The. Belgian
". Elections·

6:

manoeuvre!-because it has not been able
to prevent the accentuation of the decomposition of the Christian Democrats,
and above all because the PLP has not
been able to gather around it the petty
bourgeoisie wh:ch is in the process of
getting out of the control of Capitalism:
all the exploited masses, rejoice at this
defeat! In spite of the millions which the
big capitalists have given to the leaders
of the PLP for. their electoral campaign,
the bourgeoisie has failed in its effort to
provide a centre of political stability, to
impress the petty bourgeoisie, and to slow
down its incorporiltion in the anti-capitalist united front!· The masses have, not
voted about language problems! They
have expressed at different levels of consciousness their unanimous feeling of
loathing and deep c41mbativity against the
Capitalist regime.
.

The elections are going to serve as a warning to the bourgeoisie to accelerate its preparation for a violent confrontation with
the masses, in organising a goverJ;lment
capable of pushing forward this repression;
and if it is not found through the normal
was made bycde. Jean, a young comrade
who is 8 years old, and was particularly
well received by all the comrades present,
as the expression of the tremendous
strength concentrated, in the IV International,capable of organising and incorporating
all the young comrad~s, as the revolution
does on a world-wide scale.
The meeting ended with the ,singing of ,
the Internationale and vivas for the IV
International, cde. Posadas, the' revolution-'
ary maSSes of the world, for the masses
of Cuba" China, Vietnam and the Workers' States and a viva for the proletarian
united front in Belgium and for the progress, expressed in the electoral campaign, in
the organisation of the revohltiouilrY current for the taking of l?ower.

The Historic Audacity of
the Vietnamese Masses
rested. And already they have made a
programme for those arrested as to the
activity they must develop. The comrades
believe they will soon be set free because they say that the students are rapidly
released.
The Trotskyists who are arrested Continue their tasks without interruption.
They are the Trotskyists of this stage
of Trotskyism, not of the stage of,
Trotsky. And they are the organ:sing
centre of all the other political prisoners.Mexico is the most clear example
of this. The commune in the prison is
the example of the ability of the
Trotskyists to construct socialism. They
prepare themselves .to construct socialism. For this reason we have replied
with this letter of ours(l), because it has
an immense historic importance.
The two greatest events of this year
which has just finished, are the will of
the Vietnamese masses in struggles to
smash Imperialism, and its consequences
which are the revolutions in China and
Cuba; the masses take account of this.
And the dec:sion of the Trotskyists like
the masses of Vietnam is to struggle
objectively for the leadership of the
world revolution and to impel objectively
the revoltuion. These are the most important events. The Marxist Reviews in
Spanish, in Italian, in French, in English
are part of this. The objective development and growth of the IV International
in various countries is part of this. They
are the two centres of this stage of history. Neither journalism nor the press nor.
the radio are going to register this. We,
yes, ourselves. The principal element for
every historic event is to be convinced
that . this is the' case.
BecaUSe we were convinced that We were
right, we prepared in' 1945 to win the
leadership of the IV International. For
this reason we were in the leadership of
the IV Internatiomd. We were convinced
that we were right.' We did not· have'the·

parliamentary game, a coup d'etat will b,e
made. But in what conditions of crisis and
defeatism for Capitalism! In the face of
this, the working class has clearly shown
that it is preparing with confidence and
security to confront the Capitalist crisis
and give to it a class solution, by concentrating its votes for the Socialist Party.
And at the. same time it has stimulated
the workers' vanguard .to express at a
high level its· complete rejection of reform~
ism.
This is the process that' is developing
in the vanguard: the number of abstentions
has gone down because a' part of the vanguard which abstained in 1965 to express
its rejection of the ·reformist policy of
the Socialist Party and the Communist
Party, has concentrated itself in the PSB
to stimulate the rest of the working class
there towards the' revolutioltary policy to
which it aspires. THE ABSTENTIONS IN
THESE ELECTIONS EXPRESS THE EXISTENCE OF A TROTSKYIST CURRENT IN THE HEART OF THE REVOLUTIONAR:Y VANGUARD, AT THE
SAME TIME AS THE VOTES GIVEN
TO mE PARTY AT CHARLEROI DO."

EUROPEAN
MARXIST
REVIEW
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understanding, the clarity which we have
now, but we had the 'same historic de-.
cision and the same conviction of historic
decision. For this reason we are here,
since it is necessary to assess this first
year to' make a balance for the next
year, to be at the head of the principal
countries in which we have sections.
We are going to change the dates for
balances and inventories in the party. It
is not a literary or cultural conclusion,
it is an historic necessity. The dates are
inventories of humanity .to measure time
and its own action; to measure its ability
to act. If not, it has no importance in
time. But until now time has ·been determined by the commercial interest for
exploitation. In this sense time is valued
in relation to commercial interest. Inventories, balances, conclusions are made
to assess experiences to apply in agreement with commercial interest, bureau'cratic interest, military interest. Still
there is no force to make an inventory
of Ufeto use scientific collective experi"
ence. Humanity passed through an un~'
conscious phase towards the "Communist Manifesto". From the "Communist
Manifesto" a new stage of humanity be-gins: the conscious stage which is still
not organic with humanity. This con-'
sicous stage is that of Marx and Engels,
in the form of theoretical conception.
Until then the historical ,proof was missing. And the practical proof was given
by the International and the theoretiCal
and historical demonstration: "Capital".
These are the three dates "Communist
Manifesto", 1st International, "Capital".
And the historic proof, not theoretical,
but historic, practical, material proof
that socialism was possible and the way
to realise it was the Russian revolution.
(1) The creation of the communes in
the prison of Mexico by the Trotskyists,
and the rise of the Mexican Revolution.
J. Posadas 18. 10.67
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THE HISTORIC AUDACITY OF THE·i
THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE MASSES OF THE
EX·TROTSKYIST CAPITULATORS AND THE,
Part 2. To be concluded
THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY WORLD
WAR BY IMPERIALISM AND THE OBJECTIVE TROTSKYIST COURSE
.
OF HISTORY
Imperialism from the economic point of view has a power such as never before.
NeverthelesS' at the same f:me, it is pursued, expelled, fought and obliged to retreat
as never before.. And in the United States, the North .~erican masses who live in
the most. powerful country economically with the highest economic level in the world,
rise against Yankee Imperialism to throw it out of Vietnam and the negroes rise up
with the methods of civil war and are preparing to unite with the exploited white
masses to take power. And all this in the mOst economically powerful country in
the world. This is not a consequence of the state of the,' economy, hut
the world
influence of the revolution. The world is united and unified, and what unites the
world is the will of the masses t6 take p6wer, and the will of the masses to smash
Inlperialism.

of

We have maintained this stand. For' this
reason we 'broke with Mandel and expelled him, when he supported the view
that Capitalism had a perspective. What
is the Programme of Mandel? He hasn't
one. What does the analysis of the econ()m5' lead to?
In the last instance to an economic
competition which is peaceful co-existence
With Imperialism. Imperialism does not
accept this. It is conscious that economically it is very strong now, but that in a
period of years it will be inferior. Imperialism feels that it cannot last for a
period of more than five or six years,
it feels that it is being swept away by
the world revolution. The growth in the
United States in the opposition to the Viet.nam War is the highest and most catastrop'hic indication
it to Imperialism. Its pessi'triism is immense. There is a moral and
iritellectual pros!ration of Capitalism. This
,~ftows that in ''Spite of economic power,
4f.het~ is moral. prostration that does not
c6mefrofue,x}'nomic<ilwveakness~ but' fr6m'
it feeling that Imperialism is sociany lost.
To this it' 'is' not necessary to' respond
~ith a treatise on the economy, which
o'rily serves to provide statistics and to
calculate the economic capacity of the
Workers
,,It is not this which decides in his
. Ecol1omically, the Workers States has demonstrated that it is
superior. It is necessary to write to organise the class struggle, this is what is important ,and what decides. Economic
treatises are only of use to Imperialism,
the Soviet bureaucracy and the bureaucracy of the Communist Parties, for they
do not influence the revolutionary struggles. It is the masses who are deciding
history. It is in Vietnam, Cuba, the
Middle East, and China, it is in the development of the revolution and of the
struggles of the European proletariat that
all these struggels are being decided.
, All the Mandels, the Franks, the
Maitains, the. Pablos have neither programme Or policy or a solution to these
events in history. For this reason we expelled them from the IV InternationaL
These people were expelled in 1961 because they believed that the principal·
struggle wh,ich it was necessary to make,
was for prevention of the nuclear war.
This is in their review "The IV International". There is to be found the appeal
for opposition to what they call the
"lunacies of Posadas" and the posadists,
who say that the nuclear war is inevitable, that Imperialism is preparing for
the war and has no other solution, and
that it is necessary to get ready for the
war and appeal for the preparation for
the war and appeal for revolution and
the defence of Vietnam, China, and Cuba
whatever the cost, even that of nuclear
war, which is the lesser evil for humanity. These people say of us that we are
"mad". We prepared ourselves for this
process, we prepared organising leaderships and' parties. That is why we have
16 sections! and will have 20 sections
shortly, and We were based only on 6 in
Latin America when we expelled them,
Meanwhile their programme stated that
the most important t~sk of the IV Interriational was to prevent the nuclear war,
as ·they said .iI} their "IV International"
hi 1960~61. What perspectives had they?
N~he.
Ifnperialismis preparing for the war,
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necessity to support the "Cultural Re- tendencies, with revolutionary objectives.
volution" in China, such as we said three in Cuba, China and the Middle East with:
years ago, because it is the form in which
the IV International. The articles . or'
the development of the Political RevolutPosadas provide the means of fusion, S'O
ion is manifested in China. But these attacks and calumnies are made: on,
people attack the "Cultural R~volution"
Posadas with use being made by the
as if it was a struggle of bureaucrats.
Mandels and company of their Trotskylst
Undoubtedly there are bureaucrats but past, because they feel themselves to be
the meaning of the struggle and the force
weak, incapable of understanding the
which impels the struggle is not in the political course of history and they lack
least bureaucratic. In the necessity Which
the politi9al and social courage to unde~the bureaucrats have to '9rganise the . stand, or~anise, leadahd fuse with this.
Chinese Workers State and defend themprocess. Therefore whilst the Trotskyists
selves from Imperialism and from other had 20 comrades imprisoned in Cuba,
bureaucrats, they have no other reqledy and nOIl,e were accused of anything and
than to give way to certain' historic neceswere freed oy the Cubans without any
sities of the Workers State, that is to
accusations being made:"-'just as in the
yield to the masses, although they would Soviet Union there are also imprisoned
like to control and block them. So this Trotskyists-and they defended the perstep which they have taken will give im- manent revolution, the politicai revolution
pulse to the left wing and to the Trotsky- -·whilst we had· 18 prisoners in Spain
ists, and a Trotskyist wing will appear. and now have 6, the Franks, Mandels,.
The process is like this.
Maitans, PaNos join in the chorus of the
The capitula tors did not forsee this and
Communist Party against Trotskyists, in'
did not prepare themselws for any of the objective service of the counter reit. So they joke and they lie when re- volution. The political programme of the
ferring to Latin America, trying to ap- Trotskyists in· Spain is for the taking of
pear to have sections' there. We invite power, f'Or a Workers and Peasants
them to show a single' newspaper in Government. They are the ones· whO.
America, a single section, a single moveorganise FUDE" and it is FUDE that the
ment; And these unworthy and miserable government attacks through the daily
people conceal the fact of our imprisoned paper of the Falange 'Arriba', as the
comrades in Spain: Whilst they run dowri
organiser of the revolution in Spain.
the acts of our comraeds in Guatemala
All these Franks,·Maitans, Mandell!,
they keep silent on the imprisonment of' Pablos are incapable of understandiJig.
oU'r comrades in Spain, the 18 imprisoned
analysing and combating politically (jur
positions; which are the same as' those,
in Spain, . ' in Mexico, they conceal this.
They are the servants of the centrist wing of the IV International which they dein this stage, the history of. the xevolution fended for a period of years and we'
which they assist and consequently they threw thent' out in· 1961 when they stop"
!are· ready to use any slander, any 'deni- .ped 'd.efendi~g them. nus ,.' they; did,· not
gration: ana any police ddhunciation', just have and have not a programme and
as Michel Pablo, does in his publi~ policy, and they latch on the programme
ation. They ate police informers. What and follow the road of the centrist wings
they have not done up till now, they will
anywhere in the world, adapting' themdo, and the conditions for this will be selves to them. They try to contain the
there later on.
objectiVe development of the revolution;
The. Mandels, the Pablos, the Maitans,
the Trotskyists and of the IV Internation·
and the Franks were incapable· of forsee- al by volunteering information about
ing, organising or orientating any great Posadas and the other leaders of the IV
event, among them that of Guatemala, International, like Pablo does, in his
and that of Cuba:· It was the IV Inter- publications and as they do through their
national, the articles of Posadas written
personal ties and like., they d6' iu Latin
over a period of years, which forsaw the
America serving the counter revolution
'sui generis' courSe of the Political Re- idrectiy. The Mandels, the Franks and
volution in Cuba, the centrism and the the Pablos in Latin America have no
inclination to the left of Fidel Castro,
organisation, but they offer money, cor·,
in spite of the assassination of Guevara,. rupt the centrist petit bourgeois elements
Mandel and the other capitulators never an(1 ally themselves with the ,CIA to'
said anything about this,· because they did
betray, block the development of the IV
not have the courage, the capacity, the International and betray Posadas. The
political courage, to understand this. We forged edition of 'Voz Proletaria' of
have written, analysing and forseeing Argentina last year was the work 6f
these events, and the form the revolution the CIA helped by the people connected
takes at this stage. We wrote "From with Maitan and all these people.
The weap<Jn which Castro has used has
Nationalism to the Workers State",
"Guerrillas in the struggle fot Workers not been any use, he has fired it again
Power", "The Role of the Military in
and again and he has failed. He has to
employ other means, other inferior rethe Nuclear War", "Structure and Functioning of the IV International", "Soviets
sources. What he did before was to give
and Communes", about the mass Peronist orders to take up arms saying "pestilentmovement as part of the revolutionary ial" and he expected the collapse of the
thing. Tliere was no collapse. The "plague"
movement of the masses of the world,
about the role of the students, about advances, reaches him and he has to be
Socialist morality, about the construction
infected. As he has to continue defending
of the conscious militant in this stage what he tried to liquidate" he sends for
of history, about the possibility of the
Mandel. He has to adapt to Trotskyism,
petit bourgeoisie taking power in Cuba he has to adapt to us. He tries to do what
before it happened, but that afterwards the Church is doing, adapting himself
this would pose the necessity •. of a 'Reto the course of the revolutiop to devolutionary Party, we wrote about the fend himself from it. This is what he
Political Revolution in the Workers States,
is doing. And he is doing it badly beabout all decisive events. We prepared cause it finds no echo; it cannot have
conclusions favourable to the revolution,
ourselves for this process, we prepared
the parties, the cadres, the leaders for To fight the Trotskyists, it is necessary
this process.
to fight them with a policy, positions and
These calumnies made by Mandel in to demonstrate that they are mistaken,
But the objective course of history is
the name of the Pablos, Mandels and
Franks are directed to block and prevent Trotskyist. Even when we are silent, the
the conscious functioning of the conscious
mouth is Trotskyist.

this
evident. Everything leads to the
war. So they do not have cadres, a
policy, base, programe or a future! For
this reason they cl~g to' whatever tendency offers them a perspective, and sell
their Trotskyist past. They sell the apprentic'eship which they went through as
Trotskyists for a few short years, to be
of use to the bureaucrats or their
minions or the centrist tendencies which
have to move to the left but which fear
to advance to the revolution be.:ause they
have neither programme nor perspective
and nor have they a team or party prepared for the· revolution. None Of them
has written a text or a programme foreseeing events and the' form of the revolution at this stage .
This book of Mandel is written with
the aim of introducing himself and self.. ,
his services to the bureaucrats of the
Workers States, and those who replace
the old bureaucrats, who are no longer
any use and who. cannot .maintain th.
posttions,seeking to replace 'them: with a'
new programme which' tends to sustain
bureaucratic control but not the tevoluti.on.
Meanwhile it is evident by what is happening in China and in the Middle East
that Imperialism is preparing for the
nuclear war and it is necessary to get
ready for this nuclear war. In Capitalist
Germany they have· passed a law about
'serious emergency', which indicates that
they are preparing for the nuclear war
very shortly. These are measures which
they are taking and applying in order to
be prepared for the nuclear war. Everything is for the preparation by Imperialism of the nuclear war.
The Negroes of the United States speaking through Carmichael do not put forward the programme of the Pabloes and
Mandels, they have the programme of
the Trotskyists: 'it is necessary to. prepare for civil war in the United States,
there is no other solution', 'the masses
of the United' States, the whites and
bla<;ks united by the proletarian revolution, can finish with racial segregation'.
This is the Trotskyist programme, this is
our programme. Hence they reject all of
them. They are the ones who supported
Ben Bella. They are the ones who supported the denigration, the attack by,
Fidel Castro in the Tricontinental slandering the IV International. He keeps quiet
about all this and these miserable types
conceal the fact. They go on attacking
and bringing up the calumnies made by
Fidel Castro, and now they summon up
the current that follows a conciliatory
and centrist road, whether in the wake
of Fidel Castro, in the Middle East or
anywhere in the world. They lack programme and perspectives.
Therefore they do not have a single
perspective and for this reason they could
not forsee anything. These people cannot
show that they forsee anything, that they
forsaw the course of the revolution, the
process in the Middle East or the great
strikes, and nowhere do 'they come out
for the struggle, for the taking of power.
In general all their struggles are in defence of the partial interests of the masTHE HISTORIC AUDACITY OF THE VIETNAMESE MASSES,. THE
ses but they do not go any further.
SOCIAL FEAR OF IMPERIALISM ANI) THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE.'
Our ptogt'all'llTIe is the programme of
.
IV INTERNATIONAL
the Permanent 'Proletarian Revolution, the
Socialist Revolution, the Political ReThe Syrians, without· directly knowing sary positions in certain aspects,alhougn
volution. the necessity to expel Imperial- u~ 'Or, with only indirect knowledge of not in aU of them. They !ill going ~
ism . from Vietnatl'lwhatever the cost, the us, know TrotskJr.' and' took up the necesdismiss Mandel. . History is6ne 'singlE!
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whole, the world is one single whole,
it is not just Cuba. Therefore there is
no echo or importance in what Castro
i~ doing. On the contrary, he is losing
ground, ,it is open to other influences. Thus when a comrade criticised the
Soviet bureaucracy for its attitude in the
Middle East, a Syrian leader said: . 'Yes,
they are weak; the Soviet bureaucracy
is afraid of the wl\r, but,' he said, 'in
the long run, it will have to confront
the Yankees. Without intending to, it
will have to confront the Yankees in the
long run. But this leadership is not the
same as it was in 1917. They lack the
leadership they had! in 1917.' He did not
name Trotsky or Lenin,. but 1917 means
Lenin and Trotsky~ And . this is what
is .in all their thoughts.
The Syrian leaders have declared, 'We
are preparing for another war which perhaps we are going to lose, but even so
we are going to win, h~cause it is a
soCial yearning of the masses.' It is
sometimes Fidel Castro, and sometimes
the Syrians, but they all allude to 'social
necessity" 'social sense' and that they
have social resolution not military re~olution.' Before this was not so. It was
a question of who had more arms, more
bullets, more military power, but now
war is resolved socially, not militarily.
, Waiter Lipmann is. one of those who
has the apperance or' a pall bearer, he
points to the dead and already he is
Weeping for them, for he states in definite terms, 'There, is a development in
history which we . do not understand,
Whic!1 we do not understand or know.'
nefor\!, everything was clear to them.
There was a revolution, a. movement, and
the ships 'were sen,t in and bang, bang,
bang~verything was settled. They understood very clearly. Now when there is
a revolution, like Vietnam, they go, bang,
bang, bang-and one, two, fiVe years go
by. The wounded, and the massacred
feel themselves to be strong. and they
wait for the bombs to make holes, which
they can plant rice in. The schools,
technicians and engineers go on but the
Yankees are decomposing. Then Walter
Lipmann says, 'There is a world which
we canont understand.' It is his way of
praying not to die. They are confronted
with a world event, confronted with a
process of history which they do not understand because they have tried to
smash it and have not been able; so they
do not understand human nature. They
believe that human nature is like themselves the product of money, of material
interest. They do not take into account
that human nature is social interest, the
aspiration of human knowledge elevated
to the ocnsciousness, to the conscious as- '
similation, even though it is still not assimilated theoretically. It is assimilation
of the collective life. They are not able
to understand this. It is logical.

It .escapes all the scientific, cultural
and rational forsight of Capitalism. For
this reason this character says this. Where
have you seen a characfer like. Johnson,
the representative of the instrument, of
the :biggest military capacity in history
who goes running to the POPe to say:
"Look receive me, I am ruined". And
this type feels the end, death, and runs
to the Pope. When Johnson runs to the
Pope he runs like a corpse held up by
string. He does not run to the Pope to
give orders, he runs to the Pope to use
him to justify himself before the United
States, before the masses of the United
States; but also to direct himself at the
bourgeoisie of the world to say: "I have
no other remedy than to continue the
war and finish it." This is it. This is the
contradiction of Johnson. He is not as
the previous Presidents of the United
States who said: "I am here, come to see
me" and you knocked on the door and
they said: 'I am busy". No, this time
he goes to Australia. He goes to
see if they have found the body of the
prime' minister who took to the water (in
time). ,If they drowned him or not, it
has no 'importance. He died. And
Johnson had to go to Vietnam. He left
before he got there. He was there for
forty minutes. This is the weakness of
these people: the President of the most
powerful Capitalist nation of the world
fears attempts oil his life so that no one
can get within ten miles of him. He goes
to Vietnam and why does he .go? For
what? !He is a defeated type who goes
to try to' stitch up holes, nothing more
than this. This is not the tout of the
conquerer. The victor has no need to be
reassured. When he goes it is because it
is ,the corpse going to its fellow to see
if it can sustain him. This is the tour
which Johnson made. And to the Pope
he had to say: "you have to help me
because it is the war". And the Pope
saw him, listened to him, and left him.
Just left him, it is clear. The Pope did
not make any declaration favourable to
him.
The visit of Johnson to the Pope is
the last cartridge which Imperialism is
spending. The authority of Imperialism
has diminished by 1000%. The nuclear
bombs demonstrate that Johnson does not
have the power to impose himself. He
has to to go to the 'Pope to ask help,
so that the North American masses, the
petit bourgeoisie see that Johnson goes to
the ,Pope: 'I am going to say to him
that I want peace." He goes running
to the Pope. North American Imperialism
with all its nuclear bombs runs to the
Pope; the war is near. Why does he go
to see the Pope? not to seek to arrange
matters, but to justify, to gain time. How
much time? Cambodia, Laos, .. now again
Cyprus. And soon the Middle East again.
But their fear is an intellectual fear,
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social fear which they express intellectually. This is Walter Lipmann. The
articles of Lipmann and of Sorensen are
the same. The types who until a little
while were the mental assessors, the
animators like those on the radio who
stimulate and entertain to try to win
people. Thus these people have acted.
They have tried to sustain all this appearance of power and they have believed
that they can triumph, but now they see
that they are losing. They see that they
are losing and not just in Vietnam, they
are losing in' the world. And their programme is the programme of the desperate; they rush to the lesser evil. The
declarations of Lipmann and of Sorensen
grasp the lesser evil. A whole intellectual
sector of Capitalism has. been overwhelmed by defeatism, It is a world that' they
do not understand and evidently do not
understand because they cannot resolve
it with guns Or with nuclear weapons.
They see; we are able to drop nuclear
weapons and tomorrow? what is tomorrow? There is a tomorrow Which they do
not understand. There is a void in front
of them. They go to Vietnam, they go
to the world through Vietnam. There is
no discussion in the world in which
Vietnam does not appear. Two children
fight over missiles; "you want to do what
they are doing in Vietnam." I hear it
now. They fight because one brings down
more missiles than the other. Vietnam is
iIi the mind of humanity.
Thus as human language is agressive,
is warlike, everything is resolved by
means of foree, of imposition, the masse;;0~efend themselves and impose themselves on Capitalism and the .bureaucrats
alsq'!l The' language is aggressive. Vietnam
is the centre of the human decision to
conquer. What Greek tragedy! Sop-

hodes is suffocated! Vietnam .. There is
no historic comparison with' Vietllam,
there is nothing.
Nevertheless human
progress demonstrates how it advances
with coHectivisation. The Greeks to
derstand the world had to write . all ih~
tragedies which they did,'. which was
their tragedy. The Vietnamese do not
have a tragedy; and they have tragedies
greater than those of the Greeks, comparatively. In the family, everyone is
killed and they continue fighting. They
have no reliable place where they can
live. They have no certain food. They
have to go escaping the bombs and they
aquired such an ability that now they
dance around the bomb. And they have
sueh ability that they can qaicuIate
mathematically the fall, the position of
the bomb, the type of the bomb; they
have the notion alreadY,otherwise there
would have been a disaster, and they
have the capacity of collective educatiolt
to centralise themselves around the results and from the expedences to brgan.ise themselves how to evade bombs, how
to work, how to confront the bombard"
ments. What other people in human
history has done this? None. They already have been smashed by bombardments, by disasters. But the Vietnamese
people master the situation, master it.
The Greeks now would raise themselves
from the tomb to see this.
Of all the facts, the most' important
events are; the historic social magnit"
ued, the courage, the feats of bravery,
the historic audacity of the Vietnamese
masses; and the disconcerting of the ruling class. There is an enormosu disar.,
ray. De Gaulle does things which in ,another phase of histo;y would have led
to wars. But now. they say it is only
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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EDITORIAL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
In the last couple of weeks two major
victories have been won by the working
class. Firstly the management at Roberts
Arundel have been forced to recognise the
Ullions and take back the workers they
previo\lsly sacked, and they have been
forced to sack the blackleg labour which
they have employed for the past year.
And secondly in the same week the government have been forced to rule that rises
of up to 7/6 a week only may be made
in the rents of council houses in anyone
year. Both these victories are the result
of systematic militant action; in the case
of the strike in !Robert Arunqel, the constant demonstrations and sympathystrik.es in Stockport, and the battles with the
police outside the factory, while in the
case of the rents, the constant mobilisations of the council hOUse tenants all over
the country, with the storming of the
town hall in Coventry, the rent strike in
Walsall, and the recent demonstrat:on of
3,000 council tenants to Hyde Park in
London. Capitalism is not strong enough
to smash whole sectors of the working
class as it wants and needs to but in the
face of constant mobiIisations they are
forced to retreat, and concessions can be
won by the working class in this pe~iod
but only by aggressive class actions.
In the same two weeks as these victories have been won, showing the strength
and the unity of the working class, and
on the eve of great class and revolutionary
struggles, Enoch 'Powell made his now
famous racialist speech, This was done
as a very .conscious move on his part
and as a representative of the right wing
of the Tory Party who see the working
class becoming' more and more organised,
demanding more and more from Capitalism, more wage increase and workers
control, they see women demanding equal
pay for 'equal work, they see students
supporting the struggles. of the workers,
and they see children holding demotlstrations-all showing an elevation of the level
of the conscious strliggiein this countty

and to combat this they try to divide the
working class on racialist lines. True there
have been some demonstrations by a small
sector of the dockers and meat porters in
London, the second sector lead . by a
fascist candidate. to Parliament, olit they
do not represent the mass of the .British
working class. There have been no demonstrations in support of Enoch Powell· from
the big car factories for· example, where
for years black and white workers have
worked together and also workers organisations have condemned the attack. The
majority of immigrants in this country
work in the lowest paid jobs, live in the
worst housing and their children go to
the most overcrowded schools; they are
the principle victims of the decline of
Capitalism and Powell knows this" But
the essential thing is that this manouvre
by Powell and the Tories has failed.
The 15th .of May one ·day strike must
be extended indefinitely until the Capitalist class gives in to the demands. The
engineering workers must appeal to other
sectors of workers to join the strike, calling them to put in similar demands in
their own industries, demands like, 30%
increase in the basic rate, 3 weeks holiday,
equal pay for women, no redundancies etc.
The engineers must build factory committees with full proletarian democracy and
appeal for the active organised support of
the working class housewives, the students
and the children, for their struggle. The
resolntions of the A.E.F. Conference, for
the nationalisation of all the major in~
dustrles under workers control etc. which
are the highest programmatic level the
struggle has reached in this country, must
be demanded and fought for by all sectors
of workers as a part of the struggle for
a workers government, at a time when
Capitalism and Imperialism is unable to
develop the economy or solve any of' its
problems and is preparing in a very short
time to launch the atomic war to try to
terrorise and smash the forces of the
world proletarian revolution' alid' the'
Workers States.
'

